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Foreword 

'The Legacy of Wiltgenstein: Deconstruction or Pragmatism', was the title of the 
conference in November 1999 at which the essays collected in this volume were 
originally presented. The conference was sponsored by the Austrian Cultural 
Institute in London· and hosted by the Centre for the Study of Democracy at the 
University ofWestrninster. 

Our aim as organizers was to bring together a group of distinguished scholars 
interested in Wiltgenstein to discuss the relevance of his work for contemporary 
debates. This was not, however, a traditional philosophy conference. We did not 
look for Wiltgenstein 'experts' who would engage in very technical and special
ized discussion. The idea was to have a broader discussion among theorists who 
had found the philosophy of Wiltgenstein of particular significance for their work 
in different fields; We therefore invited people from a variety of disciplines: 
political theory, aesthetics, comparative literature, as well as philosophers. These 
scholars were also chosen to represent both the Anglo-American tradition of 
pragmatism and the continental one of deconstruction. The affinities between 
those two traditions and Wiltgenstein's thought have recently been acknowledged 
and it seemed timely to scrutinize them. 

What is striking in the current reception of Wiltgenstein is how wide-ranging 
his influence has become among those who are trying to elaborate an alternative 
to the dominant rationalistic framework. Pragmatists and deconstructionists are of 
course at the fore!r0nt of such a movement and it is no surprise to find that sev
eral of them have turned to Wiltgenstein and have opened up new perspectives on 
his work. This joint interest has created a very welcome bridge between post
analytic and continental philosophy, which for too long almost completely ig
nOied each other. A promising dialogLie is now deVeloping, one to which the 
engaging discussions among the participants in this conference can testifY. Of 
course the question of who are the true heirs of Wiltgenstein, the pragmatists or 
the deconstructionists, remained open and no final conclusion was drawn. But a 
lively and productive debate did take place that will no doubt go on and this is 
certainly not the least important part of Wiltgen stein's legacy. 

This conference would not have been possible without the help of Dr Emil 
Brix, director of the Austrian Cultural Institute at the time we presented the pro
posal, and we would like to thank him especially for his keen interest in our 
project We are also grateful to his successor Dr Michael Zimmermann and to 
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Professor John Keane, director of the Centre for the Study of Democracy, for 
their collaboration. Furthermore we would like to thank Daniel Hahn for his 
editorial assistance. 

Chantal Mouffe and Ludwig Nagl 

Hilary Putnam 

Rules, atiunement, and "applying words to the world" 

The struggle to understand Wittgenstein's vision o£language 

Wiltgenstein's writing produces two sorts of controversy: on the one hand, there 
are controversies between those who, like myself, think that Wiltgenstein was 
very likely the greatest philosopher of the century and those who think him the 
most overrated philosopher of the century. (Saul Kripke represents an interesting 
middle position: Wiltgenstein was great but misguided, if his reading is correct.) 
These are not the controversies I wish to discuss today. 

The second sort of controversy is a controversy among philosophers of the 
first kind. Such controversies are a familiar phenomenon in the history of phi
losophy. They arise because different "lines of thought" can arguably be sup
ported by various statements and arguments in the text of a great philosopher. On 
the surface, the question as to which of these lines of thought best represents what 
the great philosopher meant to teach us may seem to be a purely "textual" one, 
but it almost never is. Since interpreters quite properly apply the Principle of 
Charity, each side attributes the line of thought that it finds strongest in its own 
right. I believe that that is what was going on in a wonderful exchange between 
Steven Affeldt and Stephen Mulhall in the pages of The EUJ'opean Journal of 
Philosophy.' And it is proper that it should be, for the important question raised 
by these papers is whether one or another view of how language and the world 
connect is correct, and secondarily whether the preferred view is really Wiltgen
stein's. 

For the most part [ shall focus on Mulhall's paper, because it represents what 
he himself-regards as an "orthodox" interpretation of Wiltgenstein, and I believe 
that seeing w.'lat is \\-'rong with t,1'!e "orthodox" view as a view can not only 
prepare us to entertain the possibility that an interpretation like Stanley Cavell's2 
(which is the interpretation Steven Affeldt defends) does more _justice to the 
subtlety anp originality of Wiltgenstein's later philosophy than the "orthodox" 
view (which Mulhall associates with the names of Baker and Hacker), but can 

Steven G. Affeldt, "The Ground of Mutuality: Criteria, Judgment and Intelligibility 
in Stephen Mulhall and Stanley Cavell," European Journal a/Philosophy, voL 6, 
no. I (April 1998), pp. 1-31; Stephen Mulhall, "The Givenness of Grammar: A 
reply to Steven Affeld~" same issue, pp. 32-44. 

2 Stanley Cavell, The Claim o[Reason (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979). 
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also help us to appreciate deep issues about our linguistically-mediated inter
course with one another and the world which do not even come into sight if one 
accepts the "orthodox Wittgensteinian" view as the right view in philosophy. 

I described this exchange as wonderful, and I used the laudatory epithet not 
just because the intellectual quality of both papers is so high, but because in 
many ways the exchange was a model of what a philosophical criticism and a 
response to it ought to be, but too rarely is. Both papers are learned, thoughtful, 
serious, inspired by a search for truth and not rhetorical advantage: Moreover, 
both'papersare courteous - Mulhall's fairness and courtesy towards someone 
who is; after, all. criticizing a book he wrote are exemplary. I hope that I shall 
manageto:display the same traits in this response. 

Although.1 shall be defending substantially the view that Affeldt defended, I 
shall approach the issues in my own way, and, as I just indicated, I shall focus on 
the defensibility of the "orthodox Wittgensteinian" view as a position in philoso· 
phy, rather than 00 the textual evidence for and against it as a reading of Wittgen· 
stein.' I have chosen Mulhall's paper not only because I was so impressed by its 
qu;ality;· but because' it contains some .extremely clear and concise statements of 
the claims that debate is all about: In the next section I shall quote a few of these 
statements, .and in.the subsequent sections I shall argue that, taken at face value 
anyway, they le'!<i to a disastrous epistemology. 

The "orthodox" view of criteria and rules 

The word ·that occurs again and again in Mulhall's account of the "orthodox" 
view is ~'rule", e;g:, in "criter-ia as rules" (33), "uncovering a framework of rules" 
(33), "orthodox rule-based accounts of grammar and criteria" (40). Although 
Mulhall is the author of a sympathetic (in fact, highly laudatory) account of 
Cavell's Wittgenstein-interpretation, Stanley Cavell: Philosophy's Recounting of 
the Ordinary' (henceforth SC), he does not accept Cavell's criticisms of the idea 
u1at criteria provide a "framework of rules", or Cavell's rejection of hie idea 
(beloved of "orthodox" Wittgensteinians) that philosophical nonsense is to be 
diagnosed as the result of a misguided attempt to make sense outside of the 
rramework. In fact, he writes: 

3 That-it is the correct interpretation of Wittgenstein's later philosophy is argued by 
Stanley Cavell (op. cit.) and (on independent grounds) by Charles Travis in The 
Uses of Sense (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989). 

4 Stephen Mullhall, Stanley Cavell: Philosophy's Recounting oj the Ordinary (Ox
ford: Oxford University Press, 1984). 
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"I was of course aware [when writing thebookj of the two texts of 
Cavell's .... articulating his hostility to the idea of grammar as a fi-arnework of 
rules, but I gave little detailed attention to either since neither seemed to me to 
provide any clear and detailed justification for this hostility" (33); and "It became 
clear to me that Cavell was deeply suspicious from a very early stage of his work 
of any such talk of Wittgensteinian criteria as rules, or of grammatical investiga, 
tions as uncovering a fi-arnewor)c of rules; but it was not at all clear to me what 
the grounds of this suspicion were, and it was equally unclear to me that anything 
significant in Cavell's reading of criteria and grammar was threatened by refor
mulating it in the Baker & Hacker terminology and turns of phrase with which 
my writing has been inflected." (33) 

·Of course, we cannot rule' out in advance the possibility that the disagreement 
between Cavell, on the one hand, and "Baker & Hacker"', on the other (or even 
the disagreement between Affeldt and Mulhall) is a purely verbal one; the possi
bility, that is, that there is an understanding of "rule" on which the claim that 
criteria are rules of grammar says nothing that Cavell need disagree with. To 
avoid being caught in what might be a purely verbal controversy, I shall, there
fore, avoid taking "are (Wittgensteinian) criteria rules?" to be the question at 
issue. Instead I want first to look at what Mulhall thinks rules do. 

Rules, in Mulhall's sense, do not tell us how to process "marks or features" 
which are themselves not already conceptualized. (Mulhall says that Affeldt mis
understood him on this point?) One must already be within the schema to pro
ceed on the basis of criteria. Mulhall writes as follows: 

"So my saying that criteria constitute the marks or features on the basis of 
which we judge whether something counts as a chair is not meant to suggest that, 
whenever we encounter chairs (whether familiar or exotic), we first recognize the 
presence of criteria for something's being a chair and then go on to call it a 
chair .... My claim concerns the order of justification, not that of perception or 
judgment: the point is that if my judgment that something is a chair were to be 
subject to question or contestation, then I must be able to, and would, justify it by 
reference .to Certain featureS of the' hie object itself, and of the ways in which it is 

Q 

intended to be or can be employed." (po 35; emphasis added) 
The idea that criteria figure only in the "order of justification'~ is not repeated, 

however, 8jld is difficult to square with what follows. (It is also difficult to square 
with Cavell's point, with which Mulhall seems to agree with in SC, that the 
judgment that something is ~ chair or an inkwell, etc., is not ordinarily a claim, 

5 G.P. Baker. And P.M.S. Hacker, Scepticism, Rules and Language (Oxford: Black
well, 1984). 

6 Cf. p. 35 of Mulhall's paper, "as Affeldt has it in his footnote 31". 
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andthat in an ordinary ''non-claim context", the question of justification does not 
so much as arise.) For example, on the very next page Mulhall writes: 
. " Neither is my claim meant to imply - as Affeldt at another point suggests _ 
that criteria are 'assertability conditions' (p. 3). To be sure, someone might gloss 
my idea in such terms, and thereby' invoke a complex machinery of meaning
theoretic analysis of the kind that informs disputes between Davidsonians and 
Dummettians;'but any such gloss would be entirely foreign to the spirit ofSC as a 
whole, and is certainly not built in to the simple idea that criteria are what we go 
on when we apply words to the world." (36, emphasis added) 

Here (and throughout Mulhall's paper, apart from the one sentence about 
criteria and "the order of justification") it certainly sounds as if all talk about the 
world employs Criteria, whether a '~claim" has been "contested" or not. Indeed, a 
few pages further on, Mulhall himself seems to explicitly contradict his assertion 
~at "My claim concerns the order of justification, not that of perception or 
Judgment". Thus he writes, responding to Affeldt's view (which is itselfan inter
pretation- a correct one, I believe, of Cavell's) that talk of our ,criteria only 
arises in connection with specific philosophical or empirical confusions (that the 
question ''what are the criteria for the use of such-and-such a .concept? " has no 
sense apart from a specific philosophical or empirical confusion), that: 

"These statements conjure up a sense of criteria as forged when, and only 
When, we encounter specific confusions or crises in going on with our words - as 
if criteria are absent in the absence of such problems, as if Our uncontested or 
uncorifUsed lingUistic judgments are not already shaped or informed by criteria, 
as -if in such circumstances we have judgments without criteria." (39; emphasis 
added) 

Not only is Mulhall here claiming that we never have "judgments without 
criteria" (not even uncontested and unconfused ones), but he is pulting forward 
what he sees as a serious dilemma for the Cavell-Affeldt view: if Cavell and 
~ffeldt reject the idea that criteria are a "framework of rules" that we "go on" in 
Judgment, then musn't they think of them as created by the philosopher's investi
~ation? BUi lei me quote the passage in fuB (this wiii be the iast of these quota
tIOns from Mulhall's paper, for itcontains a crucial argument - one that it will be 

-my aim to Tebut.1 shall repeat the previously quoted sentence to remind you of 
the context: 

"These statements [Affeldt's) conjure up a sense of criteria as forged when, 
and only when, we encounter specific confusions or crises in going on with Our 
words - as if criteria are absent in the absence of such problems, as if Our 
uncontested or unconfused linguistic judgments are not already shaped or in
formed by criteria, as if in such circumstances we have judgments without crite
ria. This would not only make it hard to comprehend Cavell's and Wiltgenstein's 
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frequent talk of being recalled to or reminded of our criteria by philosophical and 
nonphilosophical confusions - talk which seems to imply that while criteria may 
be discovered through such confusion, they are not created thereby. It would also 
leave liltle room for talk of our everyday judgments as normative, as open to 
evaluation as correct or incorrect. For such talk presupposes the existence of 
standards of correctness, of norms; it must be possible for us to justifY how we 
go on', and as Wiltgenstein tells us 'justification consists in appealing to some
thing independent of what is being justified' (PI, 265). It is that justification that, 
on my account, criteria prOVide; but its very possibility seems theatened by some 
of Affeldt's more unguarded remarks." (39-40, emphasis added) 

Going on without rules 

Evidently, on the "orthodox" (or "Baker & Hacker") view, going on without 
criteria - criteria construed as rules which belong to a framework of rules which 
is independent of the particular judgment that those rules "justilY' - is making 
sounds to which no ''normativity'' attaches, in effect, mere babble. Let us see if 
this is so. 

Probably I do not need to remind this audience that I began my philosophical 
career as a philosopher of science, and for the next few minutes I will return to 
philosophy of science. From very early on, what impressed me about the great 
events in science in the first third of this century was the way in which what once 
were taken to be "a priori" truths, perhaps even "conceptual" truths, had to be 
given up one after another. In "It Ain't Necessarily So", a paper I published 
almost forty years ago' (but one I still agree with), I tried to explain just how 
important this fact is for all of epistemology. Imagine, for example, that in, say, 
1700 Jones had said, "There is a triangle both of whose base angles are right 
angles." Would these words have been intelligible? At best this would have been 
taken to be a riddle. Perhaps Smith would have replied, "Oh, [ get it. You mean a 
spherical triangle." But let us imagine that Jones says, "~':o. I don't mea..'1 a trian
gle on a sphere. I mean a triangle on a plane, on the locus of all straight lines that 
intersect two given straight -lines." Perhaps Smith tries again to "guess the rid· 
die". "Are yo", perhaps considering a finite line segment as a degenerate case of a 

7 Here again. Mulhall assumes that the question of justifying how we go on always 
makes sense, whereas the claim that it does not is central to Cavell's discussion of 
skepticism in The Claim oj Reason. 

8 "It Ain't Necessarily So," Journal of Philosophy, lix, 22 (October 1962); collected 
in my Mathematics, Matter and Method (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1975). 
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triangle, one whose third angle is zero degree~?" But Jones says, "No, I mean a 
trIangle all three of whose angles are positive; and two of whose angles are right 
angles." At this point, Smith would doubtless say, "I give up. What's.the an
swer?" And if Jones could say no more than, "I just mean that there is a triangle 
whose base angles are both right angles and whose third angle is positive", then 
he would have been utterly unintelligible. We would have had no idea what he 
was doing with his words. 

Another example 1 used in the same paper is the following: it i's now conceiv
able that space is finite. Again, if Jones had said this in 1700, Smith might have 
said: "Oh, you are going back to the Aristotelian view? You believe that if we 
could travel far enough we would encounter a boundary, a sphere that surrounds 
the whole cosmos, and that the question "What lies beyond the sphere" makes no 
sense?" (Note that, strangely enough, by Kant's day ~ and perhaps already in 
.1700 - .this view, which had been accepted for two millennia, already seeined 
mconcelvable! What seems to makes sense can stop making sense.) But if Jones 
say~, "No" there is no boundary. Space is finite but unbounded," Smith - that is 
to say, our former selves - would have said "You.are talking gibberish." Or, 
perhaps, more charitably, Smith might have first asked, "What do you mean by 
'fimte and unbounded'?". We suppose Jones gives our present day answer: "By 
'finite' 1 mean just the obvious thing: that there are only finitely many distinct 
nonovc:rlapping places the size of, say, this room to get to, travel as one may 
(even If one were allowed to travel instantaneously from anyone place to any 
other). And by 'unbounded' 1 mean that no matter which direction one travels in 
one never encounters an impassible barrier to continuing to travel in that direc~ 
tion." Again, if Jones had been unable to say more than this, if he could only 
repeat thIS explanation without satisfactory elaboration, then he would have been 
utterly unintelligible. We would have had no idea what he was doing with his 
words. . 

Today every educated person knows at least the outlines of what happened to 
make these strange assertions intelligible. In the usual quick story, which is in
deed correct as far as it goes (except for overlooking Thomas Reid's n::markable 
anticipation of non-Euclidean geometry in 1764)9, at the end of roughly the first 

. _quarter of the nineteenth century a German mathematician Riemann and a Rus
sian mathematician, Lobachevski, independently discovered two diff;rent sorts of 
unon-Euclideann geometries. Each of them, moreover, at once concluded that a 

9 
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In hi~ Inq~j7 in.,to t~e Human Mind on the Principles of Common Sense. The story 
of thiS antiCipation .. ~ beautifully told in Nonnan Daniels, Thomas Reid's Inquiry: 
The Geometry of VlSlb/es and the Case for Realism-(Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1989). . 

non-Euclidean geometry (rather than the traditional Euclidean) might .well b~ the 
one to describe physical space - that is, the space in which all phYSIcal. obJ ects 
are located - correctly. The propositions "the sum ofthe angles many tnangle IS 
always greater than two right angles" and "space is fi~ite but u~bound~d", b?th 
hold true in any "Riemannian" space, any space descrIbed by RIemann s (ongl
nal, ungeneralized iO) non-Euclidean geometry. Indeed, in Riemma~ian space, If 
one constructs two straight lines both perpendicular to a thud straight Ime .and 
prolongs them sufficiently they will eventually meet (there are no parallels, In a 
Riemannian world, any two straight lines meet) and when they meet th~y WIll 
form a non-zero angle. Thus the kind of triangle Jones described does mdeed 

exist if space is Riemannian. . . 
The extent to which a space deviates from the Euclidean IS measured by a 

quantity called the "curvature" of the space (note that ."curved" space do~~ not 
literally bend; the intrinsic curvature of a space mIght be called Its non
Euclideanness" rather than its Hcurvature"). The more the sum of the angles of a 
triangle of a given size is greater (or smaller) than 1800

, the greater th~ "curva
ture" of the space. Already in the nineteenth century, models ofspaces.m whIch 
there is "variable curvature" [i.e., the space approximately obeys Euchdean ge
ometry more closely in some places than in others 1 had been constructed, and the 
speculation had even been advanced by Clifford that physical space mIght have 

variable curvature. 
But some "Wittgensteinian" philosophers might suggest, the fact that some 

, k' II 
scientists talked this way doesn't show that they were (fully) rna mg sense. 
Perhaps these nineteenth century speculations only made the kind ~f sense that a 
science fiction story makes; the kind of sense that we can mdeed enJoy, but mIght 
nevertheless find to be incoherent if someone were to "take it seriously". 

In th~ twentieth century, however, the idea of applying non-Euclidean ge
ometry to physical space was elaborated into a highly successful physical theory 
by Einstein in his General Theory of Relativity. (The main paperl2 was published 
in 19/6.) And in the subsequent decade, the scientific community came t~ acce~t 
L'_'_ .. 1 ____ . ,-__ .: .. 1.... ~:_~_ ........... A: ...... " ... i .......... ,,\ u.rhilPo thPoI'P wprp "hnlr101lt<;" 82:amst thiS 
lilt:) LlICUIY \WIUI III1HVI II1VUIlI .... U~'VH.:JJ • .......... ou_._ .. _.- ----~~---- '-' . 
consensus for a number of years (Whitehead went so far as to propose a nval 
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Riemann's generalized geometry is a mathematical fotmalism ~or represent~ng 
arbitniry geometries, including ones with "variable curvature", while "Rle~ann~an 
geometry" sans phrase usually refers to the geometry of constant curvature In which 
there are no parallels (constant positive curvature). .. . ' 
Cf. my'The Threefold Cord: Mind, Body and World (New York: ColumblaU~lver
sity Press, 1999), pp. 98-100, the section entitled "on lackin~ full mtelllglbillty. . 
Ober die Grund/age der al/gemeinen Reiativilatstheorie, In Annalen der PhYSik, 
August 1916, 769-822. 
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theory); today the theory is regarded as well, confinned by virtually every com
peten.t astrophysicist. And this theory implies that the two propositions I 
Imagmed' Jones uttering in 1700 may be true (whether they are depends upon the 
av~rage mass-density of the universe, a quantity which has proved difficult to 
~stlmate.). Th~t "Jones's" propositions may be true, and that they "make sense", 
IS somethmg that every astrophysicist today believes. 

The title of the present section of this paper, I remind you, is "going on with
?ut rules": And it is time to connect all this to Wittgenstein. Perhaps the follow-
109 quotatIOn from Stanley Cavell's Claim oj Reason can serve as a connector: 
. ,"This is how, in my illiteracy, I read Thomas Kuhn's The Structure aJScien

tific RevolutIOns: that only a master of the science can accept a revolutionary 
~h~ge as a natural extension of that science, and that he accepts it, or proposes 
It,·m orderto,maintain touch with the idea of that science, with its internal canons 
of comprehensibility and comprehensiveness, as if against the vision that under 
altered CIrcumstances the -nonnal progress of explanation 'and exception no longer 
see:ms to him to be science." 13 

"In ,accepting. the General Theory of Relativity as "a natural extension" of 
~hysics, P,~y~icists were treating assertions like "Jones's" as intelligible ways of 
gomg on ,mdeed as the right, the justified, ways of going on, given the totality 

of data-cum-theory to date. Indeed, the possibility of this kind of scientific rev
~Iution was already implicit in Einstein's earlier (1905) Special Theory of Rela
tIVIty. Por accepting the Special Theory involves giving up the idea of an "abso
lute': s~mul.tanei~, as we all know. -:"nd wh.at is it to "give up" absolute simul
tanelty. It IS precIsely to allow that, m certamclrcumstances, there is literally no 
fact of the matter as to whether A happened before B or B happened before A or 
they happened simultaneously (and not just because they happened so close 
together than our watches are not good enough to distinguish, as might happen 
when two horses reach the finish 'line in a race). Even putting aside uncertainties 
as to t~e preci.se secon~ .wh~n something happened, there are enonnously many 
cases, If SpeCIal RelatIVIty IS correct, when there just isn't a Jact as to which 
happenedfirs! or did they happen simultaneously. And Smiih' wouid have no 
more been able to understand such an assertion - that is, it would not have been 

_an intelligible assertion, before Einstein told his story and showed how to apply it 
- than we would have been able to understand "space is finite but unbounded" 
before Ri.emann and Einstei~ told their stories and showed us how to apply them. 

I relllmd yo.u that for ~Ittgenstein a rule (Regel) is a subspecies of regularity 
Regelmasslgke:t). Now It IS certamly a regUlarity, a Regelmdssigkeit in the be
haVIor of phYSICISts that, under our twentieth century conditions (where the rele-

13 The Claim oj Reason, p.12 I. 
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vant "conditions" include both the data that were collected and the space of 
available theories to interpret the data), physicists accepted Special and General 
Relativity. And it is a regularity that has nonnative significance; a physicist who 
deviates from it is regarded as irrational, as at best an unreasonable reactionary. 
But is it a rule? 

If Stephen Mulhall is prepared to say that it is, then the disagreement between 
him and Steven Affeldt may well be in large part a verbal one. I myself think 
there isa natural understanding of the notion of a ''rule'' on which it would be 
decidedly odd to say that physicists who accepted the Einstein theories and who 
persuaded other physicists to accept them were "fullowing a rule". The word 
"rule" suggests something one could state (perhaps after reflection). I recall Paul 
Ziff protestingl4 against the tendency to postulate "rules" whenever there is a 
queStion of right and wrong. "There are right and wrong ways to use a screw
driver," he said, "but there isn't a rule for using a screwdriver." But perhaps this 
isjust a bit of "ordinary language philosophy" oflhe kind we should set aside? 

I am inclined to think we should not set it aside. First of all, what happened in 
this case was that scientists - eventually an overwhelming majority, though at 
first only a few -'discovered that they were in what Cavell calls "attunement". 
Discovering an attunement is phenomenologically quite unlike being reminded of 
a rule to be followed. Indeed, Mulhall himself stresses that ''rules'' in his sense 
are independent of what they justifY. But if the regularity: "In such conditions 
good scientists will eventualIy prefer the Special and General Theories of Rela
tivity" is a rule, it is so very particular! We can, of course, give it a pseudo
generality by saying this is an instance of the rule "choose the simpler theory", or 
something of that kind, but by what prior standard of "simplicity" was it "sim
pler" to abandon the maxim (which had always been regarded as a priori) that 
there is a fact of the matter as to whether events precede one another in time or 
are simultaneous (setting aside borderline cases, such as the '''close finish" in a 
race)? By what prior standard of "simplicity" was it "simpler" to abandon 
Euclidean-geometry? By what prior standard of simplicity was it "simpler" to 
think of space as ~!finite bUi unbounded"? 

Indeed, it is not even quite right to speak of a regularity Regelmiissigkeit) 
here, let alone a rule. To be sure,once large numbers of physicists were won 
over, there. was a "regularity" in their scientific judgments and practice for phi
losophers and historians of science to observe. But we now regard the first physi
cists to accept the theory (that is, to accept it as at least a strong candidate fur 
acceptance) as rational, indeed as displaying a high order of scientific insight, 
and their decisions were not yet even instances of a regularity. In this case mas-

14 In a wonderful seminar on his book Semantic Analysis at Princeton in 1959! 
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ters ofa science "accept[ed] a revolutionary change as a natural extension of that 
science", in,Cavell's phrase; but not on the baSis of anything it seems right to call 
a rule, or even a regularity. 

I have chosen these cases because they are exemplary for the difference be
tween Cavellian and "orthodox" readings of Wittgenstein. Cases like these illus
trate the difference between "going on" in Wittgenstein's sense (or "applying 
words to the world", in Mulhall's phrase) on the basis of a prior and independent 
nde, and going' on without any such basis, but in a way that is fully'rational (if 
revolutionary),a way that. would not be comprehensible without our- often 
unforeseeable - attunement with each other. Note that I do not speak of going on 
on the basis of an attunement. For reasons made clear below, I do not think our 
attunements are a foundation, or a basis or a justification. They are rather the 
preconditions of intelligibility of our utterances. Recall PI §242: 

"So you are saying that human agreement decides what is true and what is 
false?" - It is what human beings stry that is true and false; and they agree in 
the language they use. That is not agreement in opinions but inform.oflife. 

One possible reaction, 'of course (I hope it would not be Mulhall's, or Baker 
and Hacker's), would be to say that what we have here is simply a string of cases 
in which the words·(i.e. the phonetic shapes) "triangle", "right angle", "straight 
II'ne" "pIa " "fi 't "" b d d" ( d , ne, In} e, un Dun e an perhaps "space" 1) are committed to 
new and different concepts. Wben we are told that straight lines can behave in . 
these "non-Euclidean" ways, the old grammar is not being contradicted but sim
ply abandoned; in fact, the concept of a straight line has been altered. Perhaps it 
has been; but not arbitrarily altered. For to assimilate these cases to cases in 
which there is a mere change of meaning, would bequite wrong. As I pointed out 
in "It Ain't Necessarily So", what one should ask anyone who took this line is: 
:'Pray, then, w.hich are the straight lines in the old sense?" What was literally 
mconcelvable m Jones's and Smith's day was not only that straight lines, prop
erly so-called, should not exhibit "Euclidean" behavior; it was equally inconceiv
able that there should be no straight lines in that sense, in space. 

ivioreover, if we were to insist on regardjng scientific revolutions as dis
guised ·redefinitions of words, or on saying that whenever we "go on" in a way 
that f~rces us to modifY or abandon previous criteria we are really "changing the 
~eanmg of words", we would, in fact, have gone back to exactly the Camapian 
vIew that I and others spent our efforts attacking in the 1960s. In that case I 
would have to say that, despite Mulhall's insistance that the "orthodox" view is 
not-a version of logical positivism, it seems to- have exactly the same disastrous 
consequences. 
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Attunement and ordinary language 

Another possibility is that someone might say that scientific re~olutions are a 
"special case", that none of this shows anything much about ordmary I~ngua?e. 
Besides misunderstanding Wiltgenstein's notion of ordinary language (10 whIch 
"ordinary" contrasts with <lphilosophical", not with "sci~ntific", or "~ec~ical", or 
the like), such a reply would simply be dead wrong. ThIS sort of proJectIon of old 
concepts into new situations - projection which reveals attunements that have not 
previously been made manifest - is fundamental to all use of language. Let me 
begin with an everyday case: the case of jokes. . 

Here is a (presumably true) story I heard last year. There IS, I was told a pr~
fessor of philosophy at a Catholic university in the United States who has I~st hIS 
faith. In these liberal post-Vatican \I days, he has, however, kept hiS posItion at 
that university. This professor was about to give a paper at a Catholic philosophy 
conference, where all the participants knew of this philosopher's unbeli.ef. ~en 
he stood up to read his paper he smiled, and said, "I guess I am the hon bemg 
thrown to the Christians." 

The amazing thing is that this witticism is instantly intelligible to us (giv~n 
the background of course, which includes knowing about gladltorlal games m 
ancient Rome! - this is an instance of what Cavell calls the systematicity of our 
attunements). Yet this particular metaphor had never been employed by anyone 
before as far as we know! The regularity that people understand this metaphor 
and that they regard it as amllSing is extremely strong (I have tested it on a num
ber of occasions). And there are appropriate and inappropriate ways to under
stand this joke (which is surely normative). But rules? Come on! 

I once was talking to Adolf Gruenbaum about his well-known attacks on psy
choanalyis, and I said, "I grant you that Freud was mistaken in thinking that 
psychoanalysis is a science. But does that show that it is all just suggestion, or 
hypnosis, or something like that, as you maintain? Loo~, is philosophy a SCI
ence?" Grtienbaum looked a little crestfallen (to my surprise - thIS was not at all 
the reaction I expected), and finally answered slowly, "Yes, it is a shame that we 
have not yet succeeded in writing down the canons of rationality." . . 

I confess that the idea that we distinguish appropriate from mappropnate 
metaphors, interpretations of jokes, and the like on the basis of rules seems to me 
much the same fantasy as Gruenbaum's fantasy ofa set of "canons of rationality" 
waiting for lIS to write them down. . 

Yet another possibility is that someone will say that jokes and metaphors too 
are a "special case". (But was not the argument that normativity presupposes the 
possibility of justification which in tum presupposes the existence of rules "inde
pendent" of what is to be justified a perfectly general argument?) However, as 
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C~arles Tr~~is ~ brilliantly argued over many years ", if anything is central to 
W Ittge~stem s vlsl.on of language it is that the meaning of our words does not 
determme the precIse truth-evaluable content they have in particular contexts If I 
:y, ~~at apple is green," even if you know what apple I am talking about,' and 

at It IS the color green that I am ascribing, you need also to understand what it 
would ~e for that apple to be green in this context (e.g., am I saying that you 
shouldn, t eat ~e apple because it is "still green", i.e. not ripe? Or that the peel is 
~een? Or th~t It bel~ngs to a kind whose peel is normally green?:'" Each ofthese 
m turn permIts of dIfferent "understandings" in different contexts and each of 
~ose u.n~erstandings permits of different possible further interpret~tions, etc.".) 
i ur abl.IIty to - ofte? Inst":"taneously - arrive at the proper understanding of what 
s said In a context IS, agam, a manifestation of OUT attunernent with one another 

not of "rule" (I . b I . , . s. un ess It e ru es In Chomsky's peculiar sense a sense that is 
certamly not Wlttgenstein's, and one that I believe to be ultimately incoherent 17). 

Do our altunements have normative significance? 

~e have alread;,quoted Mulhall arg~ing that "it must be possible for us to justifY 
w w.e go on an~ sa~mg that Wlttgenstein tells us 'justification consists in 

appe~lmg to somethIng mdependent of what is being justified' (PI, 265. I am not' 
cIalm~ng that OUr attunements with one another, the attunements we manifest in 
speakmg In both familiar and novel ways, are a justification for what we say or 
how we say it. Th~ very idea of a general problem here, a general question as to 
how any of the thmgs We s~y is justified (or as to how we arejustified in saying 
t~em), wh.e~her We .be chattmg at the dinner table, arguing about the next elec
t ons, ,advIsing a chent, performing an experimen~, reproving someone for their 
behavior ... s~ems to me one that Wittgenstein would certainly reject as senseless. 
Just as the thmgs we ~ay make sense (when they do) in particular contexts, so the 
dem~nd for Justtficatlon, when it makes sense (and very often it does not arise 
..... ...1 ...... _ •• 1..1 __ "- __ .• 'ro _, 

UlIU U WVUIU lIut nli:IKe sense IT someone were to say ''justify that claim") is met in 

15 
Cf. C~arles Travi~ "Ann"'~ of Analysis," Mind, yo!. 100.398 (April 1991), pp. 237-
26~, Pragmatics. TraVIS chapter in C. Wright and R. Hale, Companion to the 

16 PhIlosophy, oj Language (Oxford: Blackweli,1998), and The Uses oJSense 
~~e TraVIS work ~!ted in tJ:1e preceding nott. See also the works listed in the appen

IX .to Kent Bach. Semantic Slack.: What .is Said and More," in S. Tsohatzis, Foun
dRQllOtlns

d 
oj S.1"'9geech-Act Theory: Phtlosophrcai and Linguistic Perspectives (London' 

17 
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ee my cntl~s~ of Chomsky's idea of a "semantic component" of "UO" C'Univer

sal Grammar) In The ThreeJoldCord, pp. 123-125. 

particular ways, depending on the particular claim that is called into question. 
Our attunements enable us to understand Ilwhat is going on"; they are not facts 
that we appeal to in going on. . . . 

Missing this is, I think, responsible for much of the oscillatIOn between apn
orist and extreme relativist positions in philosophy. In ethics, for example, stu
dents often ask "By what criteria can one tell when an ethical claim is justified?", 
and are startled when I reply, "By just the considerations that we advance in a 
good ethical argument". It is as if, over and above the things we say when we 
argue for or against an ethical judgement, there had to be a more fondame~tal 
consideration, a philosophical consideration, which we ordinarily neglect to g1ve, 
but which has to be given lest our ordinary arguments lack ... what? A founda
tion? [But Wittgenstein beautifully quips (On Certainty, 248), "I have arrived at 
the rock bottom of my convictions. And one might almost say that these founda
tion walls are carried by the whole house."] Similarly, in the philosophy of 
mathematics, the different positions often seem to be seeking so many different 
foundations for mathematical judgements, for reasons that particular mathemati
cal judgements are true that the mathematician neglects to give, but which have 
to be given lest mathematics lack ... foundation. As the aphorism I just quoted 
illustrates, Wittgenstein is no foundationalist. Affuldt is right that we do not need 
a "framework of rules" to serve as a foundation for the ways we go on. (But I am 
troubled by his concluding remark (23) that "Ifthere is a ground of intelligibility, 
then I am that ground. But picturing ground as given, I may not be." Perhaps 
Cavell too sounds at times as if he were saying that we, or each of us individu
ally, were a "ground"; but the metaphor is too easily taken as accepting (and 
providing an answer) to the question "What is the foundation?". 

The significance for philosophy 

If the view I have been defending is right, then we carmot be convicted of speak
ing nonsense just by showing that we haVe used a word in a case where tl1e "crite
ria" of its ordinary use are not fulfilled. Here is a nice example from The Claim 
of Reason (181): 

. "We learn the use of 'feed the kitty', 'feed the lion', 'feed the swan', and one 
day one of us says, 'feed the machine', or 'feed his pride', or 'feed wire', and we 
understand, we are not troubled. Of course we could, in most of these cases, use a 
different word, not attempt to project, or transfer, 'feed' fromcontexts like 'feed 
the monkey' into contexts like 'feed the machine'. But what should be gained if 
we did? And what should be lost? 
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"What are our choices? We could use a mOre general verb like 'put', and say 
merely,_ ~Put the money in the meter', 'Put new material-into the machine'. 'Put 
film into the camera', etc. But first, that merely deprives us of a way of speaking 
which can discriminate differences which, in some instances, will be of impor
tance; e.g., it does not discriminate between putting a flow of material-- into a 
machine and putting a part made of some new material into the construction of 
the machine. And it would begin to deprive us of the concept we have of the 
emotions.lsthe idea of feeding pride or hope or anxiety, any more'metaphorical, 
any less essential to the concept of an emotion, than the idea that pride and hope, 
.etc.; grow and moreoVer grow in certain circumstances? Knowing what sorts of 
circumstances these are and what the consequences and marks of overfeeding are, 
is part of knowing what pride is. And what other way is there of knowing? Exper
iment? But those are the very concepts an experiment would be constructed from. 

"Secondly, to use a more general verb does not reduce the range of transfer or 
projection but increases it. For in order that 'put' be a relevant candidate for this 
function, it must be the same verb we use in contexts like 'Put the cup on the 
saucet', '-Put your hands-over your head', 'Put out the cat', -'Put on your best 
armor', 'Put on your best manner', 'Put out the cat and then put out the light''' [I 
have rectified· two typos. The passage continues and all of it should be read over 
more than once.J 

Wh.al one can add, however. is that if someone uses a word in a case where 
the criteria for its previously familiar uses are not fulfilled, then if we do not 
automatically project the new use (as Cavell imagines us naturally understanding 
"feed the machine" without any explicit explanation), we need to be told a 
"story" about how the word is to be understood. I have claimed that Lobachevski, 
Riemann, and Einstein told a story that enabled us to understand how and why 
they said things about straight lines .that defied the accepted criteria, that enabled 
us to see what they were saying as "a natural extension" of the geometrical con
cepts, in Cavell's phrase. What kind of story will enable us to see a use ofa word 
or concept as a "natural extension" and in what circumstances is something for 
which there are no general rules. 

It may seem as if this interpretation deprives Wittgensteinian grammatical 
investigation of all its philosophical power, of its critical bite. If I cannot show 
tlie skepticlStalking nonsense by suggesting that our words may not apply to the 
world although the criteria for applying them are manifestly fulfilled, or that 
concepts like "dream" or "illusion" may apply even though the criteria for ap
plying them aren't fulfilled, if I cannot show the traditional philosopher that (s)he 
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. I f language" (a locution Wittgenstein never uses, by the way , 

"Violates ru es 0, ,,' ? 

then what good is Wlllgens~em s p~!o~~fI:'~ her's claim to be justified in using 
The answer, I suggest, IS that p thP. W'ttgensteinian) critena cannot 

the words in question outside or apartn:~: t:';;~e~ to the story the philosopher 
be rejected a priOri. In each cas~, ~ herent (I have tried to do just that 10 a 
tells, and show why and how It IS lOCO 'f . ske ticism and on the philoso
Wittgensteinian spirit in some recent ~1 ~n~ on e:e strip :'Wittgensteinianism" 

phy ofmind
'9

) Wha;~s true~ ,:~~;~~';o~ :;~t~~g traditional philosophy, th~n it 
of the appearance 0 emg . 'th philosophy as Socrates practIced 
may tum out to be much ~ore contmuous WI 

it than it is customary to thmk. 

-------------:---:-f; he can determine, Wittgensteio speaks .of 
18 Jim Conant has told me that, as ar as R k Logical Form" _ the one ple-

. . I f I age only in "Some emar s on ," 
vlolatmg ru es 0 an~u, 'dl .oS Remarks 00 Logical Form was 
ce of writing he expliCitly later dlsowne, orne V I e 9 (1929)' it was re-

. A' t t Society Supplementary 0 um , . , 
published in the rl~to e !On , (d ) anthology Essays on Wmgenstem"s 
printed in I. M. COPI and R. W. ~~d s ~ Sj 1966) Elizabeth Anscombe added a 
Traclatus (London: R,outledg~an, egan t~~ fOllowi~g essay .. .1 have consented to 
note there saying "Wtttgenstem dIsowned that it will certainly be reprinted some ti
the reprint of the essay because I su~se be a statement indicating how little va
me, -and if that is to .hapP,en there. ha better W' ideas" Juliet Floyd informs me that 
lue can be set upon It as mformatlon a out s .: K Klagge and A. Nordmann 
the current most accessible ~lace to ~nd thel~s~~.ls~~k~tt, 1993)" (and see further 
(eds.) Philosophical OCCasiOns (Indlanapo IS, . 

citations of rel~,:ant,7?rresp~ndence(!~e})hilosoPhie jn synthelischer Absicht (StuU-
19 cr. my "SkeptlclsT 99';) M. d ~:;:'ws~n and Skepticism" in The Philosophy of P.F. 

gart: Klett-Cotta, . Op' an C rtrrhe Library of Living Philosophers, 1998). 
Sirawson (LaSalle, IL. en ou 
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Linda M. G. Zerilli 

Wittgenstein 

Between pragmatism and deconstruction 

In his enjoyable liltle book on Wiltgenstein, O.K. Bouwsma recounts a conversa
tion he had with the philosopher during his 1949 visit to the United States. On 
one of their many walks together, writes Bouwsma in his rather compressed style, 

he [W ittgenstein 1 asked me: Had I ever read any Kierkegaard? I had. He had read 
some. Kiergkegaard is very serious. But he could not read. him much. He got hints. He did 
not want another man's thought-all chewed. A word Of two was sometimes enough. But 
Kierkegaard struck him almost like a snob, too high, for him, not touching the details of 
common life . ... On the way home he asked me whether I had ever read the letter of 
Fran'Vois. Fenelon to the French Academy. against purist rules. Admit other words, if only 
they are sweet. Sweet! How is sweetness judged? Later he spoke of a friend of his who 
was an Esperanto enthusiast He couldn't stand it. A language without any feeling, with· 
out richness. Strange. he said. Like a man's being offended. repelled by another man's 
spittle .... This is a fine illustration of the richness of his [Wittgenstein's1 mind. For all 
this came about through what? Through seeing a sign advertising .. cheeseburgers .... That 
offended him! He loathed it That was no way to derive words. And what happens? Fe
nelon. 1 

Bouwsma has a point. The exchange he describes is classic Wiltgenstein - but 
not only because it shows the undeniable richness of the philosopher's mind. The 
exchange is classic because, among other things, it combines statements that, far 
from cohering into an argument to which every rational member of the commu
nity would have to agree, lead in contradictory directions and sustain debate: 
Wiltgenstein disdains the project to puritY language and he judges "cheeseburg
ers" to be a viie word. w'hat interests me here is t.ic way in which Wittgenstein 
sustains dialogue. I shall argue that his practice of thinking exemplifies a con
ception both of plurality, which is not reducible to the (deconstructive) notion of 
undecidability, and of judgment, which is not reducible to the (pragmatist) under
standing of "form of life." What links Wiltgenstein's distinctive conception of 
plurality to that of judgment and makes his work unassimilable to both decon
struction and pragmatism is his novel and, I think, easily misunderstood concep-

O. K. Bouwsma, Wittgenstein. Conversations 1949-1951, ed. J.L. Craft and Ronald 
E. Hustwit (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1986),46-47. 
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tion of the ordinary, the common. My claim will be that both deconstructivist and 
pragmatist appropriations of Wiltgenstein misread this notion of the common 
attri~uting to ~t either too much solidity or too liltle stability, and consequentl; 
~Is~mg what IS distinctive in his ongoing interrogation of the philosopher that 
SItS m each and every one of us. 

AlIo,,: me to begin my argument with a few remarks on Esperanto, the lan
guage Wlltgenstein found lifeless and sterile, lacking the mark of another per
son's partIcularity, his "spiltle," as it were. Esperanto is an artificial· universal 
language of considerable success, which was devised in the late nineteenth cen
tury .b~ Lazar Ludwik Zamenhof, a Lithuanian Jew.who grew up in Bialystok, a 
mult~hn.gual and multiethnic area of the Russian Empire, which is now in Poland. 
Pub!lShmg ~nder the pseudonym Dr. Esperanto, Zamenhof explains that what 
motIvated hIm to develop a universal language was the desire to overcome the 
linguistic barrier to mutual understanding that, in his view, was the source of the 
mtense social conflict among the native speakers of Russian Polish Yiddish and 
German in his home town. "The diversity of language," wri;es Dr. Esperant~, "is 
~he only, ~r ~t least the main cause, that separates the human family and divides it 
mto contllctmg groups. I was brought up as an idealist; I was taught that all men 
were brothers, and meanwhile, in-the street, in the square, everything at every 
step made me feel that men did not exist, only Russians, Poles, Germans, Jews 
and so on. ThIS was always a great torment to my infant mind ... [and] I kept 
telhngmyself, ~at when I was grown up, I would certainly destroy this eviL"2 

Zamenhofs Ideal, the reconciliation of all mankind, identifies the plurality of 
languages, indeed natural languages themselves as the source of most if not all 
social misunderstanding and political contlict. Since each natural language car
nes the mark of a particular form oflife, no one language can serve as the vehicle 
for expressing what he calls the .universal truth of "brotherhood and justice 
among all peoples." That is why Zamenhof not only rejects reviving Latin, the 
langu~ge .of the educated classes, but also simplifYing French and English. Only 
an artIfiCIal language that can easily be learned by the masses and that does not 
privi.'eg~, any n~tional or ethnic group can realize the "sacred, grand, and impor

tant Idea of UnIversal brotherhood that animates Zamenhofs project.3 

2 

3 
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Lazar Ludwik. Zamenhof quoted inPierre Jantoo., Esperanto: L~nguage, Literature, 
and C0'!lmumty, ed. Humphrey Tonkin, trans. H. Tonkin, 1. Edwards., and K. John
son-Weiner (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993),24. 
For Zamenhof the- creation and practice of Esperanto was intended to create a uni
~er:sal ?ro~~erhood. In a famous letter to Alfred Michaux he wrote of his plan called 
Hiliells~ (named after the rabbi Hillel, a contemporary of Jesus) which "involves 

t~e creat~on of a mo:al bridge by which to unifY in brotherhood all peoples and reli
gIOns, Without creatlOg any newly formulated dogmas and without the need for any 

"[T]oimagine a language means to imagine a form of life", writes Wiltgen
stein.4 Altempting to fuse a form of life with the. structure. of a l~nguage leads 
Zamenhofnot only to insist on Esperanto's neutrahty and umversahty, but also to 
resist its pure instrumentalization: "no one has the right to insist ~at we see Espe
ranto only as a practical affair," he declares.' Indeed, a purely mstrumental I~n
guage would never get off the ground: no one would speak it. ~ac~ing the hfe 
born of the particular - or, to stay with Wittgenstein's characterization, spittle -
such a language would be doomed from the start. . 

As it turns out, those who did come to speak Esperanto, as PIerre Janton 
explains, not only satisfied their "practical need to commum~ate, b~t also became 
aware of their own uniqueness and advantage compared WIth theIr fellows who 
do not speak Esperanto. This awareness led to the development of wbat mIght be 
described as a specifically Esperantist consciousness, and it is common to h~ar 
people refer to Esperanto as "their" language.'" EsperantISts ~eet and ~I.k WIth 
other Esperantists, marry Esperantists, and have Esperanto chIldren. ThIS IS o~ly 
a slight exaggeration. Based on the ideal of humanism, the society of Esp.erantlSts 
is in principle open to anyone who wishes to learn R.'1d commUnIcate m ~s~e. 
ranto. But we begin to suspect that what differentiates this neutral and artlficl~1 
universal language from the plurality of partial and natural national languages IS 
rather less clear, and that the linguistic vehicle for eradICatmg the dIfference 
between those who share the Esperantist form of life and those who don't, be
tween "us" and "them," is rather less effective than its creator Zamenhof sup-

posed. . . 
Esperanto, then, presents us with a paradox. On the one hand, It IS based ?n 

the idea that the universal truth of man's humanity is hidden by the partlculanty 

4 

5 
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people to throw out their traditional religions. My pl~n inv~l~es cr.eating the kin~ of 
religious union that would gather together all existmg rehgl0ns m pe~ce and IOto 
peace -. in much the same way as a kingd~m might gather toge!~er V~IOUS sep.~t~ 
principalities. obliging none to surrender Its own sep~te tr~ltl~ns. lnd:ed. Hli" 
1 .. li.,rn" !'Ie: 7!'1mp.nhnf wrote in an anonymous 1906 arttcle, Beliefs of Htllehsm, 
:i~'~'doc;rin-;th~t:-~ithout separating a person from his native country, o~ lang.uage, 
or religion, gives him the possibility of avoiding .all ~ntru~hs and antagonisms In the 
principles of his natural religion and of commumcatmg.wl!h people of all languages 
and religions on a basis that is neutrally human, on pr~nclp~e~ of commo~ br?ther
hood, equality and justice." See Janton, 30-31. What .IS, stnkmg a~out Hillehsm, I 
argue below, is its attempt to articulate, in Wittgenstem s fonnulatlOn, what stands 
fast for us. 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, PhiJosophische Untersuchungen/Philosophical Investigations, 
Gennan-English edition, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe (London: Blackwell, 1977), par. 
19. Hereafter cited in the text as P. l. . 
Zamenhof quoted in Janton, Esperanto, 35. 
Ibid., 18 .. 
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of his natural m.nguage and must be articulated in an artificial, universal one; on 
~he other hand; It shows in practice that to speak this artificial, universal language 
IS to dIscover one's particularity. On the one hand, Esperanto holds that what will 
emerge once we· remove the- constraints and distortions to communication that 
flow from the plurality of natural languages is the universal fact that we are all 
human. Thus z:unenhors doctrine, called Hillelism, begins with the assertion: "I 
am a hu~ bemg, and for me there exist only purely human ideas." On the other 
hand, to artIculate this general fact as part of a specific doctrine is 'to set oneself 
apart as a member of a community (Esperantists) that recognizes this same fact. 
If ~e ,~ow consIder that the articulation of such a general fact _ "I am a human 
be!ng - belongs to the category of propositions that Wiltgenstein, in On Cer
tam?" refers to as ~hat "stands fast" for us, we can begin to appreciate the com
plexl~ of every claIm to the common - and that includes Esperantist-like claims 
made m the n~me ofa universal community of human beings.' 

Th~ questlO~ of co~unity has been at the center of many debates in the 
re~eptlOn of Wlltgenstem s work, at least since the pUblication of Stanley Cav
ell S The Claim of Reason and Saul Kripke's Wiltgenstein on Rules and Private 
Language. Alth~Ugh I. shall not review these debates here, they form the back
ground to my dISCUSSIon of Wiltgenstein's legacy for both deconstruction and 
pra~.atlsm. Indeed I would suggest that community is the question raised either 
explICItly or impliCitly in the related secondary literature on Wiltgenstein. I began 
my essay WIth ~speranto because it links community to language and is premised 
on the assumptIOn that all kinds of difference are just linguistic differences. More 
to the pomt, . E~peranto reduces strong - perhaps incommensurable _ differences 
between mdlVlduals and groups to failed communication. Not unlike the early 
work of ~orgen Habermas, Zamenhof aspires to undistorted communication and 
the ~reatlon of common criteria, which would promote inclusion, facilitate criti
cal Judgment, and permit rational agreement. Whatever their differences, both 
thmkers .assume that the removal of systematic constraints and distortions to 
~~~mum~atl~n ~JII res~lt in the emergence of the common interest. The question 
UI l:Uurse IS Wnether such communication is in fact possible or desirable. 

,. O~ th~ .fa.ce of it, Wiltgenstein's disdain for Esperanto can be read as extend
mg hIS cntIclsm of a long history of philosophical altempts to construct an ideal 
language. Zamenhors image of language as neutral and complete, a citadel of 
perfect reason a~d reasonableness, is at odds with Wittgenstein's image of it as 
messy and evolvmg, as "an ancient city: a maze of Iiltle streets and squares, of 
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A similar attempt to ~iculate the obvious can be found in Zamenhofs Russian
language bro~hure entItled "'Hillelism", which was published in Warsaw in 1901 
under the Latm pseudonym Homo Sum (I am a human). See Ibid., 31. 

old and new houses, and of houses with additions from various periods; and this 
surrounded by a multitude of new boroughs with straight regular streets and 
houses" (P. I. 18). 

We might read Wittgenstein's disdain in yet another register, namely as a 
judgment about the failure to make judgments, a failure that Zamenhofs ideal 
language seems both to. encourage and permit. Wiltgenstein is repelled by the 
idea that a "truly" common langl!.age, encoding a "truly" universal agreement In 

judgments, would allow us to subsume particulars under universals and thereby 
eliminate the problem of the particular for reaching judgments with universal 
validity. That is why Wiltgenstein is led, I think, from the American word 
"cheeseburgers," to Kierkegaard's disdain for the common, to the French Acade
my's purist rules, to the. Esperantist's o/funse at another man's spiltle. WheTeas 
the word "cheeseburgers" offends Ludwig Wiltgenstein - that is, it provokes his 
judgment, a judgment based on particulars and situated in the common, a judg
ment which can appeal to, but not compel, his interlocutor's (Bouwsma's) assent 
- both the purist rules of the French Academy and the universal pretensions of 
Esperanto would compel our agreement by establishing rules that emdicate the 
particularity of every judgment and every judging subject. Wiltgenstein pushes us 
to ask what we are doing when we insist on stabilizing our criteria in order to 
judge. He suggests not only that such a project is finally impossible - ideal lan
guages fail - but also that, from an ethical (and I would add political) point of 
view, it is not desirable. It amounts to a failure to judge. 

The reduction of critical judgment to ideal communication is part of a more 
general problem of thinking about ethical and political questions as if they were 
reducible to the question of communication and intersubjective agreement. This 
way of thinking leads some interpreters of Wiltgen stein to imagine criteria that 
would provide not only the conditions of (shared) speech, with which to debate 
what counts as community, but also the limits of (shared) speech, with which to 
delimit what could possibly count. It is what leads some readers to understand the 
phrase "fonn of life" or "agreement in judgments" as a conversation stopper. 
Indeed speakers of a truly common language eouid in principie be mute. Vv'hat 
could they possibly say to each other that would not already be contained in their 
criteria? The notion that undistorted· communication will yield or rather reveal a 
cOgilitively based agreement with the force of truth is part of the rationalist at
tempt to reduce if not eliminate what Hannah Arendt, citing Lessing, once called 
the "incessant discourse" born of human plurality. 

The tendency to interpret political and ethical questions of community as if 
they were questions of (better or worse) communication is not limited to ration
alists. Readers looking to align Wiltgenstein with either pragmatism or decon
struction often assume that his account of how language works is also an account 
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~fhow community works: if language is (relatively) stable, community is (rela
tIvely) closed; if language is (relatively) unstable, community is (relatively) open. 
Thus Wiltgenstein's account of language is often discussed in terms of whether it 
is "conservative" or "radical." It is as if politica1 and ethical questions of com
~unity hung on 1:hestructure of the sign. More specifically, it is as if these ques
tIons could be answered by showing that communication either generally suc
ceeds ?",ong speakers who share a form of life, as pragmatist readings of Wilt
genst~mhold, or that it generaily fails, as deconstructive readings hold. I would 
now hke to turn to a rew examples of such readings of Wiltgenstein and, in the 
process, try to recover a conception of the common in his work that is not reduci
ble tothe twin notions of successful or failed communication. 

Deconstruction 

In a 1?85 interview with James Conant, Stanley Caveil observed that "Wiltgen
stem" '" potentially Derrida's ... major opposition, or alternative, and exactly 
because of the strong affinities between them.'" r think this is right. Let me also 
say that r do not take Cavell to be calling for a competition between the two 
phll~sophers and their adherents, as if one should choose either Wiltgenstein or 
Dernda. Unfortunately that is precisely what writers like Charles Alteiri Michael 
Fischer, and Jay Cantor, among others, seem to think when they diagnos~ Derrida 
a.s a sceptic and Wiltgenstein as the antidote. To read Wiltgenstein against Der
rlda III th,s way is to misread, first, Wiltgenstein as offering a definitive rebultal 
to skepticism and, second, Derrida as caught in "a crippling version of linguistic 
Immanence, which leaves the speaking subject without any relationship to the 
ex~ernal world.'" r don't find this a productive way to approach the question of 
Wlltgenstein's legacy as it bears on deconstruction. And r don't think that Cavell 
did either - not only because he argued against the reception of Wiltgenstein as 
the definitive answer to skePticism, but also because he recoQ-nized that the 
problem of skepticism goes';'ay beyond its negative thesis about knowledge~f 
the extetnal world. 

. As Ewa Plonowska Ziarek has argued in The Rhetoric of Failure, the central 
Issue that deconstruction raises in its critique of classical epistemology. of refer-
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James Conant, "An Interview with Stanley Cavell," The Senses of Stanley Cavel/, 
ed. Richard Fleming and Michael Payne (Lewisberg: Bucknell University Press 
1989),21-72,67. ' 

E~a Plo?owska Ziarek, The Rhetoric of Failure: Deconstruction of Skepticism. 
RemventlO~ offl!~dernism (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996),75. 
Hereafter Cited In the text as Ziarek. 

ence and correspondence, is not skepticism about the world but the problem of 
alterity. Derrida himself says as much in an interview when he remarks: "I nev~r 
cease to be surprised by critics who see my work as a declar.at~on. that ther~ IS 
nothing beyond language, that we are imprisoned in language; It IS, m fact saymg 
the opposite. The critique of logocentrism is above all else the search for the 
'other' and the 'other of language' ."10 It is on just this point that I am sympa
thetic to the interpretative project of Ziarek, as well as of Henry Staten, b~th of 
whom have tried to map lines of affiliation between Wiltgenstein and Demda.

11 

If we think about these lines in tenDS of the question of alterity, we. c~ app
reciate their readings as useful correctives to communitaria~, ~ppr.oprl~t~ons of 
Wiltgenstein, which seem to find reassurance for "what we do III hIS. Wrltm~, at 
the cost of eliminating the probing, critical quality of his prose, and Its contmual 
altempt to imagine, and let oneself be questioned by, the other, Illcludmg the 

other in oneself. 
The central problem I wish to address in th~ deconstruct.ive approach .to 

Wiltgenstein, then, is the question of alterity and Its relationshIp t~ comm~lty 
and the common. The point that recurs in discussions that relate Wlttgen~tel~ to 
Derrida is that both writers undercut the classical notion of commulllca~'~n, 
according to which meaning. conceived as a "unitary, ideal obj~ct," has Its ongm, 
or source in the subject, and the successful transport of meanmg ITom one con
sciousnes~ to another is secured by the symmetrical relationship of spe~~rs m a 
dialogue'2 As Ziarek sees the problem: "If the paradigm o~intersubJectlVl~ and 
community is limited to mutual reciprocity and understandmg betwe.en subjects, 
then this paradigm, and the ideal of communication und~rly,"g .'t, IS ,"capable of 
articulating and sustaining the relation to altenty as an irredUCIble dImenSIOn of 

being in common" (Ziarek 95). . ... . 
Inasmuch as Wiltgenstein questions the posslblhty of a pnvate language and 

the ideality of words, says Ziarek, his texts evince elements ofDerrid~'s attack ~n 
logocentrism. More specifically, Ziarek s~es wha~ Cavell c~lIs Wlltgenst .. ," s 
~I"('nllnt of the oroiection of a word as consistent Wlth Dernda s account of Itera· 
;i~~~-th~;is,th; sign's repeatability. This projection, she writes, introduces, "on 
one hand, the impossibility of totalizing meaning and, on the0t."er, the ~e~ual 
threat of deviation - of stepping outside the bounds of lingUIstIc norms (ZIa~ek 
35)_ As Staten puts the same point: "[I]n "Signature, Event, Context" Dernda 
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argu~s [against John Austin] that the possibility of infelicity, since it is always 
possIble, ought to be treated as an essential predicate or law of the nature of 
sp~ech acts. We could call this an instance of the "general" law of accidents, the 
prmclple that s?~e~in~ .can a~ways g? wrong with the normal course of things 
be~use of the IllImItabIlIty of Its relatIOns with its 'outside'." Likewise Wiltgen
stem wants us. to thmk of the operation of rule "in terms of something that is 
subject to contingency, to which accidents may happen." 13 

. Both Ziarek and Staten, then, find affinities between (what they read as) 
WIltgenstein's notion of deviance as an intrinsic part of rule-following and Der
rida's generalization of the possibility of accidents or failure of communication. 
This "g~nera1ization of failure in communication," writes Ziarek, "undercuts_ both 
the notIOn of a homogenized community without difference and the idea of 
I~nguage. as based on such a community." It undercuts the notion of intersubjec
lIVI~ .~ I~,IS das~ically understood. According to Ziarek; the perpetual threat of 
de~Iatl~~ whIch I~as ~s~ntIaI to language as the conditions of its stability" and 
whIch lInks any l~ngulStlc exchange to an encounter with the other," also gener
ates a f.ar of devIatIOn, whIch generates in turn "the appeal to community as a 
way to ~x the boundaries of these linguistic norms" (Ziarek 98,199,36). Ziarek 
fi~~s thIS fea~ and this appea! in the work of Stanley Cavell, whose own "recog
mtl?n of the IrreducIble aitenty of the other," she argues, is sacrificed, finally, to 
hIS l.nSlstence on the agreement in judgments or mutual altunement among speak
ers m a dIScursIve community, an a!tunement that is deaf to the other deaf to 
difference. 14 • 

At this point several questions arise. The first question is whether we can in 
~act characterize Wiltgenst~in's argument in terms of the possibility qf deviance 
In rule-followmg and as akm to Derrida's generalization orrailure in communi-

• 15 Th' "J' 
c~tlon. e second questIon concerns the ethical and political daim that, in 
ZIarek's ~ords, ~his failure "undercuts both the notion of a homogenized Com
mumty ~Ithout dIfference and the idea oflanguage based on such community."16 

Begmnmg wIth the first question! mv sense is that readinl? for the necondmC'._ 

tive moment in Wiltgenstein, as Ziarek-and Staten both do, -;;'a~sfol'1l1~-d~~i~;i;n 
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Wittgenstein and Derrida, 16. 18. 
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~s Sta~en ~u~s it: ."[I]~ 'Signature, Event, Context' Derrida argues that the possibi
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ral law of acclden~, the prmcIple that something can always go wrong with the 
normal course of thmgs because of the illimitability of its relations with its 'outsi
de'." (Staten, Wittgenstein and Derrida 16). 
The Rhetoric of Failure, 98. 

into an intrinsic condition or principle of rule-following and, then, tends to over
state the threat that is posed by the lack of fixity in our concepts. Perhaps I am 
missing something here, but I do not detect this atmosphere of threat when I read 
Wiltgenstein. I do not detect it despite the fact that he gives ~umerous example~ 
of failed instructions, machines that break down, conversatIOns that go awry, 
despite the fact that these examples altest to the general indeterminacy of rule
following, our inability to fix meaning to specific contexts or to determme ~e 
totality of possible contexts for the use of a word; an~ despite th~ fact ~~t, m 
contrast to his communitarian interpreters, W lttgenstem does not mvoke what 
we do" as the conversation stopper, the definitive answer to the skeptic or the 
outsider. To conclude that these examples altest to failure or deviance as intrinsic 
to rule-following seems to assume, paradoxical though it may sound, that the~ is 
a rule that one could in principle properly follow in the first place. And I thmk 
the point of Wiltgen stein's many examples of how things go otherwise was meant 
to show not the permanent threat of deviance from the rule but the problem ~Ith 
thinking about rules in terms of either obedience or deviance. What c~aractenzes 
rule-tbl1owing, acca:rding to Wittgenstein, is not the threat of devumce or of 
generalized failure. 'It is rather the plurality of pract~ces i? a plurality .of contexts 
that we might count as following a rule. Whereas thIS notIon of pluralIty suggests 
the multiple ways that one might follow a rule, the notion of devianc~ suggests 
one way. Indeed to think of a rule as something we .. ither obey or f~" to obey 
misunderstands Wiltgenstein's notion of rule-followmg: namely, the Idea that a 
wide variety of people in a wide array of circumstances will vary from each other 
in their practice of following a rule - and yet in each of these cases we may say 

that they followed the rule." . 
I agree with Henry Staten when he criticizes the reception of the Investiga

tions as an account of language as a rule-governed activity. On the contrary, says 
Staten, "the concept of 'following a rule,' far from being an answer to the ques
tion of how we know how to use a word, is the central problem of the Investiga
tions. "18 But the Question remains as to whether the more Derridean language of 
deviance, failure, -or accidents is the most productive way of appreciating the 
problem of rule-following as Wiltgenstein defined it. . 

My sense is that the aforementioned way of describing the deconstructlve 
moment in Wiltgenstein is often accompanied by the implicit assumption th~t if 
meaning is not unitary, it is terribly ambiguous. Allow me to elaborate by turnmg, 

17 

18 

By the plurality of ways to follow a rule I do not mean rul~ skep~iCism, as it has been 
discussed by Saul Kripke. One does not have to agree WIth Kripke that every prac
tice can be made to count as following a rule in order to argue that what does count 
_ that is, what we say counts - is multiple and context dependent. 
Wittgensteln and Derrida, 79. 
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first, to paragraph 67 of the Philosophical Investigations, where Wiltgenstein 
Introduces the notion of "family resemblances" as an alternative to the ideality of 
concepts, and second, to Ziarek's reading of the same passage. Wiltgenstein 
,,:'tes: "Why do we call something a 'number'? Well, perhaps because it has a
d,rect - relationship with several things that have hitherto been called number' 

. and this can be said to give it an indirect relationship to other things we call th~ 
sru:ne name. And we extend our concept of number as in spinning a thread we 
twIst fibre on fibre. And the strength of the thread does not reside in the fact that 
some ~ne. ~bre r.uns through .its whole length, but in the overlapping of many 
fibres. CItIng th,s passage, Z,arek concludes: "when overlapping similarities do 
not articulate the unity of meaning, 'one thing in common', then concepts of 
everyday language seem to lose their identity and precision. 'Uncircumscribed,' 
unbounded, and 'blurred,' the concepts and words of ordinary language are 
marked by ambiguity." "Incomplete and ambiguous," meaning is open to "the 
perpetual threat of deviation" (Ziarek 35, 36)." That is the (Derridean) lesson 
learned from Wittgensiein, she conciudes. 

. This in~erpretation does not seem right to me. For one thing, it ascribes to 
W,ltgenstem the position articulated by his metaphysical interlocutor, who won
ders whether a "blurred concept is a concept at all."20 Whereas Ziarek reads 
Wiltgenstein to be saying that our ordinary language is indeterminate and thus 
our concepts lose their clarity and precision, I read him to be saying that our 
ordmary con~epts are clear enough, precise enough, despite being indeterminate. 
Indeed that mSlght, as I understand it, is at the heart of Wiltgenstein's critical 
account of rule-following. Isn't it our sense that there must b.e something in 
common If our concepts are to be clear enough, precise enough, that leads us, as 
It led Zamenhof, to dream of an ideal, common language? Don't we become 
entangled in the same dream when we read that indeterminacy in terms of a per
manent threat of deviance or failure of communication? Isn't that what Ziarek's 
reduction ofWittgenstein's account to the worries of his metaphysical interlocu
tor suggests? It malters liltle, I think, whether one celebrates that threat, as Ziarek 

-~oes., or cOJ1~e..rnnsit, as this interlocutor does. Both are caught in the same con
ception oflanguage, and thus in an inescapable conflict. 

Th~t words are marked by ambiguity tells me liltle. At most it is a philosophi
cal pomt about how language works - or fails to. The important question would 
be: marked by ambiguity for whom and under what conditions? Isn't this the 
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contextual question that Wiltgenstein pushes us to ask? "Blurred, incomplete, 
ambiguous"? Doesn't this generalized characterization of our use of ~oncepts ~ 
intrinsically disunified repeat the error of an ideal language - only m reverse. 
Doesn't it amount to the substitution of one notion of commonality for another? 
When in paragraph 66 of the Investigations Wiltgenstein writes, "Don:t say: 
'There must be something in common, ... but look and see whether there. IS any
thing common," does that mean: Say they have nothing in cO.mmon? I thn>,k not, 
for that would amount to saying precisely what Wiltgenstem rules out: ~here 
must be something in common" - what they have in common is th~ir lack of 
commonality. Indeed the next rew lines from paragraph 67 (whIch Zlarek does 
not cite) suggest this very problem: "But if someone wish~d to say: 'There ~s 
something common to all these constructions - namely the d~sJun~ure of a1~,thelf 
common properties' -I should reply: Now you are onlyplaymg WIth words .. 

If I find Iiltle evidence in Wittgenstein to suggest that the lack of fixl!?' m our 
concepts amount to a permanent threat to our life with language and '.""th each 
other; if I cannot quite conclude that the generalized failure of commumcat~on or 
threat of deviation apens the space for the appreCiation of altenty: It IS not 
because I understand his teaching to be that infelicities in commumcatlOn are 
mere accidents of no consequence, as John Austin held. Nor do I think that the 
actions that ground our language games make them impermeable to the other's 
questions, as the "form-of-life theorists" would have it. That too would be ~o 
make a general claim. There are conditions .under which I may exp.eflence thIS 
lack of fixity as a threat - say, when I am domg a certam form of ph,losophy, or 
when I am~trying to rally my fellow citizens to common cause, and so on -:- but 
that is a contextual malter, quite different from saying that the threat of devlanc: 
inheres in our ordinary language. Indeed deviance only makes sense as a threat If 
you are already caught up in the picture of language as unitary, determined by 
rules. Whether you celebrate that threat as the "condition of possibility fo~ a 
different structure of communication, text, signification" (Ziarek 100), hke 
Ziarek, or deplore it as the cause ofsodal and political conflict, like Zamenh~f. 
you remain captive to a metaphysical picture. Wiltgen~tein does not den~ ~Ile 
appeal of that picture - which is why he does not try to SIlence the metaphYSICIan 
_ but his way of working through it is different. Simply put - and I'll expand on 
this point a bit later - it is to emphasize the plurality of o~r lives wi~ language 
rather than the accidents, deviance, or failure that inheres m the practice of fol-

lowing a rule. .. '. . , 
To reduce plurality to deviance is to miss the ethIcal Import of W,ltgenstem s 

writings. There are times when I may discover that what I took to be the most 
common concept is not used by another person in the same way. ~nd, as Cave.1I 
reminds us, "one ofWittgenstein's questions is: What would it be Ioke to find thIS 
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out?"" The point here' th h use a wond in the IS at wether I .do in fact find out that you and I do not 
same way, not to mentIOn what I th d . h . 

a.matter not of the genemlized ral . ~n 0 WIt that dIscovery, is 
of rule-following but of a rta lure 0: communtcatlOn or the intrinsic deviance 
seems to me, is how Witt ~~ste;~ ~~ltU e that I take with respect to you. This, it 
what Cavell calls aelm r d Ips usto thmk the question of other-regard or 

I
. . owe gement and Zlarek calls alterity. --

. mentioned earher that thed . . threat that the lack of fi 'ty' econstructlve readmg, first, overemphasizes the 
IX} In our concepts poses t .. 

the appeal to communi as 0 meanmg and, then, criticizes 
Cavell does not appeal % co; way to fix the boundaries of linguistic nonns. If 
because he, like 'Wittgenstein ~um; to co~trol meaning, as Ziarek accuses, it is 
of threat in the absence of su~h try ng to dIagnose, not affinn or deny, our sense 
why Cavell, like Wittgenste' contr:l, be It c~mmunal or metaphysical. That is 
cism _ not as the cause of Itn

h
,. sees t e tfemptatlon to refute our criteria ~ skepti-

. IS sense 0 threat but as it . 
Wlttgenstein, recognizes that meanin2 w s symptom. Cavell, hke 
and, where it doesn't _ that . h - orks well enough WIthout such control 

IS, w ere we no longer agr' . d 
problem is not one that can be resol db' ee m our JU gments - the 
situation calls for imagination and ve ~ ~ompelhng that agreement. Rather, the 
other. With this in mind, let me tu~;: ~u wgment, fo: now ,:e are faced with the 
account for this situation. 0 pmgmaltst readmgs of Wittgenstein 

Pragmatism 

"What would it be like to find out that th 
common concept in the same wa - ~~. er. person. does not use the most 
all of Wittgenstein's writ' . Y thhat I do .. ThIS questIOn, which runs through 

mgs, IS w at certampragmati t d . 
appropriations of his work tend to . s an quasl-pmgmatist 
example w'h __ .. .. . suppress. Accordmg to Richard RoTty for 

, en Wlttgenstem WTlies H\Vh ". -. L_ .-~ --- ..' 

one could say _ fonns of life" (P I 2;~ no;; 10 00 ~""epted, the given, is - so 
understood-- _ .. _ ..' :. ), e teaches that "ethnocentric ism " 

synonymou:' ;~ "';~~~:I~~~~~~?;,~t;o~:~s "~n inescapable condition - roughly 
. I era projects that seek to justify our 
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terms aroused in leftists he seek Stm. 1 n. response to the h?stili.ty that his use of the 
position, not simply-a p~litical st~t~:e~~~hat ~thn°bncentr1sm. IS an epistemological o oya ty to urgeOls democracy. Most of 

moml standards to people who do not share our fonn of life, says RoTty, are 
doomed from the start. The liberal's justifications will inevitably run out and, 
reaching bedrock, he will be forced to conclude with Wittgenstein: "This is what 

I do" (P.l. 217). 
The problem, according to Rorty, is that liberals who do not accept the ines-

capable fact of epistemological ethnocentrism - he calls them "wet libemls" -
will agonize over making moml and political judgments across cultural divides 
and be haunted by guilt.2J Acting "as if giving grounds did not come to an end 
sometime," as Wittgenstein puts Ihe problem of endless justification in On Cer
tainty," "wet Iibemls" persist in the metaphysical dream of a reason that would 
persuade the other who does not share our form of life because that reason satis
fies a neutral set of standards and is thus free from cultuml particularity. 
Marshalling Wittgenstein's critique of objectivity, RoTty would free wet liberals 
from their false problem, reminding them that all accounts are perspectival and 
that different positions are incommensurable." Once we have disabused our
selves of the absurd idea that there is a true account beyond perspective, he ar
gues, perspectivism ceases to pose the same kind of problem. Freed from the 
hopeless task of justifying our way of life, we can get on with the real problems 
of community that confront those who do not use philosophy to bypass all con
tingencies of the specific case at hand. The question is whether one can in fact 

find support for this position in the work of Wittgenstein. 
It· strikes me that to derive epistemological ethnocentricism from Wittgenstein 

is to treat his stance towards the philosophical tradition as, among other things, a 
form of VergangenheitsbeWiiltigung. Hilary putnam has argued that far from 
trying to silence his metaphysical interlocutor, Wittgenstein engages him and 

Rorty's discussions of ethnocentrism stem from the mid eighties, although he conti~ 
nues to define his position in these tenos. 

23 Wet liberals hold the following three positions simultaneously: they insist upon the 
"distinction between rational judgment and cultural bias," they have a deep com~ 
mitment to liberal Enlightenment moral ideals fuid to human equality, and they 
know "that most of the globe's inhabitants simply do not believe in human equali
ty." Richard Rorty, "On Elhnocentrism: A Reply to Clifford Geertz," Michigan 

Quarterly' Review 25, 523-34, 531. 
24 Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty, ed. G. E. M. Anscombe and G. H. von Wright, 

trans. Denis Paul and G. E. M. Anscombe (New York: Harper & Row, 1972), par. 
110. Cited hereafter in the text as O. C . . 

25 Rorty develops this epistemological critique in Philosophy and ~he Mirror of Na
ture, where he invites us, to agree with the later Wittgenstein "that questions which 
we should have to climb out of our t11inds to answer should not be asked" (p. 7). 
Once we abandon the old distinction "between pennanent truths of reason and tem
porary truths of fact," and with it the Kantian distinction between necessary morality 
and contingent custom, we will see that the problem ofrelativisin dissolves. 
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takes his objections seriously. Putnam has also taken Rorty to task for assuming 
that, once our practices of justification and the quest for objectivity are exposed 
as metaphysical pipe-dreams, we can stop worrying about whether "some value 
judgments are reasonable and some are unreasonable, or some views are true and 
some are false, ,or some words refer and some do not.26" In other words, we can 
stop worrying about how our claims are received by the other. 

Putnam is concerned with "bringing us back precisely to these claims, which 
\\Ie do after al\ make in our daily Iives,"2? and I think Wiltgenstein was too. The 
way Wiltgenslein did that, I suggest, was to resist the central tenet of classical 
philosophy as it was first articulated by Socrates: namely, the principle of agree
ment with oneself.28 This principle underwrites accounts of community like 
Rorty's that find in Wiltgenstein a more or less unitary conception of our agree
ment in judgments and form of life. Despite Rorty's claim to attend to. the par
ticular, it is this principle, the striving for agreement with oneself, which defines 
epistemological ethnocentricism and distinguishes him from Wiltgenstein. As 
exemplified by Rorty's appropriation of Wiltgenstein, this principle is realized at 
bedrock where, having arrived at the obvious, there is nothing left to say. This is 
what I do. Reaching that place of our agreement in judgments, the place where 
my spade is turned, is, on Rorty's account of epistemological ethnocentrism, 
where I coincide with myself and with my community. Justification is not only 
impossible but unnecessary. 

To read Wiltgenslein in this way is to assume that, once we can no longer 
justifY what we do, we would be justified in ending the conversation. But a 
glance at the many interlocutors that populate Wiltgenstein's pages shows some
thing quite different. Here we find not only the metaphysician but the man who 
doubts he has a body (O.c. 257); someone who claims that the earth did not exist 

26 Hilary Putnam, Realism with a Human Face, ed. James Conant (Cambridge: Har
va.rd University Press, 1990), 102. 

27 Ibid" 102, 
28 "Since I am one, it is better for me to disagree with the whole world than to be in 

disagreement with myself." Quoted in Hannah Arendt, '''The Crisis in Culture," in 
Between Past and Future: Eight Exercises in Political Thought (New York: Pen
guin, 1993),220. "From this sentence," Arendt writes, "both Occidental ethics, with 
its stress upon being in agreement with one's own conscience, and Occidental logic, 
with its emphasis upon the axiom of contradiction, took their starting point." Ibid., 
220. Though this principle can divide the individual from the community, as it did 
in the case of Socrates, The series of analogy arguments that constitute ethical dis
course in the Western tradition, arguments that both Arendt and Wittgenstein in 
their different ways criticized, are crucially bound up with the principle of agree
ment with oneself. Their respective accounts of judgment were likewise attempts to 
unsettle that principle and to thereby open a different space of other-regard. 
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29 
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to those who are outside the judging community or, for that matter, to those who 
are inside, is compel their agreement. And that is why for Arendt, in contrast to 
Rorty, we do not escape the ongoing exchange of opinions or Lessing's "inces
san!talk. " 

One does not have to make Wittgenstein into a theorist of political judgment 
to see that his work, far from finding a pennanent resting place in our fonn of 

, life, sought out continual encounter" with others. The purpose of these encounters 
was not to demand justification or compel agreement; it was simply to hear the 
other's point of view. It amounts to "incessant talk." Blinded by a metaphysical 
notion of objectivity as the only kind there is, Rotty carmot begin to see that 
Wittgenstein's achievement was to atticulate not a mute ethnocentrism but what, 
following Arendt, we could call a talkative Homeric impartiality. This Homeric 
impattiality, she writes, "came into the world when Homer decided to sing the 
deeds of the Trojans no less than those of the Acheans, and to praise the glory of 
Hector no less than the greatness of Achilles .... [It] is still the highest type of 
objectivity we know. Not only does it leave behind the common interest in one's 
own side and one's own people which, up to our 0\\071 days, characterizes almost 
all national historiography [e.g., Rotty's Achieving Our Country], but it also 
discards the alternative of victory or defeat, which modems have felt expresses 
the 'objective judgment of history itself, and does not pennit it to interfere with 
what is judged to be worthy of immortalizing praise."JI 

Inasmuch as Wittgenstein, in contrast to Rorty, does not settle for substituting 
the false comfort of a particular point of view for the metaphysician's false 
comfort of an objective one, his legacy, I would conclude, can be understood in 
tenns, not of epistemological ethnocentrism, but of Homeric impartiality. The 
plurality that characterizes his thougbt is not merely a device to achieve under
standing and consensus; it is not driven by a desire to convince the other, includ
ing the other in the self, but simply to hear his views. "I write one sentence and 
then I write, another, just the opposite. And which shall stand?," he told Bou
wsm .. " Wiltgenstein's legacy suggests that any decision about which perspective 
shall stand will not be based on armihilating the other point of view. We can hear 
competing perspectives, and we can still make choices. Our lives with others do 
not have to amount to a zero-sum game; our choices do not have to reduce the 
other to unirttelligibility. We can live by values other than the principle of agree

ment with oneself. 

Thanks to Binnie Honig, Gregor Gnadig, and George Shulman for their help with 

this essay. 

31 Hannah Arendt, "The Concept of History," in Betv.'een Past and Future, 51 
32 Conversations, 73. 
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Henry Staten 

Wittgenstein's deconstructive legacy 

The topic of our debate at this conference, if it is to be managed at all, invites 
desperately oversimplified definitions of each of its three tenns. Which Wittgen
stein is to be evoked? Which pragmatism? Which deconstruction? 

Moreover, in the question, ~'Is Wittgenstein a pragmatist or deconstruction
ist?", where is philosophy located? My original, unreflecting take on this ques
tion presumed that the issue, "pragmatism or deconstruction?" was a form of the 
issue, "philosophy or deconstruction?"; pragmatism being one of the accredited 
(if perhaps, not greatly accredited) ways in which philosophy can be taught and 
written about in philosophy departments, at least in American universities. But in 
Richard Rorty's influential hard line on pragmatism, philosophy - in its hoariest 
sense at least, as metaphysics or pure speculation, the concern with essences and 
universals and transcendentals - philosophy in this sense turns out to be on the 
side of deconstruction. Whereas most philosophers dismiss deconstruction as not 
philosophy, Rorty dismisses it as just more philosophy. 

But it is easy enough to reconfigure our tenns so that philosophy turns out 
after all to be on the side of pragmatism. Rorty's brand of pragmatism runs 
counter to the main stream of Anglo-American philosophy as what can roughly 
be called pragmatist or pragmatic reason, as represented for example by Hilary 
Putnam. If they criticize philosophy in its traditional or pre-pragmatist fonn, neo
pragmatists like Putnam do so in a way that promises to be a better way of obey
ing the fundamental imperative of philosophy - the imperative of reason. Not 
pure reason, or even pure practical reason, but just plain old reason, which, we 
now realize, is pragmatic in character. Whatever it might have meant in the hands 
of the philosophers who originally developed what is called pragmatism (and it 
seems to have meant substantially different things to each of them), there is today 
a broad current of neo-pragmatist philosophizing that draws its inspiration not 
only from James and Dewey but from Aristotle, Wittgenstein, Habernlas, and 
Cavell, among others; there are also feminist fonns of neo-pragmatism, exempli
fied for example by Seyla Benhabib, that supplement more traditional pragmatist 
considerations with the ethics of "care." Putnam, Habennas, Benhabib, and oth
ers seem to me to share a fundamental commitment to what I am calling "prag
matic reason" as what is always already there for human beings, given in our 
language, our pra~tices, our sociality in genera1. We couldn't reason if we 
weren't already reasoning creatures, and we are already reasoning creatures 
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because our fonns of life shape us that way. Human beings within a socius neces
sarily act, as Aristotle says, in accord with the Logos, kata logon, or at any rate 
not without the Logos, me aneu logou (Nichomachean Ethics I, vii). That inter
esting phrase, "not without the logos," indicates to my eye the space of what I am 
calling "pragmatic reason": the space in which the logos unobtrusively or implic
itly, offstage or from behind the curtains, continues to function as guardrail of 
sociality. 

My own position with respect to the discourse of pragmatic reason is not sim
ple. My mentor in philosophy, Dels Bouwsma, was perhaps unequaled among 
Wittgenstein's followers for the purity of his devotion to the task of bringing 
words back from their metaphysical use to the everyday language game that is 
their "original home" (PI 116).' Under Bouwsma's tutelage, I spent several years 
mastering this art (this was some time before I had even heard of deconstruction), 
and I can attest to the extraordinary feeling of lucidity, amounting to a sort of 
intellectual liberation, that such mastery brings; there really is something to this 
business of "bringing words home." And as long as one remains resolutely within 
this new language game invented by Wittgenstein. which, nota bene, is not itself 
an "everyday" language game but one specific to philosophers, everything works 
fine. But, as any reading of Bouwsma's work will quickly show, there is no way 
to get from this practice, when it is really faithful to the everyday, to any of the 
philosophically-significant generalizations that Putnam and others want to make2 

There is a double bind built into this method of "bringing words home": if you 
really bring them home, what you achieve is philosophical silence. So, unlike 
Bouwsma, the pragmatic Wittgensteinians must merely feint at this, bringing 
words only partway home or keeping them there only briefly, so they can send 
them forth again in philosophical claims and refutations, for instance against 
deconstruction. , 

I believe, however, that, as opposed to Bouwsma, Wittgenstein himself did 
no~ stop :"ith the return home; and, as opposed to his contemporary exponents, 
neIther dId he sally forth once again in support of pragmatic reas01). Rather, the 
celebrated return home makes possible a new beginning for philosophy that is too 
J'adical to be grasped within the enclosure of pragmatic reason. 

Nevertheless, up to a point the Investigations and the later work in general do 
powerfully corroborate the pragmatist bottom-line claim: that our practices fonn 
the unsurpassable and indeed unspeakable ground that cannot be grounded and 

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations: Trans. G. E. M. Anscombe. 3rd 

edition. 
2 See O. K. Bouwsma, Philosophical Essays. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press 

1%5. . , 
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which we must take for granted in order to proceed with the business of life. In 
this essay I will try to show the limits ofthis claim and the way in which Wittgen
stein's later work can be read as going beyond them. 

II 

It is of the very essence of pragmatic reason to recognize that things, real things, 
the business of life, do not correspond to the demands of pure reason, because 
heterogeneity, discontinuity, conflict, and the possibility of change are built into 
the course of everyday pragmata. In a famous remark, Wittgenstein says that 
"when I obey a rule, I do not choose. I obey the rule blindly" (PI 219). This 
remark and others like it have led some commentators to think that Wittgen
stein's fonns of life are static and self-enclosed, essentially immune to criticism 
and change. But this is a very limited reading of Wittgenstein, as Alan Janik has 
shown.3 Following up some hints dropped by William E. Connolly, Janik has 
argued that the possibility of poiitical conllict is, on Wittgenstein's account, 
intrinsic to our language games because of the "family resemblance" character of 
concepts. Since any given use of a concept depends on the context within which 
it is applied, and since concepts must be "supple," capable of being applied in 
different contexts, there is always a tension or potential for conllicting interpre
tation of any given concept, arising from the difference between the varying 
contexts of its application. Hence, whereas Connolly had argued that political 
concepts are "essentially contestable," Janik concludes that the political is built 
into the nature of our language games from the outset - that it is because of the 
"political" nature of language games in general that politics in the narrow sense is 
possible and indeed inevitable. Not only political concepts but concepts in gen
eral are "essentially contestable," and they could not function as concepts if they 
were not. 

Wittgenstein tells us that things are in order as they are, without need of 
philosophical rectifIcation. They are noi in order iii the sense tJiat everything an 
the time functions without conflict or disagreement but in the sense that they have 
the kind of order appropriate to the sorts of phenomena that these are, which 
involves "essential contestability." As, for instance, in a courtroom everything is 
in order when the defense lawyer attacks a witness's testimony and makes him 
break down in tears, or in a boxing ring one man beats another into a bloody 
pulp. This is nonnal: in the context. I want to say that such practices as the court-

3 Alan Janik. Style, Politics, and the Future 0/ Philosophy. Dordrecht: Kluwer Aca~ 
deinic- Publishers. 
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r<lOm and the ring emblematize the essential contestation at the heart of culture; 
hence their endless fascination as spectacles. Connolly and Janik show how 
deeply this contestation is woven into the fabric of social practices and the lan
guage in which these practices are conducted. Essentially contested concepts 
embody an endless disquietude, a social or political disquietude to which phi
losophy-as-pure-reason cannot put an end because this disquietude is "in order" 
as .it is: The disquietude of philosophy, which Wiltgenstein sought to put to rest, 
IS Its dIsmay at the disorder of this order-of-things-as-they-are _ to what philoso
phy perceives as their disorder. To put the disquietude of philosophy to rest 
would be to learn to rest in the disquietude that philosophy yearns to put to rest, 
but which in fact it can never do. The pragmatic Wiltgensteinian can rest in the 
disquietude of things as they are, because he recognizes another kind of order 
not an ideal order but a real, essentially contested order, in which we manag; 
more or less successfully to live together, speak, understand each other _ not 
ideally, but, pragmatically speaking, well enough. 

I think Janik has made an ,important contribution to the debate over the politi
cal bearing of Wiltgenstein's philosophy; the notion of essential contestability 
defines in a very lucid and concise way a crucial aspect of instability in language 
~ames that has been insufficiently foregrounded by others of Wiltgenstein's 
mterpreters. But Janik's contribution is especially important in the context of the 
pn:sent di~ussion, because it comes so close to a deconstructive reading of 
WI~ens~m -a~d'yet does not cross the line. Only a'hair divides Janik's prag
matIc-W Iltgenstemlan account of the social world ITom that presented by decon
struction. We go so far toward thematizing the dimension of disagreement and 
conflict that is constitutive of the social world - and not one hair further. On this 
side of the line, agreement is still possible, agreement is the point; even if only 
the agreement to disagree. On the other side of this line there is - what? Chaos 
and anarchy? Nonsense? Mere play? Given that disagreement and conflict are 
internal to the constitution of the social, isn't it our job as reasonable beings, if 
not to do away with disagreement, at least to bring out the aspects of this disor
derly order that are most hopeful for harmonious co-existence? Why lay so much 
stress, as the deconstructionists do, on the explosive potential, the intractability of 
p~radox, the ultimate inscrutability of all altempts at rational adjudication of 
dIfferences? Granted, philosophers' earlier altempts to articulate the mode of 
indwelling of reason in society were premature;'the project of reason as European 
thinkers conceived it in the period oftheir darkest ethnocentrism and phallocen
trlsm ignored the diversity and heterogeneity of the social world, But we've 
learned a lot since then, and all we can do is keep learning more and readjusting 
our concepts to deal with the complexity of the problem. Whereas deconstruction 
seems to say that the whole project of reason, no malter how complex or prag-
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matic is flawed doomed to failure by some contradiction intrinsic to human life, 
to rea~on, to lan~uage itself - an "agony of language," Derrida calls it.' 

The pragmatist and the deconstructionist agree that the classical foundation
alist project has irremediably foundered, but they take opposite paths ITom this 
conclusion. The pragmatist says, reason cannot found itself, so reflexivity must 
stop short of the project of foundation and rest content with language games and 
forms of life (while keeping in mind, as Janik reasonably reminds us, that these 
are shot through with essential contestability). Reason can dig down so far, and 
no farther; at a certain point, Wiltgenstein says in one of his most powerful apho
risms, "I have reached bedrock, and my spade is turned" (Pl2 I 7). But the decon
structionist says, reason cannot found itself, hence reason, and with reason our 
language games and fonns of life, fall into a boltomless abyss of reflexivity. 
Reflexive critique does not come to an end"with the "linguistic turn;" in decons
truction it acquires a perplexing new form, the reflex ion or folding back of lan
guage onto itself. Reflexivity becomes "textual." 

III 

The philosopher qua philosopher knows nothing or nearly nothing oftextuality in 
the sense to which I am referring, and which, while it is not a strictly literary 
notion, has a great deal to do with the sort of text we call literary and with a 
certain way, to which Derrida has contnbuted a great deal, of reading this sort of 
text. 1 do not blame the philosopher for knowing Iiltle or nothing ofthis notion of 
textuality; it isn't, or at least has not heretofore been, the philosopher's business. 
But philosophers are by and large - in my experience, almost universally - un
willing to grant that there is anything to know here that they do not know, at least 
anything that they are debarred ITom knowing by lacking the training appropriate 
to this knowJedge. If Hilary Putnam were to say, you can't understand important 
areas of what analytic philosophers do if you don't know how to do mathematical 
logic, I would take his word for it .and acknowledge a certain important area in 
which I am incompetent to judge. But because, philosophers read novels and 
poems, they have of late acquired a certain vanity of knowing belter how to read 
novels and poems than do those whose profession, vocation, and devotion it is to 
deve lop the technical discipline of such reading; and this vanity of the philoso
pher is in large part derived ITom the fact that literary criti~s have gone off 
chasing after deconstruction, which the philosopher, without having to do any 

4 Jacques Derrid~ "Signature, Event, Context," in Margins of Philosophy. Trans. 
Alan Bass. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982, p. 324: 
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serious study of the matter, intuitively knows to be a foolish error. This is a pow
erful intuition, and we all know how much stock analytic philosophers place in 
their intuitions' (which are their pipeline to the common sense of ungroundable 
pragmatic reason); so I don't expect to command immediate credence for the 
claim that there is'a significant methodology associated with the notion of'1extu
ality," and thus a highly sophisticated expertise, comparable to that required to 
become a professor of mathematical logic, which is required before one can 
competently judge of it. I do not expect this claim even to be taken seriously by 
anyone who identifies· him or herselfunivocally with the diSCipline of philosophy. 
Rather, I make this claim in order to evoke a political fact, concerning the rela
tions or non-relations between the discursive communities of philosophy and 
deconstruction: In the Anglo-American world it is primarily in literature depart
ments that deconstruction has been received; and this fact'by itself seems enough 
to discredit Derrida's claim to have anything to say to the philosopher. Yet the 
philosopher reserves the right to say something about' Derrida and also about 
those in literature departments who have been influenced by him. There is a 
profo~nd question here concerning the nature and limits of discursive communi
ties within the academic profession, the question, indeed, the paradox of the. self
validating character of these communities, each validating itselfagainst the other 
with no court of last resort that could adjudicate the matter. 

Can we adequately understand this situation in tenns of the notion of essential 
contestability? No, because this notion presupposes and in return helps secure the 
authority of pragmatic reason as the not-without-which that from the periphel)' of 
our vision continues to mark the boundal)' or horizon of conflict; and it is the 
nature and authority of reason itself that are in dispute. We are at the boundal)' 
line or point of radical discontinuity between two perhaps incommensurable 
language games, and not two language games among others but two that are 
divided Hom each other precisely over the question of how the relations among 
language games are most fundamentally to be understood. 

The presumed contestation that is the subject ofthis conference, pragmatism 
or deconstruction, occurs within the context of a standoff between two discourse 

"communities which are for the most part talking past each other, and thus this 
conference-'itsOif exemplifies a disquietude of language games that cannot be 
contained by the line, be it thin as a hair, that holds essential contestability short 
of deconstruction - a disquietude involving a rupture or discontinuity of which 
the philosopher would rather not speak but which is, so to speak, of the essence 
for deconstruction. I call what I am doing in this reflexive move, by which I call 
into evidence the present context as a reflection en abime of the question being 
contested - I call this a textual operation, and everything else that I will say will 
follow the contours of such an operation. And I ask you to notice that far from 
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there being any "loss of the world," as Putnam has claimed,' in the textual action 
of deconstruction, it is precisely the present reality in its fullest concreteness that 
I am invoking, the reality of this group of people here, you and I, who are not 
merely discussing but also manifesting, exemplifying, or perfonning the conflict 
that we are discussing. Nothing, of course, could be more pragmatist than thus to 
evoke the social reality that is the matrix of our inquil)' or debate; but whereas 
the pragmatist confidently presumes the telos of reason in light of which all con
flicts are in principle, in the final instance, only an as yet inadequate implementa
tion of the rule of reason - for example in the fonn of the rules of discourse 
ethics - for deconstruction, by contrast, what social reality reveals is an illimit
able crosscutting and abyssal embedding of contexts, not no world but an excess 
of world beyond what the benevolence of the pragmatist lawgiver can contain, in 
fact or in principle. 

The reflexive operation of deconstruction, when it is perfonned responsibly 
and not merely asa demonstration of a critical pyrotechnics - which I freely 
admit has happened all too often, but not, despite what philosophical rumor and 
superficial reading might suggest, from the pen or mouth of Jacques Derrida -
when it is perfonned responsibly, I say, this reflexive operation reveals that both 
language games and the language in which we speak of language games have a 
more complex topography or topology than that supposed by orthodox Wittgen
stein commental)'. Along one major axis of the discourse of pragmatic Wittgen
steinianism, the metaphor, implicit Or explicit, of the boundedness or self
enclosure of the language game dominates the way in which language games are 
conceptualized. This way of thinking about language games is vel)' strongly 
manifested, for example, by Paul Johnston in his fine book Wiltgenslein and 
Moral Philosophy· Johnston speaks of moral language as constituted by lan
guage games that are internally coherent and hennetically sealed off from one 
another, such that no radical critique of the tenns of any of these games can be 
mounted, either from inside or outside. Janik, by contrast, suggests a sort of 
openendedness or unboundedness to language games, which are, as he stresses, 
constituted as famiiies of overiapping uses. Yet, despite the fundamental differ
ence in these two ways of reading Wittgenstein, Janik's more expansive position 
shows its relation to Johnston's when Janik in his own way evokes the impenne
ability to ra<lieal reflex ion of language games. I am completely in sympathy with 
Janik's basic point, that we cannot make fully explicit what it is that we know 
when we know how to follow a rule; the demand for a full theoretical account of 

5 Hilary Putnam, Pragmaiism: An Open Question. Oxford: Blackwell, 1992. Quoted 
phrase from p. 20. 

6 Paul Johnston. Wittgenstein and Moral Philosophy. London: Routledge, 1989. 
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knowledgds as alien to deconstruction as it is to pragmatism. But Janik, unlike 
the- deconstructionist; stresses "how constraints are built into those rules." pro
ducing a ~egtil.rity in our behavior which limits the ways in which we can ex
pect to alter our'practi<:es" (107). "Grasping, let alone altering, the rules we fol
low is radically limited by our very rule following activity" (108). We are, in 
other words, always already inside the language game, and whether we conceive 
the nature of language games narrowly with Johnston or broadly with Janik, as 
discretely bounded or as continuously shading off into other language g~mes, a 
crucial bounding function is played by the notion that we cannot get outside in 
such a way'.s to achieve a reflexive penetration of the game that goes beyond a 
certain unascertainable point. Not very long after we start digging we will hit the 
bedrock that provides the language game with a certain minimal boundary of 
form. 

Hence, even though for the theorist of pragmatic reason the bounding func
titm is i.fI one sense unformulatable, in another sense it is quite clear and explicit. 
What cannot be formulated is the guiding, regularizing form of the how-t<>-go-on
in-the'same-way-that would dictate in any specific case the leap from A to B. Yet 
it is tlot only possible but necessary to formulate the most general constraints to 
which any possible empirical instance of a rule must in the final instance con
form; the boundaries against which it must ultimately bump. These most general 
constraints would be the rules of what I am calling pragmatic reason, unground
able immanent ground of the sense of any possible language game. Pragmatic 
reason is the solidity of the bedrock, the universal form of the bounding function 
that one would transgress only on pain of disqualifYing oneself from speaking. 
Anyone who transgresses the boundary will be guilty of contradicting herself, 
trapped, for example, in what Habermas has taught us to call a "performative 
contradiction." Inevitably, this ultimate boundary of pragmatic reason turns out 
to be the classical boundary that has always grounded the logos in its strictest 
explicit formalization as logic: the law of identity or non-contradiction, now in a 
new pragmatist or I~transcendenta!-pragmatic" incarnation. (The orthodox Witt
gensteinian' will be on her guard against Habermas' attempt to formalize the 
unformalizable j and will reject my too-close assimilation of her stance to his. 
Habennas as daring to state what the Wittgensteinian must dissimulate on princi
ple: this is an "aspecf' that only "dawns" from a deconstructive perspective. And 
the Wittgensteinian intuitively rejects this perspective,) 
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IV 

One need not obey the rules of this game or that game; there might always be 
some other game one is playing. The outside of any given language game might 
well be the inside of some other language game. But whatever language game 
one plays, in order for it to be a language game at all it must be subject in the 
final instance to the rule of pragmatic reason. The outside of the great language 
game constituted by all the little language games would be unreason and perhaps 
violence. But what if a language game had no inside or outside? 

This business of the inside and the outside is a very powerful metaphorics, 
one that implicitly predetermines the philosophical inquiry into the meaning of 
Wittgenstein's late work. The inside-outside binary is also, I will just tentatively 
remind you, the metaphor or structure that Derrida has identified as the matrix of 
all metaphysical oppositions. But it is not my purpose here to argue that meta
physics is lurking behind the pragmatic concept of the language game. Rather, I 
want to inquire further into the concept of a language game as an artifact of the 
lext called the Philosophical Investigations, where, as we shall see, this concept 
is already twisted into a shape that undoes the distinction between inside and 
outside that it simultaneously sets in play. This happens by means of a textual 
operation, the textual operation: the concept of a game is repeated en abime, but 
with a twist, in the notion of what Wittgenstein calls "the language-game with the 
word 'game.''' (Pl71) 

Before.1 delve into this intriguing move, this evident wordplay with which 
Wittgenstein sets his game in motion, "das Sprachspiel mit dem Wort 'Spiel,'" 
with the second "Spiel" in quotes, I note that Wittgenstein reserves the right to 
use the term "language-game" not only for the simplest subsets of natural lan
guage, such as the game with the four words "slab," "beam," "block," and "pil
lar," but also for what he calls "the whole," "das Ganze," ~'consisting of language 

. and the actions into which <language> is woven" (Pl7). Does Wittgenstein mean 
by "das Ganze" merely a delimitable individual language game plus the actions 
associated with it, or does he mean the whoie human thing, language plus action? 
Probably the former, I think; but it doesn't matter, because since all language 
games would in this usage include the actions with which they are intertwined, 
hence also the objects associated with those actions, the whole human thing is 
entrained in Wittgenstein's generalization of the notion of a language game as 
das Ganze, and the totality of actions and things called "world" would no longer 
be conceivable as the "outside" of the totality of language games. There is in this 
sense no outside-the-language-game, and Wittgenstein is in perfect accord with 
Derrida's remark that philosophers have resolutely refused to understand, that 
"there is no outside-the-text." But all this is by the way; the question of inside 
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and outside with which I am primarily concerned 'in the following remarks is not 
that of the boundary between language and world but of that between one lan
guagegame and'another. 

, The' concept of a' game in the Investigations plays from the outset a double 
~le: ids on the one hand one concept among others, like "reading" or "think
Ing," ·one word among others naming a set of uses of a word whose grammar 
Wiltgenstein elucidates; but unlike any of these other concepts "game" ~i11 ,leap 
from the level of what is being elucidated to the meta-language in terms of which 
the elucidation is, done. I speak here of Wiltgenstein's "meta-Ianguage"as a 
deliberate provocation, to underline the oddity of the ,fold in language by which 
!he concept of a game grants, us an overview of the functioning of language in 
general. "Game" becomes, in the metaphor or catachresis of a "language-game," 
the concept that names the most general character of the operation of all the other 
concepts. ' 

Th~ concept "game" is, however, exploited in quite distinct ways at these two 
levels.' At the liTst level, Wiltgenstein points to actual games as instances of a 
multiplicity of practices called by the same name not because of anything they all 
share in common but because they are related to each other in the fush ion 
Wiltg~nstein in his metalanguage dubs family resemblance. When the concept 
game Jumps to the metalanguage, as the concept "language-game," it incorpo
rate~ the concept of family resemblance which had been elucidated by the multi
plICIty of actual and possible games, but which now falls into the background. 
What the metalinguistic concept of the language game foregrounds from the 
example of actual 'games is their character as orderly, rule-guided activities; the 
Image of the chess game which is so salient early in the Investigations plays a 
crucial role in Ihis foregrounding. The multiplicity of games, their radical differ
ence from each other, is partially effaced by this highlighting in the notion of the 
language game of the fact of internal coherence in any given member of that 
multiplicity, any single game or kind of game. The sense of multiplicity is not 
entirely effaced, because insofar as the notion of the language,ga..me·takes up into 
itself the notion of family resemblances, it still signals the relation to each other 

_of different games, the fact thaI games are very different and yet they are all 
called games. Vet when Wiltgenstein says, "this is how we play the game. I mean 
the lan~uage game with the word 'game,' " he mixes together these two ways of 
explOltlOg the analogy of games in a way that is quite tangled and which he never 
explicitl~ untangles. Thefuct that each game has its rules and we do what they 
tell us gIVes a sense of boundedness to this tacit knowledge, the sense that we are 
"inside" the language-game; yet, since the language-game with the word game 
addresses the relation-to-each-other-of-different-games, in shifting from one USe 
of a word to another it is actually as though we were shifting from one game to 
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another, and therefore, if it's a malter of rules,from one set of rules to another. If 
we fail to keep distinct the two levels at which the concept of a game is invoked, 
we assimilate too closely the first, internal coherence analogy to the second, Ihe 
relalion-in-radical-difference analogy, and this assimilation makes the game of 
changing games (the language game with the word game) seem like a less myste
rious business than it is. That is, it makes it sound too much like just another 
game, an instance of following-a-rule within a given, bounded game, rather than 
the previously unheard-of game of changing games and therefore changing not 
only a rule but the whole set of rules that within any given game provides the 
context for the understanding of any given rule. Even under this understanding 
there remains the sense of my'tery evoked by Janik, that knowing any individual 
game is itself a mysterious business because we can't beyond a certain point 
articulate what we know. But in passing from "game" to "language game" the 
mystery of what we know in knowing how to play is exponentially heightened, 
becomes abyssal. If one use of a word is related to another by a family resem
blance, and if a family resemblance is to be understood as the sort of relation that 
hoids between different, and potentially radically different, gaInes, games that 
might have nothing in common (save the fact that they are all called games), then 
the language game with a word, any word, (and here I remind you that for Wilt
genstein the use or uses of one word shade off, overlap, or intersect with the uses 
of indefinitely many other words) is the game of changing games, and the "rule" 
for the use of a word would be the rule for changing the rules of its use. Hence 
what would have to be in question if there was going in any meaningful sense to 
be a rule for the use ofa word would have to be a meta-rule or super-rule. But it 
is of the essence ofWiltgen'tein's teaching that there can be no such super-rule. 
That, and not because there's some "experience" to which we no longer have 
access, is why the use of a concept can only be illustrated by examples. 

The notionof "the rule for the use of a word" has been picked up from Wilt
genstein for the purposes of pragmatic reason in a way that does not clearly 
distinguish the two levels of the game analogy and thus gives a false pacifYing 
impre~ion of a continuity or coherence of pragmatic reason derived from the 
image of an individual game internally organized by its possibly unspeakable sel 
of rules. This impression of internal coherence or organization, of structure of a 
sort, is what provides the limit to the notion of essential contestability that allows 
essential contestability to remain this side of deconstruction. If to use a word is 
not to dwell within a language game but to be constantly in transit between lan
guage game" how can we even impute enough stability to language games for 
them to be nameable as the termini of the transit? Into how many segments, how 
many uses or games, can we subdivide the thread of "the use of a word" before 
we succumb to a version of Zeno', paradox and fall into the abyss of infinite 
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subdivision? There is no fonnulatable rule that can tell us when to stop, only the 
voice of pragmatic reason warning that "your spade is turned." The super-rule of 
pragmatic reason is .the guardrail o[our passage from game to game, and if we 
want to know how,we know that this way is how it's done, this way and not some 
other way which strikes us as quite deviant but which some deviant person is 
insisting on (and don't forget how essential it is to Wiltgenstein's method to keep 
positing such deviant people and their weird interpretations), pragmatic reason 
says "don't ask;" This is precisely where our spade is supposed to be turned, 
where the boundary of reflex ion is reached and we are held within this boundary. 

v 

To be held within this boundary is to remain within sociality, to remain a creature 
that is both politikon and logos ekhon. Wiltgenstein cannot appeal to anything so 
definite asa' polis for the containing context of his multiplicity of language 
games; he introduces instead tbefur more fluid notion of "forms of life." The 
notion of language games interlocks with and is secured by that of "fonns of 
life;'.? which quietly slips the most fundamental philosophical notion, that of form, 
back into' the picture. This is of course "fonn" not in a metaphysical but a prag
imitic sense; and yet from a deconstructive standpoint one begins to wonder: can 
the concept of form ;ever be evoked, in however muted or covert a fashion, with
out providing the philosopher with an opening by which.tosalvage the remnants 
ormetaphysical form? The notion of fonns of life is fluid, but it cannot be limit
lessly fluid. Philosophy, no malter how pragmatic or pragmatist, demands a limit. 
And the limit of fluidity of fonns of life will be simultaneously the limit of fluid
ity of language games. 

Analytic philosophers have at their disposal two knockdown objections to 
Derridean deconstruction, and it might be felt that I am at this point up against 
one of tl-!em, the objection tl-!at deconstruction is hung up on the criterion of 
absoluteness or preciseness in the definition of concepts. Analytic philosophers 

_know, in no small part as a consequence of reading Wiltgenstein, that there are 
inexact or "fuzzy" concepts. In asking for the limit of fluidity am I not repeating 
Derrida's mistake of-demanding that an inexact concept be made precise? The 
other knockdown objection is that Derrida claims there is no such thing as correct 
understanding yet asks us to correctly understand this claim; a very elementary 
''perfonnative contradiction" on his part if he had ever said anything so simplis
tic, which of course he has not. Derrida has, however, indeed said that a concept 
must be precise or it is not a concept. 
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Three interlocking methodological reflections precede my attempt to answer 

this question. 
I. I don't believe there is any general conceptual question concerning "fuzzy" 

and "precise," or for that matter concerning any other philosophical or philo
sophically-appropriated concept; only definite questions arising in a specific 
context of debate. The neo-pragmatist Wittgensteinian claims that in a given 
context a concept might remain permanently fuzzy without bothering anyone, or 
indeed without anyone's even thinking that there is anything fuzzy about it, as 
long as it is doing the job for which it is intended. But in such a case, what sense 
does it make for the philosopher to characterize such a concept as fuzzy? Only as 
transphinted into a philosophical debate would it occur to anyone to characterize 
it as such. One could as easily say that it is precise, inasmuch as it is adequate to 
the need in context - which, as we have also learned from Wiltgenstein, is all that 
the concept of precision ever means, there being no such thing as absolute, con
textless precision. What I read in Wittgenstein is thus not that there exist fuzzy 
concepts, but rather that "fuzzy" and "precise" are entirely context-dependent 
concepts and that there is no point in applying all acontextual standard of preci
sion to something that works fine in its context. Yet there is nothing sacred about 
"stand roughly there;" this instruction might, as Wittgenstein suggests, "work 
perfectly" (PI 88) yet it also might not. I might ask, "roughly where, exactly?"; or 
I might stand within what I take to be the indicated space and you might get 
annoyed and say, "no, no, 1 meant over there." In these cases, it would make 
sense, within the context, to say that the original instruction had been vague or 
fuzzy." 'Inexact' is really a reproach, and 'exact' is praise" (ibid.). But then its 
vagueness provides no support for the philosopher's contention that inexact 
concepts can be just fine, since the point of caIling a concept inexact is to indi
cate its inadequacy within the context. When Wiltgenstein says, early in this 
remark, that we could call "stand roughly there" inexact he does not mean that it 

. would make any sense to do so within the context of use; he is talking to his 
ohilosoohical interlocutor "outside the language-game." In order to validate 
:'fuzzy ~oncepts," philosophers introduce an extra-contextual measure of inexact
ness into the debate - precisely the sort of measure they claim to be denouncing. 
(This sort of thing happens all the time in contemporary philosophy that appeals 
to the authority of Wittgenstein - the failure of vigilance concerning the sea
change that occurs to ordinary language when it is appropriated to make a philo

sophical point.) 
Thus the question of precision as between Derrida and analytic philosophy is 

a .philosophical question that cannot be settled on general considerations con
cerning how language works as long as one is not engaged in philosophical ar
gumentation; rather, we must understand what is philosophically at stake for both 
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sides and what consequences follow from going one way or the other in this 
debate. 

2. ,It is sometimes said that Wiltgenstein underwent a Kehre between the early 
and'the late work, with perhaps a transitional period in between' others assert 
against this view·that there is a fundamental unity between earl; and late. As 
against both of these views, I want to suggest that there is no unity in the later 
work itself, or even in the Investigations, By this I don't mean that Wiltgenstein 
keeps changing his mind or that he contradicts himself. Rather, I mean that he 
never arrives at any comprehensive final position but keeps probing at the same 
!llndam~ntalquestions and bringing out new aspects ofthem. On this reading, the 
invocatIOn of language games and forms of life in the early sections of the Inves
tigations ~oes not provide an immovable foundation for everything else; it makes 
pos~ible his entry into the type of investigation characteristic of his later period, 
but It leaves'all sorts of loose ends hanging, loose ends that are not mere details 
calling fot mopping-up work but rather the horizon towards which further inves
ti~tion should orient itself. Thus when Wiltgenstein says, for example, that we 
h~t bedrock when we run out of reasons, he is not necessarily hitting bedrock in 
hiS overall process of inquiry. This moment could be just as tentative as any 
other, not an ultimate observation about the limit of all our inquiring but a remark 
about. one aspect of the phenomenology of the search for reasons. It happens, 
so~etlmes,.that we have this experience. But other times it doesn't happen; the 
pomt at which bedrock is struck is evidently different for different people, or for 
the same person at different times. There are even people for whom bedrock is 
neve:. struck (l believe Wiltgenstein himself was such a person - but his per
plexllIes were not those of others). Wiltgenstein is in part trying to goad such 
peo~le to change their sense of what the search for reasons is - his language is 
playmg a hortatory or normative role in an attempt to end their endless perplex
Ity. But (and here I recur to my first methodological reflection) this exhortation 
must be understood in the context of the philosophical ambience within which it 
was wrilten. Wiltgen stein saw philosophy being done in certain ways in his time 
and place, ways to which he objected, and he was trying to counter those ways. 

_We cannot assume without looking deeply into the malter that there is some 
general, acontextual force to Wiltgenstein's strictures that can be transferred 
w~lesale into the context of the present debate. Thus, it might be that while the 
nolIon of forms of life played an important corrective function to the tendencies 
o~ philosophy as it was done in the first half of the last century, this notion itself 
might need to be corrected today because it has been pressed into the service of 
tendencies akin to those it was originally designed to counter. 

3. Wiltgenstein chose the specific set of confusions that he addressed because 
he was combalting a certain urge to do philosophy that he perceived in the phi-
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losophers of his time. Analytic philosophers today naively assume that because 
they have studied "Wiltgenstein" - the received, institutionalIy sanitized Wilt
genstein of contemporary analytic philosophy - they stand on the other side of 
Wiltgenstein's critique, that they are not subject to the confusions he clarified and 
are therefore free of the misguided urge or urges that Wiltgenstein sought to 
exorcise. This assumption is most often expressed in the form of disdain for 
"metaphysics." But metaphysics has a way of worming its way back into the 
philosopher's discourse while her hack is turned, perhaps never more than when 
the philosopher is certain that, having attained to a properly pragmatic or prag
matist standpoint, she is beyond metaphysics, that she knows just what it is and 
can cite the appropriate passage of Wiltgen stein to disarm it Thanks to Derrida's 
further elaboration of Heidegger's reading of the history of philosophy, we now 

,possess a beautifully articulated analysis of the urge from which Wiltgenstein 
tried to free himself and others - the urge we can now call nostalgia/or presence. 
It is easy enough to recognize Plato's Ideas as an expression of this nostalgia, but 
what Wiltgenstein saw that made his thought so radical and so inimical to the 
conventional practices of philosophy, then as now, was that there were endlessly 
subtle ways in which the same jUnction that in its most extreme form manifested 
itself as the etemality and unchangeability of the Ideas could operate, as he says, 
"everywhere in our lives," in conceptual operations apparently quite alien to 
Platonism, for instance in the intrusion of the word "must" in certain contexts. 

We say: «If you really follow the rule in multiplying, it must come out the same." 
Now, when this "is only the slightly hysterical style of university talk, we have no need to 
be particularly interested. It is however the expression of an attitude towards the tech
nique of multiplying, which comes out everywhere in our lives. The emphasis of the 
'must' corresponds only to the inexorability of this attitude, not merely towards the tech
nique of calculating. but also towards innumerable related practices. (Zettel 299f 

Wiltgenstein had an almost infalJible nose for the "nostalgia for presence", 
and so didn't need the concept; but such noses are extreme Iy rare. I need the 
concept, and I think. others do too. 

VI 

I am now ready to adduce a passage wrilten by Wiltgenstein himself as the best 
rejoinder to the claim that notions of fuzziness, vagueness, and the like render 

7 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Zettel. Ed. G. E. M. Anscombe and G. H. von Wright. Trans. 
Anscombe.' Berkeley: University of Cali fomi a Press, 1970. 
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pragmatic co~c~Pts immune to deconstructive challenge. I quote once again from 
Zettel. rec?gnlZI~g that.the:tatus of these notes is unclear. since Wittgenstein did 
not authorIze their pubhcallOn. Here is the note: 

Consider :.'. ,the following proposition: "The rules ofa game may well allow a certain 
~eedom,_ b~t all the same they must be quite definite rules." That is as if one were to say: 
~ou may I_nd~ed leave a pe:~n"enclosed by four walls a certain liberty of movement, but 

t~e ,walls ~ust be perfectly ngld - and that is not true. "Well, the walls may be elastic all 
rlglit. b,ut In that case they have a- perfectly detenninate degree of elasticity" _ but what 
~oes thiS sa7.?-J1 seems to say that it must-be possible to state,the elasticity, but that again
~s·not tr~~. TIll: wall always has some determinate degree of elasticity _ whether I know 
It or "!oJt ,: that -IS _really the avowal of adherence to a fann of expression. The one that 
makes use of ~e form of an ideal of accuracy. (441) 

The~uestion at the outset concerns the freedom or play allowed by "the rules 
of a. game ... • hence. by. implication. also the rules of language games. On my 
re~dmg, thIS remark. bnngs out the radicality of Wittgenstein's analysis of lan
g!!"ge games by rejecting "pragmatist" approximations to his view of rule
~olIowin~ that remain anchored to preseflce; the stages of Wittgenstein's exposi
tton In thl~ remark conslItute an allegory of the philosopher's retreat from explicit 
metaphYSICS to covert metaphysics hy progressive obfuscation of the limit- or 
boundary-Junction (major neo-pragmatist form of presence) that the retreat is 
mtended to preserve. 

" In t?e "fi~sl. ~roposition. the philosopher has already begun the retreat from 
.Plato~lst. ngldlty toward "pragmatist" flexibility: "the rules ... may well allow 

a certam freedom." But the rules themselves are intrinsically rigid· they must be 
"quite ?efinite." The rules allow a space of play. but there is no ~Iay. no Spiel
raum,. m the rules themselves. Wittgenstein denies this, and the interlocutor's 
next h~e of defense is the claim that although there might be indefiniteness in the 
rules. It must be a bounded or definite degree of indefiniteness. Now. it is not 
dear what this kind of boundcdness would be; but what is clear is -that it would 
be ~uch t~at one ",:ould be able to specity or declare it (angeben); and Wittgen
stem deDJ~s that thIS. IS nec~ssary either. At this point Wittgenstein could still just 
be plu~pmg for an I,,:duclble vagueness. The rules are indefinite or vague. and 
we can t transform thIS vagueness into a precise statement of what the limits of 
the vagueness are. But now we come to the deepest and most difficult moment. 
The mterlocutor grants that this explicitness may not be in the cards. Neverthe
less. the vagueness or flexibility of the rUles must nevertheless be determinate _ 
"whether we know it or not." 

. The differe~ce between the pragmatist and the deconstructionist readings of 
Wlltgenstem hmges on the interpretation of this final moment. The remark is 
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easily recuperated by the pragmatist as continuous with the fIrSt two moments as 
part of the "vague concept" notion. Wittgenstein is simply saying that it's silly to 
insist vagueness itself must be a quality with sharp boundaries. Vague is vague; 
end of story. But who is this person to whom Wittgenslein is replying and what is 
this person after? She has renounced knowledge; what she wants is merely the 
reassurance in principle that there must be boundary. in the form of an unknow
able. indeterminably elastic determinacy. What philosopher would be satisfied 
with that? Only the pragmatist: the philosopher who believes that there is no 
definite boundary but remains confident that nevertheless we will soon hit bed
rock. One can have one's determinacy and eat it. too. There is aform to a "fOnD 
of life." and this form cannot be definitely defined. it is irreducibly vague. but 
this very vagueness makes it the dwelling-place of the super-rule of pragmatic 
reason which ensures that this form and that form remain distinct, that they do 
not collapse into a continuous flux. 

Of course no one can do anything with a genuinely continuous flux. The 
question is how much recognition one is going to accord to flux and what conse
quences this recognition is going to have for the shape of tile resulting dis,,'"Ourse. 
Is the problematic of language and sociality going to be driven hy the sense that 
the limit of fluidity is continually being washed away. and that we must be con
tinually responsive to this continual erosion or fraying. attempting to grasp its 
regularities or laws (however paradoxical, however alien to what pragmatic rea
son would wish these laws to be - for example. in the form of what Derrida has 
called "the condition of possibility and impossibility") or is it going to dwell in 
the enclosure of flexible walls that are by their nature guaranteed to be me aneu 
logou. which I translate freely as "good enough for pragmatic purposes?" 

The integrity of the inside of a language game could only be a junction of a 
sociopolitical boundary. Where there is a bounded community that excludes 
outsiders, there is a language game with an inside. Only within the shelter of a 
sociopolitical boundary (real or imagined) can we do blindly. without choosing. 
what a rule lens, us. \Vhat the philosopher is asserting with her assertions of the 
primacy of pragmatic reason is her sense of belonging to a community that vali
dates the moves to which her "intuitions" guide her; and the person who does not 
share these intuitions does not belong to the same community. A "form of life" is 
either this. or it is an impossibly fluid limit-concept necessary to getting Wittgen
stein's project off the ground but that becomes prOblematic in the extreme once 
that project is fully launched - part, to use Wittgenstein's familiar analogy. of the 
ladder that needs to be kicked away at a certain point. . 

In the absence of such a socio-ethico-political boundary the illusion of the 
(indeterminate. unspeakable. dissimulated) super-rule disappears. and the 
language game has no boundary and therefore no inside. In the space of indeter-
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minate and indetenninable sociality that we, as participants in an international 
conference crossing disciplinary boundaries, here inhabit, and which is increas
ingly the space inhabited by large numbers of people across the globe (a condi
tion that will inevitably transfonn philosophy, despite the contemporary holding 
actions of pragmatic reason), the language game, as the game of changing games, 
at every moment ~'others" or "outs" itself, and this continual outing or othering. of 
what we can scarcely still call the language game is the object of the endless 
reflexivity of deconstruction. We can't get outside the language game, or outside 
the text, but we can't get inside it· either; we can only, as Derrida says, re-mark it, 
repeat.itin a different register, and in this way produce a deconstructive or 
(which comes to the same thing) self-deconstructing "textual" reflex ion, as Witt
genstein does when he re-marks "game" as "language game." A procedure this 
radical is necessary to disrupt the cultural.narcissism of pragmatic reason, with its 
reassuring belief in the possibility ofretum to the interior of the intuition-sharing 
community. 

Here is,the deconstructive question once more, in its sharpest·fomi: Where is 
the ordinary language-game, the everyday fonn of life, within which the concept 
of a "language-game" is at home? This is the founding, authorizing concept of 
Wittgenstein's own "language-game," but it cannot itself be restored to the 
interior of a pre-existing language-game and thus cannot be authorized by the 
protocol of authorization that it sets up. It is, however, logically impennissible to 
reject the concept of a language-game as "outside the language-game," because 
such a judgment would base itself on the authority of the concept it rejected. To 
the deconstructive eye the textual shape of the concept is aporetic and abyssal: 
~either grounded nor ungrounded; a productive re-marking of language that has, 
hke all other such re-markings, its uses and its limits. For the pragmatist Wittgen
steinian who dwells within the "language-game" language-game, the concept 
seems to be auto-authorized, as though the very heart of sense could be heard to 
pulse within it, and hence its (indefinite, unstateable) limiting power were unlim
ited - so that the iast word against deconstruction would always be that it moves 
outside the language game - that it is really just another fonn of "words gone 
astray" and lierefore "the other side of the same philosophical coin as plato
nism.'·8 

8 I cite a .very up-to-date version (most indebted to "the influence of Stanley Cavell, 
Cora Diamond and John McDowell" [po 112]) of the pacirying account of Wingen
stem, Martin Stone's "Wittgenstein on Deconstruction" (London: Routledge, 2000), 
p. 108. Stone's account QfDerrida is the most nuanced and sensitive that I have seen 
from an analytic philosopher and his essay on the whole is a significant step toward 
a_ ~l debate with de.construction. Y.et his final verdict is the orthodox one: Wittgen
steIn does not practice deconstruction because his final aim is to return us to the 
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And now it seems to me that I have caught the ear of pragmatic reason, and that I 
hear it saying to me in a calm but slightly annoyed tone, "It is not we who 
exclude you, my friend, but you who exclude yourself. We include everyone in 
the language game of democratic pragmatic reason, not only nominally but as 
fully partiCipating, equal members. All you have to do is stand roughly there, in 
the space that is me aneu logou, recognizing that the rules of this space, the bed
rock rules, are as we say they are. Yet if you have any criticism of our formula
tion of them we will listen to you because that's how this game works; with the 
proviso that your criticism itself must follow the rules that are as we say they are, 
because at the bedrock level the rules are rock-solid, and even if we have trouble 
fonnulating them we know that you cannot speak without obeying them on pain 
of contradicting yourself, of denying the condition of possibility of your right and 
ability to participate in the discussion. We exclude only the excluders, and, pro
visionally, those who have not yet fully acquired the capabilities necessary to 
become fuil and equal participants in the discussion; these we place under tute
lage until such time' as they have learned the unspeakable and indetenninately 
elastic rules and are thus ready to assume their rightful place in the conversation 
of reason. No need for fear here; no one is giving orders; we are merely remind
ing you to exercise your own autonomy by listening to the voice of sweet reason, 
of the 'must' ·that·does-not-coerce." 

And yet what 1 hear when 1 hear this sweetly reasoned discourse is not the 
voice of sweet reason but that of the philosopher playing the role of benevolent 
administrator - the role of one who knows. the best way things should be organ
ized and whose job it is to implement this state of organization or at least per
suade others to implement it, for my own good and that of everybody else. And I 
respond to this benevolent administrator the same way 1 have always responded 
to all other benevolent administrators: I see them as having designs on me, 

"agreeable, everyday use" of words (108). Inevitably, this conclusion, which is en· 
dorsed in words taken from the Tractatus as "the only strictly correct one (109)," is 
conceived on the basis of the inside/outside split: according to Stone, the decon
·structivist's intention is "to speak outside of 'language games' " (108), and the cor· 
rect rectification of this move is to replace her words within the boundaries beyond 
which they have strayed. Undoubtedly Wittgenstein along one entire axis of his 
thought asserts precisely this simple dichotomy, so agreeable to pragmatic reason, of 
full and empty language, of the inside and outside_of the language game; this axis of 
his thought, in my view, manifests the fact that Wittgenstein was still fully enclosed 
by the cultural ambit of Europe. The _question is whether this assertion is his last 
word. I believe Derrida's position as a partial outsider to Europe is irreducible as a 
factor in his difference from Wittgenstein and analytic philosophy in general. 
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designs I mean to resist. The more skillfully the benevolent philosophical admin
IStrator argues that there is no escaping the rules of pragmatic reason, the more 
coerced I feeland the more suspicious and resistant I, become. What is pragmatic 
reason to do with ,me? I refuse to be placed under tutelage; indeed, I seem to 
know well enough, how the language game of pragmatic reason works and yet 
strangely, unreasonably, perversely, like the tortoise in Lewis Carroll's fable of 
A<:hilles and the tortoise, I refuse to go along. ' , 
, , Yet in this refusal I also refuse to grant that I am taking the side of unreason, 

nonsense, mere play, or nonseriousness. For I am not saYing no to pragmatic 
reason itse!tithere isno pragmatic reason itself. It's the philosopher's rhetorical 
trick to pretend that when we say no to his account, his verbal formulation, of 
reason, sociality, or democracy, what we are denying is reason itself, sociality 
Itself, democracy itself. A ,picture holds him captive, and he cannot see why any 
reasonable being would not be in thrall to the same picture, because the voice of 
pragm~tic reaSon seems to repeat it to him inexorably, But for me there is too 
much that this picture excludes: for instance, the "language game" of'deconstruc
tion. And in, excluding this language game, pragmatic reason excludes, in 
Wiltgenslein's name, Wiltgenstein's most consequential legacy, the one most 
pregnant with future. " ' 
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Wittgenstein's critical henneneutics: from physics to aesthetics 

I. "The common behavior of mankind.ls the system of reference by means of which we 
interpret an unknown language." PU,1206. 

," ... the meaning of a word is its use in the language." PU, I 43. 
II, "All that philosophy can do is to destroy idols." Big Typescript (=MS 213),413. 
Ill. "Our clear and simple language games are not preparatory studies for a future regu
larization of language - as it were first approximations, ignoring friction and air
resistance. The language-games are rather set up as objects of comparison which are 
meant to throw light on the facts of our language by way not only of similarities, but also 
of dissimilarities. PU, I, 130. 

Although there are certainly pragmatist and deconstructive moments in Wittgen
stein's mature philosophy, as the first three texts cited clearly indicate, that phi
losophy is neither pragmatist nor deconstructive, but a peculiar sort of entirely 
unorthodox hermeneutics as the third implies. With that in mind we should re
mind ourselves I) of the points of contact between Wiltgenstein and these ap
proaches to philosophy, 2) of the differences between them and 3) explore his 
concept of philosophy with a view to laying bare what we have termed his "criti

cal henneneutics". 
It is frequently overlooked that we find pragmatist moments already in the 

Tractatus. The pragmatic aspect of what it means for pseudo-propositions to 
"show" that they are tautologies or contradictions, namely, the fact that one can 
do anything one likes with a tautology and absolutely nothing with a contradic
tion, has frequently been overlooked.' Try as hard as you will, in framing a the

. ory you cannot do anything with a contradiction but you can do anything you like 
with a tautology. Truth tables do not merely establish that fact but make it abso-
iuteiy ciear why this should be the case. 

A second case in point concerns Wiltgenstein's rejection of the idea of a 
meta-language in the Tractatus. This follows from the fact that we construct 
propositions and a fortiori the world.' What seems to be a hierarchy oflanguages 
in fact is not: Actually, the meta-language in the alleged hierarchy is a construct 
of a construct - a picture of a picture, rather than an analysis of pictorial structure 
_ and as such more distorting than revealing of the nature of.proposition and 

I 
2 

Wittgenstein Tractatus, 4.46tT. 
Ibid., 5.556 
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language because it further obscures the fact that we picture facts lor ourselves3 
The perspective is clearly pragmatist. 

In ·the Investigations the pragmatic moment seems to jump out at us as soon 
as we encounter the notion that "meaning is use". And, indeed, there is scarcely a 
more central notion in Wittgenstein's thinking than the idea that it is first in un
derstanding.how we are to use a picture (sign, symbol, sentence or text) that we 
~w what It means. However, the notion of a pragmatic contradiction such as a 
pnvate I~g~age - or private money - is no less central. To'suggest that either is 
possIble IS sImply to fail to understand the relevant concept. Moreover, there is 
much to be said for .the thesis that the limits of language in the Tractatus involve 
such a pragmat.ic contradiction: it is not that you cannot believe that you have put 
absolute value IDto words, but that you cannot succeed in doing so. 

How~ver, unlike pragmatists from Peirce to Rorty, Wittgenstein was not in 
the least I~teres~ed in deve.loping an "edifying" philosophy. In his philosophizing 
h~ w~ .. ne1t~er -mterested 10 constructing a better society nor was he concerned 
WIth dlsclosm~ t~e ~eaning of~ife. Although he was personally profoundly influ
enced by Chnstlanlty, he was m no sense a secularized post-Christian philoso
pher like the classical pragmatists. 

'. With respect to deconstruction, one can find any number of deconstructive 
moments in Wittgenstein's philosophizing as well. Thus in his early period the 
truth tabl.e .technique provided him with a crystal-clear decision procedure for 
~em~catmg the propositions of logic from empirical propositions. At the same 
tIme It s.h~wed that, if all propositions were truth functions that no propositions 
h.a? a p~'vl~ege~, status. :rhus there was no justification for tenning certain propo
sItIons aXIoms ID logIC because all of the propositions of logic had the same 
sta~us. On the basis of an alternative'mode of representing propositions the only 
strict way, "from within"4 as he put it, he was thus able to "deconstruct',' a project 
that had occupied Russell and Frege intensely for some time.' 

L~te~ in th~ Phil~s~fhicallnvesti~ations the task of disabusi!1g phBosophers' 
~ftheJr one-sIded d,et of metaphysIcal and epistemological examples would be 
vastly more complicated. It offered no chance of producing the sort of tour de 

lorce that the invention of the truth table did in the Tractatus. Instead, his efforts 
had to rese~ble a set of therapeutic techniques, which could be alternatively 
apphed untIl he foun? one that succeeded in dispelling the original problem. 
Further examples of hIS deconstructive tendencies include his steadfast rejection 
of theory in philosop~y: his view that logical fonnldepth grammar can only be 
shown and not saId, hIS Idea that the goal of philosophy is to destroy idols, which 
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Wittgenstein to Ficker, p. 35. 

are in fact but houses of cards, and the notion that what was most important in the 
Tractatus was what he had not written.s 

Yet, for all that, he was not a deconstructionist. He may have said in the spirit 
of deconstruction ism that all that philosophy could do was destroy idols but he 
immediately added, "and that means not making any new ones - say out of'the 
absence of idols"'? Unlike deconstructionists, Wittgenstein most definitely 
believed that there is such a thing as meaning. Although he shared their antipathy 
to th.e idea that meaning is based upon cognitive structures, be they logical, as 
Russell believed, neurological, as Chomsky believed or sociological, as Whorf 
and Sapir believed, he steadfastly eschewed the idea that "anything goes" as far 
as meaning is concerned. Wittgenstein was not a nominalist; meaning is by no 
means arbitrary for him. For Wittgenstein there is meaning but it is not univocal 
in nature. In Wittgenstein's view we are not confronted with a choice between a 
fixed notion of meaning and pure ambiguity. There is a place for both fixity of 
meaning and ambiguity in a conception of knowledge and mind rooted in the 
sorts of metaphorical thought processes that belong to the natural history of an 
animal that speaks. There is, indeed, in Wittgenstein's mature view a logic of 
language but it is a metaphorical rather than a subsumptive logic.' 

So, from the start we do well to question the very title of our symposium. [t 
seems to suggest, like many efforts to treat the theme "Wittgenstein and ... " that 
we finally know what Wittgenstein was really up to. In fact this is just another 
chapter in a bOok that might be called "How To Do Things With Wittgenstein"." 
From the point that it finally became clear that Wittgenstein was not a "logical 
positivist" people have had the equally problematic idea that he was, neverthe
less, really trying to do something other than he actually did and failing in his 
efforts either to become Carnap' or to become Heidegger. For these people Witt
genstein is a sort of Douanier Rousseau of philosophy: a brilliant primitive, only 

. able to express himself idiosyncratically, a victim of his own talent as it were. 
This view is simply false. 

5 Loe. cit. 
6 MS 213 tThe Big Typescript], 413. 
7 This point has largely gone unobserved in the literature. It is too complex to discuss 

here. I am grateful to Kjell S. Johannessen for discussions on this topic. 
S This title was originally that of a paper given by Kevin Mulligan in connection with 

the London discussion of J.e. Nyiri's thesis that Wittgenstein was a conservative 
ideologue in the fall of 1981. 

9 Alois Pichler informs me that. if Wittgenstein ever aspired to do what eamap did he 
gave up on -the idea in 1936 when it became clear to him that he could only express 
his thoughts in aphoristic form. 
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N~vertheless, m.any of his own statements superficially support that view. 
Consider the followmg from the Preface to the Philosophical Investigations: 

. ~ After several unsuccessful attempts to weld my results together into such a whole I 
n;Jthzed t~at,1 would.nev~r succ~ed ... I should like t'? produce a good book. This has n~t 
C9,me ab~ut. but the tIme IS past In which I could improve if' ,10 

, Statements such as this are easily compounded from Wittgenstein's not~books 
""d.c~rrespondence. In fact, Wittgenstein complains in aSocratic vein of his 
mabIh~ t~ express hi~self as he would. Those laments are hardly strange in a 
perfectIomst, whose phI~osophical conversation partners for the most part spoke a 
langua.g~ that ~as not his mother tongue ". However, he insists at the same time 
that !hIS ~nab1iI~ to ~xpres.s himself as he.would is connected with the very nature 
ofhIS.p~IlosophI~aII~vestigation12. In fact, we have paid too little attention to the 
pecuharIties of hIS philosophical endeavor. '. 

. Hisw~y of writing had to be odd indeed if Wittgenstein would probe what 
R.G .. Colhngwoo~ terms the "absolute presuppositions" in everyday life, Le., 
what IS so self-evident as to be beyond question. Such questions into what every
one takes ~or __ ~ted must seem absurd, hilarious or uncanny but in no sense 
':norm~I" .13 So: ~iv,,? his p.hilosophical task, the oddnes's of his way of writing 
and Wiltgenstem S ~IfficultI~S of expression are hardly as strange as they might 
seem fr?m the. outside. Their strangeness is aU part of the task of showing us 
aspects ofJ""guage and e~perience that are so close to us that we cannot perceive 
th~m. In fact, now that hiS whole corpus is accessible,l4 it is clear that hisphi
losophy looks more or less as it would have, had he been able to express himself 
adequately in his own eyes. 

The .central idea in Wittgenstein;s later philosophy is a notion that has been 
al~ t~ httle understood. It is the idea that in the last analysis the logic of human 
~hInkmg cann~t be described." This is for three reasons. First, rule-following 
Involves learnmg to use examples and they can aiways be empioyed in new and 
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Ludwig Wittgen~tein, Ph~/osophische Untersuchungen. Vorwort. 
Th~ fact t~at Wlttgenstem wrote almost nothing in English is evidence that this 
pomt was Important to him. 
See n.2. 

On Collingwood and Wittgenst.ein see ~y Kunskapsbegreppet i praktisk filosofi 
[The Concept of K:nowledge In PractIcal Philosophy] trans. Birgit HQggkvist 
(Stockholm: SymPOSIUm, 1996), 96-100. 
The philosoph~cal NachlaB i.s available at the Wittgenstein Archives_ in Bergen 
Norway and Will soon be available from Oxford University Press as a CD rom his 
letters at the Brenner Archives in Innsbruck. ' 
Wiltgenstein, rJG,501. 

innovative ways. Radical innovation, completely unexpected conceptual change, 
does occur. Second, there is always the possibility that there are exceptions that 
are compatible with our rules. As a result we are often uncertain whether we are 
confTonted with a case that corresponds to the rule or forms an exception. In this 
sense everything is compatible with the rule. Third, the very multiplicity of our 
ways of interweaving words and actions into "language games" defies systemati
zation. Yet, even if rule-following cannot be reduced to a system, it is for all that 
comprehensible. We must simply learn to look at what we do: "don't think, 
look!" .16 Thus in order to help us to get a glimpse of our "Ianguage games" or 
practices the philosophers must gesture at something that cannot be described in 
ordinary prose. Indeed, there is a reciprocal relationship between word and 
gesture in Wittgenstein's thinking, " ... we really shall be explaining words by a 
gesture, and a gesture by words".17 Wittgenstein's peculiar version ofhenneneu
tics thus follows tTom the notion that meaning is use but that use cannot be 
described; it must be shown on the basis of examples. However, the examples 
appealed to here are paradigmatic actions to be gestured at not propositions as 
Socrates erroneously thought. 

No small part of our problem with understanding Wittgenstein has arisen pre
cisely because he departs so radically from traditional philosophy both with 
respect to the substance and the form of his philosophizing in all its phases. 
Moreover, since we have had only the foggiest idea of how he got to that view, of 
who his philosophical precursors really are, it has been extremely difficult for 
many philosophers with a solid, but conventional, education to make anything but 
incompetence or obscurantism out of his seemingly oracular pronouncements. 
Thus arises the temptation to search for a "key" to understanding him. 

lfthere is such an historical key to understanding what Wittgenstein really 
wanted to do in his philosophizing in all its phases and why his writings are in 
principle complete in their curiously fragmentary character, it is to be found in 
the philosophical Introduction to Heinrich Hertz's Principles of Mechanics. IS 

The odd thing -is that Wittgenstein. 3 Berlin-trained engineer with a solid 
grounding in theoretical physics, always said this. He hardly ever spoke of any
one else in connection with the question of what philosophy is all about 19 

16 Wittgenstein, PU, 1,66. 
17 W.ittgenstein, Zettel, 227. 
IS Heinrich Hertz, Die Priruipien der Mechanik in neuem Zusammenhange dargestellt 

(Leipzig: l.A. Barth; 1894), 1-49. 
19 "[f]hroughout his life, Wittgenstein regarded Hertz's solution to the problem [of 

force in Newtonian physics] as a perfect model of how philosophical confusion 
should be dispelled", Ray Monk, LudWig Wittgens/ein: Th£ Duty of Genius (Lon
don: Jonathan Cape, 1990), 446. 
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Moreover, we find intertextual evidence of Hertz's influence in the crucial dis
cussionof the· nature of philosophy in the Investigations (I, 89-133).20 So it 
should not be surprising that we should have to look to Hertz to find the most 
~udimentary level of Wingenstein's philosophizing, his distinction between say
mg and showing, which runs throughout his philosophizing, and determines his 
peculiar way of understanding "clarity". The problem here is that Hertz has been 
conflated with the more orthodox positivist, Mach, in the literature on Wittgen-
stein and generally. . 

Apart from being a brilliant experimentalist and a hold theoretician, Hertz 
was' a extra-ordinarily innovative philosopher of science, whose contributions to 
~t subject are only beginning to be recognized for what they are.21 Like all of 
h,s cont.empo~es, ~e had his qualms about the metaphysical components in 
Newtoman phYSICS .. LIke Ernst Mach, for example, he objected to the Newtonian 
employment of the notion of "force" in the exposition of mechanics. For Mach, 
wh? was the precursor of the Vienna Circle in this respec~ words such 'as uforce". 
whIch .do n~t refer to anything directly perceptible (but to an equation expressing 
a:elatlOnshlp between mass and acceleration), should be banned from scientific 
dlS.course. Indeed, the sort of almost fanatical anti-metaphysical, "scientific" 
phtlosophy that Mach inspired tended to preoccupy itself all too much with the 
policing of intellectual life and posing a demand for the reform of language. 

~ertz's response was considerably less repressive and considerably more 
creatIve. He reasoned that if problems like that of force arose from the way we 
fo~mulated our concepts, a re'formu/ation of those concepts; I) equally rigorous 
WIth respect to. formal relations and 2) equally rich with respect to empirical 
content, ought to be able to eliminate them. Thus Hertz's response to the classical 
metaphysical objections that his contemporaries raised to Newton was not to 
develop a philosophical theory about the sort of language that was acceptable for 
!he .development of an acceptable theory butto restate the principles of mechan
ICS In such a way that Newton's probiems wouid Doi arise in the first place. This 

. _resp~nse.was based upon a sensitivity to the role of rhetoric in the development 
of SCIentIfic theory: theories must be not only empirically rich and logically co
herent; the~ must also be appropriately presented. However, what is appropriate 
for profeSSIOnal colleagues is hardly appropriate for, say, beginning students 
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Wittgenstein PU,.I, \33; c[ Hertz, Prinzipien, 9 and PU, I, 132; cf. Hertz Prinzip
len, 14. The Enghsh translatIon obscures the point. 
On He,rtz see my "~ow Di,d Hertz Influence Wittgenstein's Philosophical Develop
ment?', Grazer Ph,/osophlSche Studien, Vol. 49 (1994195),19-47, which treats the 
themes dIscussed here in depth. Cf. Davis Baird, R.I.G. Hughes and Alfred Nord
man~ (~ds.),. Heinrich Hertz: Classical PhySiCist, Modern Philosopher ("Boston 
StudIes 10 PhIlosophy of Science" 198; .Dordrecht: Kluwer; 1998). 

without being any the less "scientific" for all that - and vice versa .. Thus posin~ 
the question "appropriate for whom?" introduces eo ip~o a rhetoncal ~nd UltI
mately aesthetic dimension to the evaluation of theoretIcal representattons that 
classical rationalism and empiricism systematically ignores. Hertz's particular 
way of clarifying the "language" of classical mechanics involved re-formulating 
mechanics as an axiomatic system. 

Dazzled by formalization as it was, the Vienna Circle could see nothing other 
than the formal ingenuity and rigor that was demanded by Hertz's program for 
representing mechanics. So Carnap and Co. failed to see the ~orest for the ~s, 
when they considered Hertz's contribution to physics exclUSIvely as a. contn~
ution to axiomatics. Unlike Wiltgenstein, they did not see the actual phtlosophl
cal point of the exercise, which in fact was only indirectly related to the success 
or failure of Hertz's axiomatization project; for Wilhelm Ostwald and the so
called EnergeticiSts had already produced one such re-formulation of the princi
ples of mechanics, one that Hertz approved of in principle, but found too ~u.m
bersome in practice,. to fit the bill as far as radical clarification goes. Emp~lzmg 
the axiomatic character of Hertz's alternative to Newtonian mechanICs, I.e., the 
substantive character of his presentation of physical theory, obscures a philo
sophical point, namely, that it is possible to cl~ify what has been confused en
tirely immanently, i.e., on the basis of an alternattve way of representmg the same 
object. In this way physical theory takes care of itself without recourse to an 
epistemology such as Mach's - or any other. In fact it has been Hertz's boldness 
and cleverness as a physicist that has obscured his brilliance as a philosopher of 

science until today.22 . . 
The fact· that Hertz's peculiar hermeneutical approach to the dIssolutIOn of 

metaphysical problems in natural science has been neglected by philosophers.of 
science goes a long way to explaining why many philosophers today find W~tt
genstein so strange. Be that as it ~ay, it i~ precisely that techn~que of alt~atl~~ 
reoresentation that the mature W Ittgenste," recommends and m fact deltvers. 
Thus what began as a brilliant strategy for tackHng metaphysical problems in 
mechanics in Hertz was developed by Wiltgenstein into an equally brilliant tech
nique for dealing with hoth the problems of logic and those of life24 It is signifi-

22 
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Apart from Wittgenstein Ernst Cassirer alone among philosophers seems to have 
appreciated Hertz. Cf. Ernst Cassirer, The Problem of Knowledge, trans. W. Wo-
glom (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950), 103-114... . 
Cf, "Your concept is wrong. - However. 1 cannot Illumm.ate the matter by fi~tmg 
against your words. but only by trying to turn your attention away from certam ex
pressions., illustrations. images, and towards th~ use of the wor~s". LW Ze!tel. 463. 
Cf. Wittgenstein Geheime Tagebiicher. ed. WIlhelm Baum (VIenna: Tuna & Kant, 
1992),6-7.VII.16. 
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cant that Wittgenstein frequently uses the same expression to describe what is 
needed in both situations: "das erlOsende Wort" - nor is it accidental that it oc
curs in an early version of the Philosophical Investigations in connection with the 
nature of philosophy: ''the philosopher endeavors to find the saving word, that is 
that word that allows us finally to grasp what has been until now a continually 
intractable burden to our consciousness" ,25 This "erlBseilde Wort" turns out, not 
unsurprisingly for a Hertzian, to be "a composition of the right examples"." 

In the Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein insists that it is "deep dis
quietudes", deep as the forms of our language, that move us to philosophize. The 
"depth" of the problem hangs closely together with the fact that human beings 
cannot learn language without it being drilled into them to the point that it be
comes second nature. Thus successful routinization of complex behavior patterns 
makes it extraordinarily difficult to get an overview of how language, and 
a fortiori human thinking, works. The problem is, indeed, so deep that the very 
posing of it tempts us to misunderstand the workings of language by. looking for 
its defining characteristics, whereas what we really should be doing, once we 
have taken a look at what we do in a particular situation, is rearranging what we 
in practice know about how we do things with words such that those problems 

. dissolve.21 This rearrangement is an activity as demanding as it is creative. It is 
one that Wittgenstein clearly considers akin to that of writing fiction 28 It in, 
volves: 

I) finding and inventing intermediate cases to wean us away from our previ
ous "one-sided diet" of examples,29 

2) experimenting with various ways of formulating expressions to see how 
seemingly minute differences in language can lead to significant differences of 
meaning,30 
which, 

3) show us how much of our expectations in philosophy are connected with a 
superficial aesthetic sensibility, which confuses clarity with a property of propo-

25 Wittgenstein, PUc Friihversion 1937-1938, eds. G.H. von Wright & H. Nyman: 
Helsinki: privately printed, 1979), I., 106. . 

26 Wiltgenstein, MS 147,19(1.02.1934) 
27 Wittgenstein, GT, 26.x1.14; cf. PU, I, 133. 
28 Wittgenstei~ Vermischte Bemerlcungen, 58. 
29 Wiltgenstein, PU, I, 593. 
30 See Alois Pichler's penetrating "Wittgenstein's spAtere Manuskripte: einige Bemer

kungen zu Stil und Schreiben", Mitteilungen aus dem Brenner Archiv 12 (1993). 8-
26. 
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sitions rather than an understanding of the "absolute presuppositions" of think

ing31 

and thus why 
4) the "dissolution" of those problems must take place slowly, i.e., because 

the therapy must be complete and the urge to produce a philosophical theory 
must disappear completely.32 

This is the "complete clarity" that philosophy strives for in Wittgenstein's 

view. 
In all phases of his philosophizing Wittgenstein was convinced that philo

sophical problems arise because we misunderstand the logic of our language. In 
his later philosophy this is a matter of failing to grasp that language is not a uni
fied phenomenon but a variety of interweavings of words and actions. We are 
dazzled by the word and seek a single object that corresponds to it, when i~ fact 
there are many kinds of, say, "games" that cannot be reduced to one defimtlon. 
Furthermore, we use words that resemble each other closely to do the most dif

ferent things: 

It is like looking into the cabin of a locomotive. We see handles all l?oking more or 
less alike. (Naturally, since they are all supposed to be handled.) But one IS the handle ~f 
a crank which can be moved continuously (it regulates the opening ofa valve); another IS 

the handle of a switch, which has only two effective positions, it is either off or on; a third 
is the handle of a brake-lever, the harder one pulls on it, the harder it brakes; a fourth, the 
handle of a pump: it has an effect only so long as it is moved to and fro".33 

Thus the task of philosophy was always an "analytic" one in the sense that the 
philosopher has to break down the intractably complex set of interrelated phe
nomena that constitute language into their constituents, i.e., "language games", 
with a view to showing that there are in fact a multiplicity of ways that words, 
signs, sentences, symbols and texts fit into the human form oflife: 

"MisunaeiSta.":ldings concerning the use of words, caused, among other things, by 
certain analogies between the foons of expression in different regions of ianguage. -
Some of them can be removed by substituting one fonn of expression with one anothe~; 
this process may be called an 'analysis' of our fonns of expression, fOT the process IS 

sometimes lik.e one of taking a thing apart". 34 

31 Wittgenstein, PU, I, 217. On clarity and "absolute presuppositions" see my Style, 
Politics and the Future of Philosophy (",Boston Studies in Philosophy of Science" 
114; Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1989), xiii ef passim. 

32 Wingenstein, Zettel, 382. . 
33 Wiltgenstein, PU, I, 12. 
34 Wittgenstein, PU, I, 90. 
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.·.Only when this sort of analysis is complete does philosophy cease to call it
self into question. Such an Hertzian henneneutic version of analytic philosophy 
has very little to do with the sort of philosophizing nonnally associated with ;the 
tenn and. exemplified by such figures as Russell, Carnap,Ayerand Quine. At 
best it is, a sort of distant cousin. 

The differences between the Hertzian-Wittgensteinian concept and the posi
tivist notion of clarity should serve as a solid point of departure in developing an 
account of his peculiar concept of henneneutics with its roots in Hertz. Wittgen
stein censideredthat philosophy, unlike science, did not solve problems, rather it 
"dissolved" them, Getting clear about a philosophical matter for him was a 
question of coming to understand paradoxically I) why we have the sense that a 
philosophical question has been "forced upon us" and 2) how practice shows us 
.why that should not be so. Clarity for him has nothing whatsoever to do with the 
logicalanalysis of the propositions which express our claims to knowledge but is 
a tnatter of getting an overview (eine iibersiehtliehe Darstellung,35 of the field in 
which a problem arises such that the problem disappears, 

Thus what starts with Hertz as a campaign to eliminate metaphysical prob
lems in mechanics on' the basis of an alternative representation of the subject 
physics becomes in Wittgenstein ultimately a kind of sensitivity training with 
respect to the differences that linguistic and behavioral nuances make with re
spect to meaning. Little wonder that the most insightful commentators on Witt
genstein have come to recognize the centrality of an aesthetic moment in his 
philosophizing, Philosophers have long noted that there are strong implications 
for aesthetics in Wittgenstein's mature philosophy, His emphasis upon the inde
tenninacy of aesthetic concepts, the logical plurality of critical discourses and the 
contextual character of knowledge are three examples of notions that have been 
profitably incorporated into contemporary discussions in aesthetics,J. What has 
been less often noticed is that aesthetic understanding is in fact Wittgenstein's 
pa.radigm for philosophy.3? This corresponds both to Wittgenstein's explicit 
asser-tions such as the idea that the Traetatus was at once strictly literary and at 

. the same time_philosophical and the philosophy could only be written as fiction. 
Thus in the Preface to the Investigations he compares himself to a draUghtsman 
drawing a landscape from various points of view, which are to be compared to 
one another. It runs through his efforts to introduce new ways of seeing things 
like, say. intentions differently from our routinized, conventional way of per-

35 
36 

37 
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Wittgenstein, PU, I, 122. 
cr. Richard Shustennan, "Wittgenstein and Critical Reasoning", Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research, Vol. 46, (1986), 93-99. 
Cf.- Cyril Barrett's contribution to the symposium "Witttgenstein and the Problems 
of Objectivity in Aesthetics". The British Journal of Aesthetics, Vol. 7 (1967). 

ceiving them, This often involves guiding us with a view to bringing us to a more 
appropriate response to, say, our ascriptions of color, His technique is almost 
entirely Hertzian inasmuch as he introduces new points of comparison to induce a 
sense of wonder at the everyday, Moreover, to induce wonder in minds thal had 
long lost the ability to see things anew, he had to find new ways to confront us 
with the everyday, 

All of that is in the end little more than leading us to a new aesthetic appre
ciation, Little wonder, then, that the Hertzian Wittgenstein could have considered 
Kent's assertion from Shakespeare's King Lear, "I'll teach you differences" an 
apt motto for his m'!ior work. The critical moment in Wittgenstein's later thought 
is precisely the point at which the act of continually seeking differences relativ

.izes what the external fonns of language themselves tempt us to absolutize lan
guage in the fonn of, say, a philosophical theory of meaning. This moment in 
Wittgenstein's philosophizing can be constructively compared with the practice 
of skepticism as understood by, say, Sextus Empiricus,38 Moreover, the continu
ous search for new points of comparison deals with a problem endemic to Pop
per's "critical rationalism", which leaves the rationai person in a schizophrenic 
state of tension between avidly producing conjectures only to refute them 
vigorously, inasmuch as the act of comparing does not require that we be of two 
minds in the same matter. The act of mulling over differences relativizes what 
philosophical theory has absolutized in confusing surface grammar with depth 
grammar. Problems get "dissolved" as we come to realize the essentially meta
phorical and therefore pluralistic character of meaning. "Dissolving" problems 
has frequently been perceived as nothing less than perverse by traditional phi
losophers committed to an 'heroic' view of philosophy's role in propagating 
Enlightenment, Yet, this is a mistake. Society's would-be "en lighteners" have all 
too often forgotten Diderot's ironical warning in Rameau's Nephew that we 
ignore the limits that nature itself places upon Enlightenment at our peri1.39 

As far as Wittgenstein goes, we also forget that there is a certain kind of hu
man wisdom here that has often been intuited but seldom articulated. Paul En~ 
gelmann has tenned it "creative separation" between what can be said and what 
can only be shown, i.e" between thought and action. Wittgenstein finds philoso
phy completely unrelated to efforts to change the world or - and this is often 
overlooked:" to resist such efforts, He might well have said with Freud, whose 
disciple he claimed to be, that the ego is master in its own house in a very 

38 

39 

See Julia Annas and Jonathan Barnes, The Modes of Skepticism: Ancient Texts and 
Modern Interpretations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985). 
cr. My «Rameau's Nephew: Dialogue as Gesamtkunstwerk for Enlightenment", in 
Skill. Technology and Education: On Practical Philosophy, ed. B. GOranzon (Lon
don: Springer, 1995).57·74, 
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restrictedisense. To many, if not most philosophers, this is simply unthinkable. 
Yet, ·for Wiltgenstein the idea that philosophy is completely different from eth
ics/politics. is absolutely central to philosophy. It is a corollary of a thought that 
runs throughout all of Wittgenstein's thinking that human beings must take care 
ofthemselves just as in his earliest notes "logic must take care of itself', whereas 
later "language must take care of itself' and finally "practice must take care of 
itself'. Philosophy, i.e. ideas, cannot help us if we. are not ready to cha~ge our
selves. We can only accomplish this with the greatest of difficulty. There are no 
theories or formulas that make the world better. On Iy human action ·can 
accomplish that. Anyone who promises a theoretical solution to human problems 
in fact only compounds the problem by seducing us. into thinking that there can 
be a solution'without effort. The skeptical tone of Wittgenstein's assertion that 
the'real revolutionary would be the one that would revolutionize himself"° should 
not obscure from us the fact that Witigenstein also reco~ized a deep-seated 
tendency in 'us to want to change the world radically. For him it is something that 
we nUlstoombat if we are to do philosophy. This is not to be reactionary but 
simply, to leave things as theyare- which is in fact the exact equivalent of 
Nietzsche's notion of Eternal Recurrence and the early Heidegger's notion of 
truth as the "letting-be of what is". Leaving things as they are, too, is more diffi
cult than weare inclined to think. 

40 ·Wittgenstein. VB .. 92. Cf. Herbert Josephs. Le neveu de Rameau: Didero/'s Dialo
gue aJLanguage and Gesture (n.p.: Ohio University Press, 1969). 
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Stephen Mulhall 

Deconstruction and the ordinary 

Why has Jacques Derrida never, jn the course of his long, prolific and wide
ranging intellectual career, engaged in a detailed reading ofWittgenstein's Philo
sophical Investigations? Even if we acknowledge that that not even a wrIter of 
Derrida's legendary productivity can hope to address every text in the history of 
philosophy in which he might have an interest, my question remains pressing, 
because the highly distinctive prose of the Investigalions appears to pose In an 

. unusually powerful way at once an invitation and a challenge to what one might 
call deconstructive reading. I would hardly be inviting controversy to describe 
Wittgenstein's writing in this book as 'patient, open, aporetical, in constant trans
formation, often more fruitful in the acknowledgement of its impasses than its 
positions'; but in so describing it, I would be reciting words Derrida himself uses 
to characterize those aspects of the work of J .L.Austin which attracted him suf
ficiently to devote an essay to certain parts of it. I Hence, one way of thinking of 
my question is as an invitation to imagine a deconstructive reading of the ["".esli
gations as a way of continuing the exploration of what is often called ordmary 
language philosophy that Derrida began in the three essays collected in Limited 

Inc. 
Of course, Derrida himself might initially be inclined to find this way of 

casting my invitation the very reverse of appealing; the Afterword to Limited Inc 
makes it abundantly clear just how disturbing he found the polemical tone, and 
the attendant lapses of scholarly integrity, of the exchanges with Searle that fol
lowed upon the publication of 'Si~ature Event Context' (just as the absence from 
the volume of Searle's reply to that essay makes it clear that he feels no less dis
.... hed. and 'no doubt for what he takes to be similar reasons). Indeed, any phi
i;;-s~;'her with an intere.st in either or both of these traditions (whose failure to 
encounter one another in these exchanges is perhaps the only point upon which 
its principal participants agree) is likely to find the idea of revisiting this particu-

lar debate profoundly disheartening. , 
What we need to recall is that it is both possible and necessary to distinguish 

between Derrida's interest in Austin's work and his interest in Searle'S, and to 

I· 'Signature Event Context', in Limited Inc. (NorthWestern University Press: Evanston 
IL, 1988), P 14; all references to the three essays contained in this collection -_he~ 
reafter LI -"will be k.eyed to its pagination. 
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acknowledge not only that the species of ordinary language philosophy repre
sented by Austin can be inherited in ways other than that of Searle, but also that 
there is another species of ordinary language philosophy than that represented by 
Austin, and hence another way of attempting to make the idea of the ordinary 
(with respect to language and to life) philosophically fruitful. Stanley Cavell's 
recent essay 'Counter-Philosophy and the Pawn of Voice", represents the former 
possibility; it describes itself as pretending that Derrida's controversy with Searle 
did not happen, as speaking to Derrida's words on Austin as iffor the first time -
thereby enacting a speech-act of the very kind under discussion in Austin and 
Derrida in order to free both from a certain kind of misappropriation, and to free 
himself to respond to Derrida's words in ways that he ought to find rather more 
congenial. even jf no less resistant. Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations 
represents the latter possibility. In this essay, I· shall attempt to show that, and 
how, realizing either possibility might make the encounter between deconstruc
tion and philosophical appropriations of the idea of ordinary language less heated 
and more illuminating. 

1) Austin's contexts 

Cavell's attempt to respond in Austin's name to Derrida's critique is protracted, 
complex and multiply qualified; here, I can only draw out some of its more cen
tral claims and questions. One might think of them as implying that Derrida has 
in various ways failed to attend to Austin's contexts; 

Take, for example, Derrida's most fundamental, would-be complimentary, 
comment on the general form of Austin's theory of speech-acts; he tells us that 
'Austin was obliged to free the analysis of the performative from the authority of 
the truth value ... and to substitute for it at times the value of force, of difference 
of force (illocutianary or perlacutianary force} ... which is nothing iess than 
Nietzschean'_(L1, 13). For Cavell, this shows that Derrida is insufficiently sensi
tive to the fact that Austin's account of performalives aims to counter a defining 
assumption of the then-dominant analytical school of logical positivism - the 
assumption that all utterances other than those in the business of describing states 
of aflitirs (for example, judgements of aesthetics, of ethics and of religion) were 
held to have merely emotive meaning, and hence to lack any cognitive or rational 
relation to reality. Austin's account of performatives controverts that assumption 
by representing those utterances as retaining a certain kind of adequation to 

2 In A Pitch of Philosophy (Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Mass., 1994) -
hereafter CPV. 
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reality or to factual conditions despite not being characterizable as descriptions 

of reality, and hence as true or false. 

What Austin "substitutes" for the logically defined concept of truth is not force but 
''felicity''. Statements, if adequate to reality, are true, if,not, false .. (~his d~tines the CO~
cept of a statement.) Perfonnatives, if adequate to reahty, are fehcltous, If not, then, In 

specific ways, infelicitous. (CPV. 81) -

The concept of 'force' does come up in Austin's work, but in a very diffe,:"nt 
context _ although one still implicitly keyed to the broader context of logIcal 
positivism. For he distinguishes between utterances that do something in saying 
something and those that do something by saying something (that is, between 
iIIocutionary and perlocutionary utterances); and this distinction between kmds of 
force allows him to locate a type of utterance that answers to logical positivism's 
idea of emotive meaning - perlocutionary speech-acts such as persuading, 
annoying, thrill ing, bullying, frightening, wounding - but to reveal thereb~ t~eir 
difference from the iIIocutionary utteranCes to which the logical POSItiVIsts 
wished undiscriminati~gly to apply that idea. It follows that, by misplacing Aus
tin's concept of force, Derrida's would-be compliment eclipses any adequate 
concep-tion of the way in which Austin's theory of speech-acts registers his sense 
of the limited truth and the general falsity of logical positivism's conception of 

what one might call the non-constative. 
By substituting the idea of felicity for that of truth, one might thin~ th~t Aus

tin necessarily makes central to his account of speech-acts the pOSSIbIlity that 
utterances might in various ways be infelicitous - suffering inadequation to real
ity. Derrida's critique of Austin suggests, on the contrary, that his general theory 
fails to appreciate the necessity of that possibility, fails to interrogate exposure t.o 
infelicity as an essential predicate or law of human utterances (Ll, P 15). HIS 
basis for this claim lies in the significance he attributes to two occasions on 
which Austin -app~a..1"S to exclude. reject or defer any such interrogation. The first 
concerns the kinds of infelicity or unhappiness to which speech-acts are vulner" 
able in the way that all actions are vulnerable: 

F~tures of tbis sort would nonnaBy come under the beading of "extenuating circum~ 
stances" or of "factors reducing or abrogating tbe agent's responsibility". and SO on. 
(HDTW3,21) 

3 l.L.Austin, How to Do Things With Words (OXford University Press: Oxford, 1962) 
- hereafter HDTW. 
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The second concerns the kind of ill to which perfonnatives are vulnerable in 
the way that all utterances are vulnerable: 

, 1 mean, for example, the following: a perfonnative utterance will. for example, be in a 
peculiar way· hollow or void if said by an actor on the stage, or if introduced in a poem, or 
spoken in. soliloquy ... - '8 sea-change in special circumstances. Language in such drcum
stances is in special ways - intelligibly - used not seriously, but in many ways parasitic 
upon ~ts normal use - ways which fall under the doctrine of the etiolations' of language. 
All ,thiS we are excluding from consideration. OUT performative utterances, felicitous or 
not, are to be understood as issued in ordinary circumstances. (HDTW, 22) 

Derrida excludes (more precisely, 'leaves aside') the first of these exclusions
perhaps because he thinks of them as two cases of the same general gesture; but 
he quotes enough oftha! first deferral to show how implausible it is to claim that 
Austin passes over the significance of this kind of infelicity. For Austin there 
asserts that 'features of this [first] sort can and do constantly obtrude into any 
case we arediscussing' (HDTW, 21); and what he there refers to as 'extenuating 
circumstances' he famously subjects to a thorough and painstaking analysis else
where; in a paper entitled 'A Plea for Excuses'. Cavell's purpose in pointing this 
out is not to accuse Derrida of poor scholarship; it is to suggest that Austin's 

. lectures on speec.h-acts have a broader context in his (short) lifetime's work, that 
deferring the perfonnance of a theoretical ta,sk to another (con)text is not 
equivalent to excluding or rejecting it, and - most importantly - to remind us that 
in that other context Austin makes it clear that 'excuses are as essentially impli
cated in [his] view of human actions as slips and over-detenninations are in 
Freud's' (CPV, 87). More specifically, for Cavell, this is where a truly 
Nietzschean tum is really evident in Austin's work: 

What does it betoken about human actions that the reticulated constellation ofpredi
cates of excuse is made for them ... ? It betokens, we might say. the all hut unending vul
nerability of human action. its openness to the independence of the world and the preoc
cupation of It).e mind. I would like to say that the theme of excuses turns phiiosophy;s 
attention patiently and thoroUghly to something philos9Phy would love to-ignore - the fact 

-that human--life-is constrained to the life of the human body. to what Emerson calls the 
giant I always take with me. The law ofthe body is the law. (CPV, 87) 

Austin's second exclusion is a different matter. Cavell emphasizes that it too 
implicitly refers the reader to another of Austin's texts, a paper entitled 'Pretend
ing', in which he begins the theoretical work of distinguishing pretending from 
(and thus linking it with) feigning or posing as, affecting or shamming, imitating, 
rehearsing and acting. Cavell does not, however, take this reminder of the 
broader context of Austin's second exclusion simply or directly to controvert 
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Derrida's claim that '[Austin] insists on the fact that this possibility [that utter
ances may be 'quoted'] remains abnormal, parasitiC, that it constitutes a kind of 
extension or agonized succumbing of language that we should strenuously dis
tance ourselves from and ignore. And the concept of the "ordinary", thus of "or
dinary language", to which he has recourse is clearly marked by this exclusion' 
(LJ, 16). For the highly provisional and undeveloped work laid out in 'Pretending' 
neither underwrites nor overwrites- the concluding gesture of Austin's second 
exclusion to which Derrida adverts, with its unavoidable implication that what 
one might call literary iterations of language are necessarily to be distinguished 

from 'ordinary circumstances'. 
Nevertheless, Cavell dissents from Derrida's diagnosis of the root cause of 

this exclusion, and from his sense of the depth to which any Austinian concept of 
the ordinary must be marked by it. Derrida lays out his diagnosis as follows: 

If one maintains that ... ordinary language ... excludes a general citationality or .iter
ability. does that not mean that the 'ordinariness' in question - the thing and the notIon ~ 
shelter a lure, the teleological lure of consciousness ... ? Above all. this essential absence of 
intending the actuality of the utterance, this structural unconscious .... prohibits any satu
ration of the context. In order for a context to be exhaustively determinable, in the sense 
required by Austin. conscious intention would at the very least have to be totally present 
and immediately transparent to itself and to others, since it is a detennining centre of 
context. (L1, 18) 

What lures Derrida into thinking that Austin seeks exhaustively determinable 
contexts, each centring around a totally self-present and self-transparent inten
tion? He claims earlier in his essay that Austin includes consciousness or inten
tion as one element (and not just one amongst others) in detennining the context 
of a speech-act (LJ, 14); and some of Derrida's most sophisticated commentators 
follow him in this. Henry Staten', for example, refers in more detail to Austin's 

. early identification of three types of necessary condition for the happy execution 
of a speech-act: the first two types specify that the relevant procedural form must 
exist, and that it must be correctly and compieteiy executed; the third specifies 
that we must be sincere where sincerity is called for (have the thoughts, feelings 
and intentions for which the procedure is designed) and fulfil the commitments 
we take on in our subsequent conduct. Staten notes that the third type of condi
tion has a peculiar status: 

Austin labels them with Greek. letter[s] ... to indicate that they are ,of a different type 
than the first two. and says that they involve the 'implementing' or 'consummating' of the 
act. The status of [these] conditions". seems to me peculiar; the act has in fact been corn-

4 In Wittgenslein and Derritia, (Blackwell: Oxford, 1985) - hereafter WO. 
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pleted, but no~,·consummated'. Yet. however peculiar their status. Austin does not con
sider th.em ma,rginal or accessory conditions; on the contrary ... When conditions A and B 
are satisfied, we; have only the dead shell of a ritual; [type 3) conditions are its energeja or 
entelecheia (as ~e-~hould translate-into fomial Aristotelian tenns Austin's 'consumma
tion'). (WD, 115) 

In subjecting Austin's admittedly peculiar choice of imagery to the further 
stress of translation into Aristotelian terminology, Staten does not exacily heed 
Austin's quickly delivered warning that they 'will not bear very much stressing' 
(HDTW, 16'17). And he passes over (as does Derrida) Austin's initial or primary 
explanation of the difference (what he calls 'the first big distinction,) between the 
first two and·th~ third JYpes of condition. 

If we 'offend any against any of-the fanner rules (A's or B's) - that is, if we, say, utter 
the fonnula incorrectly, or if, say, we are not in a position to do the act .. , then the act in 
qu.estion.,. -is not successfully perfonned at all, does not come off, 'is- not achieved. 
Whereas in the two [type 3] cases the act is achieved, altho.ugh to achieve it in such cir
cumstances, as when we are, say,jnsincere, is an abuse of-the procedure. (HDTW, pp 15-
16) 

As Cavell emphasizes, this seems the very reverse of making the category of 
intention or' consciousness the organizing centre of the analysis of performatives. 
The distinction as Austin marks it is rather intended to register the fact that (at 
least in certain major categories of performative) intention is inessential in de
terming whether a performative is in effect. 

Setting aside Derrida's diagnosis of Austin's second exClusion, what are we to 
say about his Sense of the depth to which Austinian accounts of speech-acts are 
and must be marked by that rejection? Here, Cavellis rather inclined to think of 
the paper on 'Pretending' to which Austin is implicitly referring as at least repre
senting the standing possibility that an Austinian approach to language might 
very naturally explore such literary iterations as part of its broader investigation 
into what it is to say, or not quite to say, something. If such an analysis can be 

_.done for 'pretending', why not for the concepts ITom which Austin there distin-
guishes it, and to which he links it? Hence for Cavell, Derrida goes awry here in 
assuming too quickly that this second exclusion is a necessary law of Austinian 
ordinary language philosophy as such - in, as it were, contlating Austin and his 
method. The key question is thus not whether Austin's understanding of this 
feature oflanguage has gone awry, but why - given that it need not have done so -
it nevertheless does. 

Cavell's answer importantly turns on his view of the significance of the fea
ture of language that Austin's second gesture excludes. For the fact that human 
utterances can suffer iteration or imitation betokens their essential vulnerability to 
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insincerity, and SO reminds us that we may never know whether they have so 
succumbed - thus pointing us in the direction of scepticism; and Cavell has ar
gued extensively elsewhere that Austin's treatment of s~epticis~ is fund~entally 
inadequate _ that he is unwilling or unable to regard phIlosophIcal scepllclsm as a 
serious intellectual stance (perhaps because, so often in modern philosophy after 
Kant· it is not serious). Without broaching the details of that material here, it 
mea~s for Cavell that Austin will have been prone to take such familiar philo
sophical cautions as 'But how do you know you weren't hallucinati~g, or that the 
person wasn't feigning or acting?', perhaps issued in response to hIS o~. analy
ses, not as the expression of a serious human anxiety about the accessIbilIty of 
real ity or the genuineness of action, but as flippant attempts to ward off the truly 
serious implications and commitments of ordinary speech and acti?n. . 

Austin adverts to, and diagnoses, such unserious understandmgs .of ser~ous 
speech at the outset of his book, towards the end of ~e. first ~ecture; It provld~s 
what one might think of as the immediate context wlthm whIch he lays out hIS 
general theory with its exclusionary gestures. 

Surely the words [of performatives) must be. spoken 'seri?u~ly' ~d so as to be taken 
'seriously'? This is, tho,ugh vague, true enough to general - It \s an Importan~ c~mmon
place in discussing the import of any utterance whatsoever,. I must no~ be 10kmg,. for 
example, nor writing a poem. But we are apt to have a f~e~mg t~at their bemg.senous 
consists in their being uttered as (merely) the outward and VISible sign, rOT ~o~venlence or 
other record or for information, of an inward and spiritual act: from whlc~ It IS but ~ s~ort 
step to go on to believe ... that for many purposes the outward utterance IS a description, 
true or false, of the occurence of the inward performance. (HDTW. 9) 

Austin takes delight in showing the moral as well as the intellectual cost of 
th is unserious interpretation of seriousness; for he presents it as preparing the 
ground for an attempt to downgrade public deeds in favour of private spiritual 
motions which can then provide 'the bigamist with an excuse for his "I do", and 
the wel;her with a defence for his "I bet". Accuracy and morality alike are on the 
side of the plain saying that our word is our bond (HDTW, iO). . 

However, in so doing, Austin is led to cite Hippolytus' famo~s declara.lIon 
'My tongue swore to, but my heart did nof as an example of such Immmo~hty.
thereby .forgetting that Hippolytus does not use his words to excuse breakmg hIS 
word, but is rather incapable of so doing, and thereby brings doom to himself and 
those he loves most. 'So that, in drawing, on the basis of the Hippolytus, the 
moral that oUr word is our bond, Austin rather fails to appreciate the case in 
which that motto is more a curse than a sensible maxim' (CPV, 101). It then 
becomes a question of much moment, and of no little difficulty, for Cavell to 
determine the causes and the consequences ofthis failure. 
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" Has not Cavell's recontextualisation of Austin, then, simply returned us to 
getTIda's'ociginal criticism, revealing once again Austin's insensibility to lan
guage indts literary iterations? The difference is that, where Derrida implies that 
any Austinian'conception of ordinary, language will be marked by its exclusion of 
literary iteration as abnormal or parasitic, Cavell distinguishes between Austinian 
conceptions, of ordinary language and Austin's own, and (within the latter) be
tWeen deafness to the literary as such, an overly-general resistance to certain 
localised citations of literariness and the repression of a specific feature of a 
specific literary text< Which approach suggests the closer attentiveness to Austin's 
text? Towards the end of his remarks on Austin's exclusions, Derrida asserts that 
'[a] reading of the connotations, this time, of Austin's text, would confirm the 
reading of the descriptions; I have just indicated its principle' (L1, 18). Cavell's 
work on its connotations suggests rather that the priilcip Ie Derrida imputes to 
Austin'"text is a product of his ihattentiveness to its contexts. 

2) Philosophy~ rigour 

We can begin to tum our attention from Austinian to Wittgensteinian inflections 
ofthe concept of the ordinary by picking out one final strand of Cavell's response 
to Derrida on Austin. It concerns Derrida's general characterization of the iden
tity of any signitying form: 

Why is this identity paradoxically the division or dissociation of itself, which will 
make of this phonic sign a grapheme? Because this unity of the signifying fonn only 
constitutes itself by virtue ofits iterability. (L1, 10) 

What puzzles Cavell is the way the first of these sentences takes the not
unfamiliar paradox of identity (that two things can be thesarne thing), in its ap
plication to language, as a question of animism and pathos (of something's being 

,-dissociated from itself). Cavell would himself be inclined to express the idea in 
Derrida's second sentence as follows: 'If the signitying form weren't recognized to 
recur, it wouldn~ be a signitying form. It follows that "before" the recurrence (in 
writing the occurence (in sound, in the mouth), ,whatever particular it was, was 
not a signitying form. Where is the paradox?' (CPV, 71). Everytliing turns here 
on the quotation marks Cavell finds himself placing around 'before' - signitying 
his suspicion of the (chrono}logical tum implicit in Derrida's animism. Recur
rence or iterability cannot amount to a signitying form's self-division or self
dissociation, as if introduced into something undivided or integral - what one 
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might call the signitying form in its original purity; for if that 'something' was not 
always already iterable in the relevant way, it would not be a signitying form. 

One might say that Derrida's idea of self-dissociation makes sense only inso
far as we think of recurrence or iterability as something belated or secondary, as 
if signitying forms (say, universals) are what material marks or sounds (say, 
partiCUlars) become - as if all that (really or originally) exists are particular, 
perhaps material, things. Only then can iterability appear as a paradoxical fis
sioning of unity into multiplicity, rather than as internal to the kind of unity or 
identity a signitying form necessarily possesses. As Cavell puts it: 

Derrida's sense of the 'paradoxicaUty' in this 'unity' [of the signifying fonn] seems to 
insist on the pathos of the philosophical view of language that he combats ... lHlow oth
erwise does the sense of paradox arise?- as if the orthodox thought of a 'signifying fonn' 
is, again. what Locke expresses by assuming that 'all things that exist are particulars', 
(CPV, 72-3} 

We might think of this as one example ofa more general Austinian and Witt
gensteinian suspicion" of Derrida's relation to the philosophical traditions he 
engages with - an expression of the sense that his sense of the paradoxicality of 
his own discoveries is essentially parasitic upon the discoveries announced or 
assumed in the philosophical texts he undertakes to read with and against the 
grain. This is, of course, a hugely delicate matter, not easily handled in a small 
compass, and one to which Derrida's most acute commentators are not insensi
tive. Turning once again to Henry Staten, we find an explicit acknowledgement 
of deconstruction's ineliminable indebtedness to the traditions it interrogates. 
Discussing Derrida's general deployment or" the notion of a constitutive outside 
(exemplified in his suggestion that iterability, excluded by Austin as an accident 
exterior to felicitous speech acts, is in fuct an interior and positive condition of 
their possibility), Staten in effect poses Cavell's query: 

The question still remains as to whether such a piiiadoxical-scunding formulation as 
this makes sense. or whether the sense that it makes is worth making in such a peculiar 
fashion. Can it not be stated in more commonsense and less jarring tenns? I believe it 
cannot. To do so would be to lose the connection with the philosophical tradition and 
with what has \:Ieen positively established by that tradition. Derrida does not want to deny 
the self-identity of concepts or of entitieg..~given-to-knowledge; he only denies what we 
could call the impenneability of the as-such, the transcendentality or logical superhard
ness of the barrier that marks off the conceptual purity of X from everything that is not-X. 
U is not. that identity is drowned in otherness. but that it is necessarily open to it, con
taminated by it Yet the necessity or essential character of this contamination cannot be 
named unless we first grasp the concept of esSence or fonn as purity, as pure positive self~ 
identity. Otherwise there is nothing to con~inate, or the force of the contamination is 
not fett. Furthennore, the claims of positive self~identity are undeniable. The Now cannot 
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i)e'.reducc:a:to ~he·n~-now. Its essenti8.l·linkage" with the not-now compromises the purity 
oflts pasillve ldentl\ywithout destroying it. (WD, 18-19) 

··L In.Jhe. ~ontext of ~,~el>ate. in which deconstructive readings of Austin an<;i 
~leimake, milch ofthetrtalk of parasitism, anomaly. and impurity, it is striking 
IQ,see ho~ fa~ the mo~ement ofthis deconstructive reading is governed by ideas 
q~:.c09\lUDma~lOn,and Impurity, Perhaps its author would say that deconstruction 
s~ows,.theseH:leas t~ be inseparable from the philosophical tradition's pOSitively 
esta,bhshed concept,lpnof,con~ptual self-identity, and hence as no more to be 
demed than that conception itself. But can one deny, as Staten claims that we 
must (folloWing' Derrida) deny, the impermeability,transcendentality and super
h!l~dn~'.' of aconcept's ide,ntity.with itself, and still think of that self-id,ntity as 
c;?,,!~:,~ated or. ren~red 'Impu.re by that from which it is non-transcendentally 
dlStmgUlShed? Staten tells us that we cannot even name this contamination 'unless 
~e fi,rs~ grasp the concept of essence or form as purity, as pure positive self
I~entltx,;. butid"'l~.nqt the deconstructive denial of the superhardnessof a Con-
5'1P1'~ ~?n~ri~s'arrount to a,subve;.;ion of the ideal of a purely positive 5Olf
Ide~t1ty: W1!,\1o.ut ,.,hlch there IS nothing to contaminate (or .the force of the COn
~ml~~tIOnl~. not ,felt)'? When Staten,asserts that 'the claims of positive self, 
~!lent~1:)i ,!!fe .~.'1P~1l1able', does he Olean to distinguish the .claim of positive self~ 
l!Jen\lty ,fi'o.'i':~at,.,~fpure positive self-identity (perhaps according to whether or 
!\Ot, \tl~: ,claim, IJlIJ'Jws,' IrlInscend""tal or superhard barrier between X and not
(i.), P~iIs:hec9f\flatil\~ .them?, Which idea of,' self-identity 'has been positively 
establ~shed by [the phllo~~hical) tradition' (and has it been [merely] positively 
estabhsh~~.or purely pOSItively established)? To move without warning or ap
par:~t conSIstency b~tween talk of purely positive concepts and of (merely) 
RosIt,lye ones ,efjaces In advance any possibility of distinguishing between what 
~~~In and Wittgenstein would call ordinary or everyday (say, non
lran~~en~c;mtal or permeabJe) concepts and their philosophical appropriations or 
subhmatlons,' , , , 

- In. an importantsens~, howe~er, ,Staten's remarks about rejecting superhard 
conceptual boundanes Without reJectmg conceptual boundaries as such are more 
responsive to the real complexity of this philosophical moment than are some of 
th~ remarks to which Derrida fi~ds himself driven in the aftermath of his debate 
Wltl",~earle, when. - i~ theAfterworcl to.Limiled Inc,- he replies to a number of 
queshons posed by hIS translator, To the first such question, which asks whether 
concepts !ike inl~ntion are made to seem vulnerable by being identified with' 
metaphYSICal datins that they need not entail, Derrida offers the follOWing re
spon,\,,: 
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Every concept that lays claim to any rigour whatsoever implies the alternative of 'all 
or nothing'. Even if in 'reality' or in 'experience' everyone believes he knows that there is 
never 'all or nothing', a concept detennines itself only according to 'aU or nothing', EVen 
the concept of'difference of degree', the concept of relativity, is., qua concept, determined 
according to the logic of aU or nothing, of yes or no: differences of degree or nondiffer
ence of degree. It is impossible or illegitimate to fonn a philosophical concept outside this 
logic of all or nothing. But one can ... think or deconstruct the concept of concept other
wise, think a differance which would be'"11either of nature nor of degree. and of which I 
say ... that they are not entirely words or concepts. But it is true, when a concept is to be 
treated asa concept 1 believe that one has to accept the logic of all or nothing. (Ll, 116-7) 

Although in the middle of this passage Derrida suddenly restricts his claim 
about the subjection of concepts 'to an 'all or nothing' logic to the concepts of 
philosophy, the context provided by the rest of the passage - with its talk of 'every 
concept that lays claim to any rigour whatsoever', and of 'concepts treated as 
concepts'- determines that his claim about philosophical concepts (like his earlier 
claim about concepts as employed in [ordinary?) reality or [everyday?] experi
ence) is a specific application of what he takes to be a more general principle or 
law, One might say: the passage as a whole propounds as a principle or law that 
the only alternative to conceptual rigour understood as 'all or nothing' is not, say, 
a desublimated or detranscendentalized notion of rigour, but no rigour whatso
ever. 

Derrida's annunciation of this law contextualizes, and gives a very particular 
inflection to, one of his most outraged complaints (later in the same essay) about 
Searle, Citing Searle's claim that Derrida assumes (like a good logical positivist) 
'that unless a distinction can be made rigorous and precise, it isn't really a dis
tinction at all', Derrida describes it as 'the most stupefying, the most unbelievable' 
of all Searle's shocking accusations, 

How can one make the demand for 'rigorous and precise' distinction the property of 
anyone school of thought or"of anyone philosophical style? What philosopher ever since 
there were phi iosophers, what lugician ever since there were logicians, what theoretician 
ever renounced this axiom: in the order of concepts ... , when a distinction cannot be rigor
ous or precise. it is not a distinction at all. (Ll, 123) 

If the sole alternative Searle could envisage to rigorous and precise distinc
tions were vague and imprecise ones, then Derrida's outrage might be well
directed, But we know from the previous passage that, on Derrida's own account, 
distinctions can be rigorous and precise only if they obey the logic of 'all or 
nothing'; and it is at least plausible to think that Searle, as familiar with Wittgen
stein's 'school of thought' as he is with Austin's, is here claiming that Derrida is 
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Jlfone to overlook the possibility that conceptual rigour can be attained and 
maintained outside the sway ofthis logic. 
" Here is a sequence of passages from Wittgenstein' that might have helped 

Derrida to contextualize Searle's claim otherwise: 

. Frege compares a concept to an area and says that an area with vague boundaries can
not be ,called an area_at all. This presumably means that we cannot do anything y.'ith it.
But is.it senSeless to say: 'Stand roughly there'? 
) I say 'There is a chair'. What if I go up to it. meaning to fetch it, and it suddenly dis

appears from'sight?- 'So it wasn't a.chair, but some kind ofillusion'.- But in a few mo
men~, we see it again and are able to touch it and so on.- 'So the chair was there after aU 
~d its disappearance was some kind of illusion.'· But suppose that 8fter a time it disap
pears again - or see~s to disappear. What are we to say now? Have you rules ready for 
such cases - rules saying whether one may use the word 'chair' to include this kind of 
thing?1But do we miss them when we use- the word 'chair'; and are we to say that we do 
J?0t, rea1ly attach any meaning to this word. becaus~ we are riot equipped with rules for 
every possible application of it? 

.. ~[And] what does a game look like that is everywhere bounded- by rules? Whose 
rules never let a--doubt creep in. but stop up all the cracks- where it might?· Can't we 
imagine a rule- detennining the application of a rule, and a doubt which it removes· and 
so on? 

But isn't rStand roughly here'] inexact?- yes; why shouldn't we call it 'inexact'? Only 
let us understand what 'inexact' means. For it does not mean 'unusable'. And let us con· 
sider what we call an 'exact' explanation in contrast with this one. Perhaps something like 
drawing a chalk line round an area? Here ii-strikes us at once that the line has breadth. So 
it colour.edge would be more exact. But has this exactness still- got a function here: isn't 
the epgine idling? and. remember too that we have not yet defined what is to count as 
~verstepping this exact boundary; ~ow, with what instruments, it is to be established ... 

'Inexact' is really a reproach, and 'exact' is praise, And -that .is to say that what is inex· 
act attains its goal less perfectly than what is more exact. Thus the point here is what we 
call 'the goal', Am I inexact when I do not give our distance from the sun to the nearest 
foot, or tell a joiner the width of a table to the nearest thousandth of an inch? 

No single ideal of exactness has been laid down; we do not know what we should be 
supposed to imagine under this head· unless you yourself lay_ down what is to .be so 
called, But you _will find it difficult to hit upon such a convention; at ieast any ihat satis
fies you. (PI, 71, 80, 84, 88) 

If what is said here captures the logic of 'exactness', it will also characterize 
that of precision and of rigour; but the exactness, precision and rigour of that 
logic is very much not 'all or nothing'. (Is Wittgenstein's chair without doubt a 
chair, or nothing like a chair? Is the degree of its difference, or nondifference, 
from ordinary chairs determinately calibrated in advance? Does his capacity to 

5 Philosophical Investigations, trans. G,E.M. Anscombe (Blackwell: Oxford, 1953). 
hereafter PI. 
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imagine such differences render our ordinary talk of chairs imprecise?) The 
Fregean (and Derridean?) idea of conceptual determinacy misrepresents the 
ordinary or everyday rigor and precision of concepts, proposing an ideal or law 
which is at once inaccurate (in repressing or annihilating the plurality of stan
dards of conceptual preCision and rigour), idle (being unnecessary for such con
cepts to fulfil their various purposes), pernicious (in its denial of the world's 
unruliness and of the unforeseeability of a word's possible futures within it) and 
incoherent (imagining it possible to mean something by the phrase 'all possible 
contexts of a word's application'). To take this stretch of Wittgenstein's thought 
seriously would mean acknowledging that to attribute the logic of 'all or nothing' 
to all concepts qua concepts is not to characterize their essence but to sublime it. 

3) Wit/genstein's child 

The attractiveness of Wiltgenstein as a further or alternative participant in the 
discussion begun by perrida;s and Cavell's essays on Austin and Searle can be 
made more salient in a number of ways - even if we restrict ourselves to the 
perhaps over-fumiliar words of the opening section of the Investigations. To 
begin with, it is worth remarking that the first words of that section, and hence of 
the book, are a citation of another's words - another in whom Derrida has shown 
an interest elsewhere"; and that citational gesture embodies a certain ambiguity. 
On the one hand, detached from their textual and cultural context, Augustine's 
words can appear utterly unremarkable to readers accustomed to contextualize 
Wittgenstein's text as inheriting the philosophical tradition of Frege and Russell, 
and hence can make Wittgenstein's citation of them appear utterly remarkable. 
Why, one might say, choose to cite a handful of sentences relating Augustine's 
brief and apparently casual reminiscences of an early stage of his initiation into 
language, rather than sentences from other authors (perhaps even other sentences 
from the same author) whose interest in language is more self-evidently philo
sophical or philosophically relevant? So taken, Wittgenstein's gesture questions 
this sense of self-evidence, implying that, if these words of Augustine require a 
philosophical response from him, then we cannot say in advance that any uses of 
words -and ~ence any aspects of human culture and experience - are beyond (his 
conception of) philosophy's interest. 

On the other hand, the very act of citing a passage from another's text neces
sarily points one's reader towards the uncited remainder of that text; encountering 

6 In 'Circumfession', in: G.Bennington and J.Derrida, Jacques Derrida (University of 
Chicago Press: Chicago, 1993). 
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those words in their new context thereby invites us to reconsider the relation 
between them and their old context. So taken, Wittgenstein's gesture might be 
taken to ask whether the first nine books of the Confessions (from the first of 
wbich the cited sentences come) can rightly be assumed to form a self-evidently 
non-philosophical prologue to its concluding four self-evidently philosophical 
books, or whether such a dichotomous characterisation would misrepresent the 
structure of their-original context, which might rather be taken (for example) as 
implying that Augustine's culminatingmetaphysical questions are invited or even 
made unavoidable by his autobiographical exercises. Their citation might then 
imply .that Wittgenstein similarly envisages the autObiographical as tending to
wards thephilosophical,that he has an interest in (at least one version of) the 
idea that the autobiographical is a means of access to, even a medium of, the 
philosophical. Derrida's remarks about the quasi-structure of iterability that un
derlies what he caUs the possibility and impossibility of citation would suggest 
that we'need not and should not choose between these possibilities. Need we, or 
should we,. choose. to think that it was beyond Wittgenstein tohave wished to 
make use of this effect of iterability? 

Re-reading Derrida's reply to Searle's reply to 'Signature Event Context' in 
this context, I was particularly struck by Searle's choice (and Derrida's re
examination) of the example of a shopping list (Limited Inc, pp 49-50). For of 
course, Wittgenstein's first response to the picture of language that he claims to 
read in the words of Augustine that he cites is to tell a tale involving a shopping 
list. 

Now think of the following use of language: I send someone shopping. I give him a 
slip marked 'five ,red apples'. He takes the slip to the shopkeeper, who opens the drawer 
marked 'apples'; then he looks up the word 'red' in a table and finds a colour sample oppo
site it; then he says the series of cardinal numbers - I assume that he "knows them by heart 
- up to the word 'five' and for each number he takes an apple of the same colour as the 
sample out of the drawer. - It is in these and other ways that one operates with words. (PI, 
section I) . 

I believe that it continues to be taken as self-evident that Wittgenstein means 
this tale to be an unquestionable invocation of our ordinary life with words, to be 
placed in opposition to Augustine's unquestionable misrepresentation of that life -
that this shopping trip is an unremarkable and exemplary. instance of what his 
philosophizing thinks,of as ordinary language. It must not be denied that his 
counter-.tale makes evident differences in the ways colour words, number words 
and nouns can be employed which are repressed in Augustine's tale. But it cannot 
simply be maintained that Wittgenstein's counter-tale is a paradigm of ordinari
ness in any simple sense. For when did any of us last.observe anyone attempt to 
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buy apples by mutely presenting a shopping list to the shopkeeper? Wben did we 
last go shopping in a store where the shopkeeper keeps his fruit in drawers, 
employs a sample chart when selecting amongst them by colour, and counts 
aloud as he deposits each apple in his customer's bag? For Wittgenstein to pres
ent such a surreal episode as an unremarkable example of the way we operate 
with words is surely to place any simple concept of everyday human transactions 
under intolerable strain. But if nothing could be more extraordinary. than this 
scene of supposedly ordinary life, what might Wittgenstein's idea of the ordinary 
actually amount to? 

My suggestion is that the extraordinariness of this scene of shopping is in fact 
designed to register that Wittgenstein conceives of the ordinary not as immune to, 
and hence as available as a simple counterweight to, philosophical appropriations 
and sublimations, but as inherently vulnerable to them. For when his interlocutor 
resists his brusque assertion that the shopkeeper understands the words he oper
ates with, the cast of her questions ("how does he know where and how he is to 
look up the word 'red' and what he is to do with the word 'five'?") implies that 
only answers invoking inner, mental operations corresponding to his behaviour 
could confer understanding and hence significance upon it. But such mental 
operations are typically imagined as internalized versions of the kind of processes 
of comparison and correlation that the shopkeeper goes through publically in 
Wittgenstein's counter-tale; and this has a double implication. 

First, it implies that the interlocutor's doubts about the shopkeeper's under
standing are groundless (for if internal versions of those operations would re
move her doubts, why should the pUblicness or externality of the operations he 
actually performs raise any such doubts in the first place - unless they are moti
vated by attributing magical powers to the sheer fact of interiority?). Second, if 
the shopkeeper's surreal, oddly mechanical way with words amounts to an exter
nalized representation of the way Wittgenstein's interlocutor imagines the inner 
life of all ordinary language-users, it thereby shows us how surreal and oddly 
mechanical our picture of tl-Je inner_ life of human beings actually is, and thus 
reveals itself as not so much a depiction of how Wittgenstein imagines ordinary 
life, but as a realization of what he takes to be one of our fantasies of it And if 
the drawers and tables of his grocer's shop reflect the architecture and furnishings 
of the rtJentai theatre we attribute to ourselves, and the robotic, chanting shop
keeper is the homunculus who occupies its stage, then if we, as readers, happily 
accept Wittgenstein's apparent invitation to regard this tale as an episode from 
ordinary life and proceed to berate his interlocutor for failing to do likewise, we 
are at once participating in the very confusions that we are so quick to condemn 
in others, and revealing the ways in which the realm of the ordinary (on Wittgen-
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stein's conception of it) can prove vulnerable to philosophical depredations as 
well as providing a means of overcoming them. 
'So much for the. shopkeeper; what, however, of the shopper? I have suggested 

that we do not typically think of shopping-lists as made for use as an alternative 
to. speech; we rather think of them as more commonly employed in conjunction 
w~th further words, for example as an aide-memo ire for conversational, exchanges 
wtth shopkeepers. Are there, nevertheless, ways of imagining Wittgenstein's 
scene as ordinary or everyday? One way would be to imagine the. shopper (and 
the elder who sent him) as mute, without the ability to speak. Since there is no 
necessity to think of their muteness as a loss (no need to imagine that they once 
possessed the capacity to speak and then were deprived of it), why should their 
way of using the shopping list be thought of as anything other than ordinary for 
them? After all, such perhaps untypical ways of operating with words can achieve 
their g9al (the shopper will get the apples for his elder), and their success de
pends upon exploiting perfectly ordinary aspects of the powers of words; ordi
nary words, we might say, just are so made as to be usable in such ways. Certain 
paths ofthought open up here, perhaps to be followed out elsewhere. 

Here, [ want to open up another path, another way of imagining an ordinary 
. or everyday context for Wittgenstein's scene. For if we recall that his tale is 
meant to counter Augustine's tale of childhood, it might strike us that Wittgen
stein's words describe a child sent on an errand. (Indeed, thinking again about the 
fairy-tale quality of the shopkeeper's arrangements and actions, quite as if he is 
inhabiting a child's fantasy of a grocer's shop, we might further ask: is the child's 
parent actually sending him to the local store, or rather participating in a game 
the child is playing with a friend, one playing at being the customer and the other 
the shopkeeper? Vet further paths of thought open up here, which [ cannot now 
follow out.) In effect, then, where Augustine's elders display little interest in 
teaching him how to speak (his tale rather suggesting that he was left to work the 
matt..,r out for himself), Wittgenstein's child has elders who are fully engaged in 
the task of initiating him into language, and do so by encouraging the child to 
p lay a part in their life with words. 

Is such a child 'really' or 'properly' buying groceries, or is he 'really' 'only' 
playing at doing so? Is playing at something a matter of pretending to do it, or of 
making believe that one is doing it (a matter of deception, or of suspending dis
belief)? [s playing at shopping not really shopping (perhaps even 'in a peculiar 
way hollow or void ... , language ... used not seriously, ... parasitic ... [an] etiolation' 
[HDTW, p 22])? Clearly, understanding Wittgenstein's child means taking a very 
dtfferent path across the field of concepts with which the debates between Austin 
Derrida, Searle and Cavell have concemed themselves. Suppose, prOVisionally t~ 
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re-open these exchanges, we hypothesize' that the child's willingness to play 
expresses his knowledge that he will be an adult and his desire to be an adult, that 
it signifies his wanting to do the things we do together with his knowledge that he 
can't as yet quite do them. Then we might say that playing at shopping is a 
serious business both for the child and for its elders; and we might further say 
that, according to Wittgenstein's counter-tale, inheriting language is a matter of 
inheriting a willingness to play with words, of acknowledging words as them
selves playful. 

The scope and ramifications of this idea of play towards and in language are 
in question throughout the remainder of the Investigations. Even staying within 
the first section, however, we cat) say that its future elaborations are inflected by 
its encoding of Wittgenstein's apparent response to Augustine'S portrait of the 
relation between language and desire. Augustine's child plainly acquires the 
impression that language as such is an instrument for the communication and 
satisfaction of desire; he depicts the world of his elders as pervaded with desire -
as a realm in which human beings struggle to seek and have what they want, and 
to reject or avoid what they do not want. Wittgenstein's counterG tale does not 
exactly contest this: his child is, after all, acting as a messenger for one elder's 
linguistic expression of desire to another, and will presumably act as a messenger 
for the other's attempt to satisfY it - and one of our earliest stories (a story from 
the book with which Augustine ends the Confessions by occupying himself) links 
apples with desire. On the other hand, what one might call the sheer ordinariness 
of the adult exchange this child facilitates, its quotidian sense that the elder's 
investment in his desire for an apple allows for the possibility of the shopkeeper's 
inability to satisfY it, seems to lack the background (perhaps metaphysical, per
haps spiritual) of a world of unceasing, desirous struggle conjured up so effec
tively by Augustine - a world of original sinfulness delivered over to its own 

. reproduction, as children imbibe their elders' enacted conception of words as 
instruments of self-satisfaction. 

It is as if Wittgenstein wishes to drive a wedge between the idea of a connec
tion between language and desire, and Augustine's idea of that connection. Since 
Wittgenstein's tale variously implies that the inheritance of language is emblem
atic of human maturation, that this inheritance depends upon the child's willing
ness to desire it and to use it to give expression to its own desires, and that play is 
its primary mode of acquisition, one might say that, for him, to acquire language 
is to participate in the play of human desire. But by dissociating himself from 
Augustine's visions of language users as submitting to the need to submit the 

7 Adapting related thoughts of Cavell's - cf. The Claim of Reason (Oxford University 
Press: Oxford, 1979), p 176. 
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:,Id to thei~ will, he also implies that human desire is distinguishable ITom, say, 
d or fixatIOn; ~at the play of words can allow us to see beyond an inability to 

accept the world s mdependence ITom our will. 
. Take the evident but unacknowledged surreality of the shopkeeper as de

SIgned. to reveal our capacity to take what is utterly extraordinary as ordinary and 
the .evlde~t but unacknowledged familiarity of the shopper as designed to r~veal 
:r capacIty to take.~hat is ?rdinary as utterly extraordinary. Is this im ordinary, 

everyday ~r famdlar, notion of the ordinary? Is it Austin's? It does not seem 
th~t .on~ c~ SImply say of it, as·Derrida says of Austin's, that it has 'metaphysical 
ongl~s (~'~'tedlnc, plS) - at least, not without acknowledging Wittgenstein's 
~wn I~pbclt acknowledgement that metaphysics originates in opposition to and 

ence IS al:-"ays' already ca~able of.marking, the ordinary. How, then, migh; one 
~roceed WI~ a deco~tructlve readmg of a text which persists in seeing instruc
tion f?r philosophy I.n the concept of the ordinary despite or beyond such an 
acknowledgement of Its treacherousness? 
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James Conant 

A prolegomenon to the reading of later Wittgenstein 

I might say: if the place I want to get to could only be reached by way of a ladder, I 
would give up trying to get there. For the place I really have to get to is a place I must 

already be at now. 

.... Now that my ladder's gone, 
I must lie down where all the ladders start, 
In the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart. 

Wittgenstein 1 

W. B. Yeats2 

My aim in this paper will be to highlight some continuities in Wittgenstein's 
philosophy that I beli~ve have not been sufficiently appreciated. My aim in doing 
so is not to suggest !liat there are no significant differences between the philoso
phies of the early and the later Wittgenstein, but only that we will not be in a 
position to appreciate what is genuinely new and original in Wittgenstein's later 
philosophy until we are first in a better position to appreciate what is not. 

Most commentators approach Wittgenstein's early work with deeply rooted 
assumptions about the sorts of doctrines that are to be found in it: The guiding 
exegetical presupposition on the part of most commentators is that the central 
views of Wittgenstein's Tractatus are precisely the ones which Wittgenstein is 
most concerned to criticize in Philosophical Investigations. 3 Commentators, 
accordingly, approach the early work detennined to find the relevant (especially, 

. mentalistic) doctrines espoused somewhere within its pages, for the shape oftheir 
narrative of Wittgenstein's overall intellectual development requires that such 
views be there somewhere.' (It is noteworthy in this regard that most of the 
commentators who furnish such readings of Wittgenstein's early work do so in 

I Culture and Value (Oxford: Blackwell, 1980), p.7. 
2 The Circus Animals' Desertion, in The Collected Works of w. B. Yeats, edited by 

Richard 1. Finneran (New York: MacMillan, 1983); pp. 347-8. I am indebted to T. 
P.Uschanov for this epigraph. 

3 A number of people have pointed out that this exegetical procedu,re has led to cata
strophic misreadings of the Tractatus. On this topic, see, for example, Warren 
Goldfarb's "I Want You to Bring Me a Slab", (Synthese 56, 1983); especially 
pp.265, 281 n2; and H. O. Mounce's "Philosophy, Solipsism and Thought" (The 
Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 47, No. 186, January, 1997), especially pp. 4·5. 

4 See note 46 for a brief discussion of an instance of this phenomenon. 
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the early chapters of book-length narratives that aspire to explain Wiltgenstein's 
later criticisms of philosophy by furnishing illustrations of its targets purportedly 
drawn from the early work.) This has led to the attribution of a great many views 
to the Tractatus Which come in for criticism not only within the pages of the 
Tractatus itself, but which are subject to vehement and devastating criticism 
already in the writings of Frege. The irony of this situation is further intensified, 
if one comes to appreciate that these same pages from Frege's writings constitute 
a decisive (perhaps the single most important) influence on the early Wiltgen
stein, just because of the exceptional degree to which early W ittgenstein appreci
ated the devastating character of these criticisms; and these same pages of Frege 
also form perhaps the single most important target of the Tractatus, just because 
Wiltgenstein thOUght that even "the great works of Frege" failed to think these 
criticisms all the way through - failed (to borrow a phrase of Wittgenstein's) "to 
carry [them] out strictly".5 Moreover, the views in question (so often attributed to 
early Wiltgenstein and so severely criticized by Frege) are ones which - even if 
they are not held by either Frege or early Wiltgenstein - very widely held by a 
great many other philosophers, thus leaving it something of a mystery why Witt
genstein would wish the notoriously difficult pages of his Tractatus (a' book 
about which he himself declared: "Nobody will understand it; althOUgh I believe 
it's all as clear as crystal"") to be bound together in a single volume with the 
pages of Philosophicallrwestigations, and why he would say - as he does in the 
Preface to Philosophical Investigations - that "the lalter could be seen in the 
right light only against the background of myoId way of thinking." Why "only 
against the background of my old way of thinking", if the doctrines buried in the 
difficult pages of the Tractatus represent confusions easily found in the less 
difficult writings of a great many other philosophers? 

This strategy of approaching Wiltgenstein's early work with a set of assump
tions about what must be in that work has led to drastic underestimations not only 
of the philosophical aspirations of that work, but equally of those of his later 
work. For in underestimating the philosophicai achievemeni of the early work 

. _ one underestimates the depth at which the investigations in the later work are 
prosecuted. Ifmuch ofwbat is credited as the achievement ofWittgenstein's later 
work is anticipated, if not already transcended, in Wiltgenstein's early work, and 

5 Traclatus Logico-Philosophicus, §5.64. All subsequent unspecified references to a 
section number are to the Tractatus. _Quotations from the Tractatus will be drawn 
from either the Pears and McGuinness translation (Routledge: London, 1981) or the 
Ogden translation (also Routledge: London, 1981), or some emendation or combi
nation thereof. 

6 Letter to Russell. 13.3.19; Letters to Russell, Keynes and Moore (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1974), p. 68. 
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if it is, nonetheless, true that his later work marks a significant break from his 
early work, then it still remains for us to inquire: Wherein does tbat break con
sist?7 

The presence of the "only" in Wiltgenstein's remark in the Preface to Philo
sophicallnvestigations - about how the new way of thinking is to "be seen in the 
right light only against the background of myoId way of thinking" - suggests 
that, if we want to see his new way of thinking in the right light, we need first to 
see it against the background of features of his "old way of thinking" that he 
takes to be peculiar to that way of thinking. Which features of his old way of 
thinking are at issue here? And how do they serve to form the background against 
which his new way of thinking can be seen in the right light? Are they features of 
his old way of thinking that he takes to be mistaken in a respect peculiar to that 
way of thinking? Or are they ones that he takes to be essentially correct in a 
respect peculiar to that way of thinking? Is what is at issue here that which he is 
concerned to inherit or that which he is concerned to repudiate in his old way of 
thinking? 

Both. We can only see what Wiltgenstein is most concerned to repudiate in 
his old way of thinking - and, thereby, what is most original in, and thus peculiar 
to, that way of thinking - against the background of that which he is most con
cerned to inherit in his earlier way of thinking. Having failed to identifY the latter, 
we are in no position to identifY the former. The aim of this paper is to altempt to 
bring into focus an aspect of his old way of thinking which is peculiar to, and 
which he is concerned to inherit from, that way of thinking. It forms a part of that 
background which, if only we could get it into view, Wittgenstein thought might 
enable us to see his new way of thinking in the right light, thus enabling us to see 
what in his old way of thinking he seeks to overcome and thus what in his "new" 
way of thinking is, indeed, new. 

The famous penultimate section of the Tractatus runs as follows: 

My propOsitions serve as elucidations in the following way: anyone who understands 
me event4ally recognizes them as nonsensjcai, when he has used them - as steps - to 
climb out through them. on them. over them. (He must, so to speak, throwaway the 
ladder after he has climbed up it.)' 

7 I do not think that any of the secondary literature on Wittgenstein currently available 
contains a satisfactory answer to this question. 

8 Troetatus Log/eo-Philosoph/cus, §6.54. 
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, Wittgenstein; says. of Carnap that he failed to understand this passage and 
therefore failed to understand "the fundamental conception of the whole book'" 
What did Carnap fail to understand, and how did that failure lead him to misun
derstand the fundamental conception ofthe whole book? We are told in §6.54 
that the author's propositions serve as elucidations by our - that is, the reader's
coming to recognize them as nonsensical. But how can the recognition that a 
proposition is nonsense ever elucidate - ever shed light on - anything? Ev'idently 
we need a better understanding of how this work thinks about nonsense. JO This is 
what the Tractatus has to say about what is distinctive about its own conception 
of nonsense: 

. .Fn;:ge says: Every legitimately constructed proposition must 'have a sense; and I say: 
~very,possible proposition is legitimately constructed, and if it has no sense this ,can only 
be because we have given no meaning to some afits constituent parts. (§5.4733) 

". r ' _ • 

Wingenstein here contrasts a formulation of Frege's" with one ofhis own. At 
first blush, it is hard to see how. they differ. The critical difference between 
Frege's formulation and the one which the Tractatus endorses is that the former 
implicitly distinguishes between those propoSitions that .re ·legitimately con
structed .and those thOt are not, while tIie latter rejects the idea th~t there is such a 
thing as a logically illegitimately constructed proposition: "Every possib{e propo-
sitic," is legitimately constructed." .. 

9 "I cannot imagine that Camap should have so completely and utterly misunderstood 
the last sentences of the book - and therefore the fundamental conception of the 
whole book" (Wittgenstein, Letter to Moritz Schlick, August 8, 1932; quoted in 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Sein Leben in Bildern und lexten, ed. M. Neda & M. Ra.'1.
chetti (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1983); p. 255). For further discussion of this 
remark, see my "On -Putting Two and Two Together: Kierkegaard, Wittgenstein and 
the' Point of View for Their Work as Authors" (in The Grammar of Religious Belie/. 
edited by D.Z. Phillips; St. Martins Press: NY, 1995). 

10 Ogden mistranslates unsinnig in §6.54 as "senseless", and indeed throughout con· 
flates the distinction between unsinnig and sinnlos. (When 1 refer in this paper to 
Wittgenstein on nonsense, my topic throughout win be - unless otherwise stated -
what is treated. in the Tractalus under the rubric of Unsinn.) If the propositions of 
the work were only sinn/os, then they would have the same logical status as the pro
positions of logic (rather than having the same logical status as the "pseudo· 
propositions· of the philosophers). 

11 For Frege's own fonnulation, see The BaSic Laws of Arithmetic. translated by Mont
gomery Furth (University of California Press: Berkeley, 1967),§32. 
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1 have argued elsewhere 12 that Wittgenstein saw a tension in Frege's thought 
between two different conceptions of nonsense, which I call the substantial con
ception and the austere conception respective ly. The substantial conception 
distinguishes between two different kinds of nonsense: mere nonsense and sub
stantial nonsense. Mere nonsense is simply unintelligIble - it expresses no 
thought Substantial nonsense is composed of intelligible ingredients combined in 
an illegitimate way - it expresses a logically incoherent thought. According to the 
substantial conception, these two kinds of nonsense are logically distinct: the 
former is mere gibberish, whereas the latter involves (what commentators on the 
Tractatus are fond of calling) a "violation of logical syntax".13 The austere con
ception, on the other hand, holds that mere nonsense is, from a logical point of 
view, the only kind of nonsense there is. Along with these two different concep
tions of nonsense go two different conceptions of elucidation: according to the 
substantial conception, the taSk of elucidation is to "show" something which 
cannot be said; according to the austere conception, it is to show that we are 
prone to an illusion of meaning something when we mean nothing. The Tractatus 
is standardly read as ,championing the substantial conception. This is to mistake 
the bait for the hook - to mistake the target of the work for its doctrine. On the 
reading of the Tractatus 1 have defended elsewherel4, the Tractatus is to be seen 
as resolving the tension in Frege's thought between these two conceptions of 
nonsense in favor of the austere view. 15 

Almost all commentators on the Tractatus, either implicitly or explicitly, 
attribute to that work a commitment to the substantial conception. In seeking to 
emphasize their differences from one another, proponents of different interpreta
tions of the Tractatus will tend to articulate the details of the substantial concep
tion in apparently distinct ways. It may therefore help to distinguish between two 
(apparently distinct) variants of the substantial conception. I shall term these the 

12 See my <'The Method of the Tractatus" (in From Frege 10 Witlgenstein: Perspecti
ves on Early Analytic Philosophy~ edited by Erich H. Reck; Oxford: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 2001 [henceforth TM]) from which parts of this paper are drawn. 

13 In -the erttry entitled "Nonsense" in A WiJtgenstein Dictionary (Blackwell: Oxford, 
1996; pp. 259-260), Hans-lohann Glock is helpfully explicit in anributing the sub
stantial conception of nonsense to the Tractatus. 

14 For a fuller diSCUSSion, see TM. 
15 The claim that the Tractatus is to be seen as resolving a tension "in Frege's thought 

(between these two different conceptions of nonsense) raises interpretative questions 
about how Frege is to be read that cannot be explored here. I mean here to take sides 
on these questions only in so far as it bears on claims about Wittgenstein and how he 
read Frege. 
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positivist variant and the ineffability variant." According to the fonner variant, 
violations of logical syntax are a kind of linguistic phenomenon: identifYing a 
violation of logical syntax is a matter of isolating a certain kind of (logically iII
fonned) linguistic string. According to the latter variant, a violation of logical 
syntax is. a kind 'of phenomenon which can transpire only in the medium of 
thought and necessarily eludes the medium of language. Though proponents of 
the ineffability variant hold that language is powerless to express such thoughts, 
they nonetheless deem language an indispensable tool for "conveying" them. 
They hold that language can ."hint" at what it cannot say.17 The positivist and 
ineffability. variants of the substantial conception therefore appear to differ over 
wh.ere the violation transpires when a transgression of logic occurs - and hence 
apparently over what the transgression itself really consists in. These two variants 
of the substantial conception lean towards opposite metaphysical doctrines. The 
fonnerlits comfortably with the doctrine that the limits of thought cannot outrun 
the limits of language. The latter presupposes the doctrine that thought not only 
can btlt (as putatively evidenced by our capacity to frame in thought such trans
gressions oflogical syntax) demonstrably does outrun these limits. 

Most commentators on the Tractatus do not explicitly distinguish between 
these two variants of the substantial conception. Proponents of the ineffability 
interpretation, however, do seek to distinguish, in some way or other, between 
what counts for the Tractatus as misleading nonsense and what counts as illumi
nating non.tenseI8• The tendency among commentators who do so distinguish is 
to characterize misleading nonsense in tenns which accord more comfortably 
with the positivist variant of the substantial conception l ' and to characterize 

16 I distinguish between these two_variants because proponents of the substantial 
conception tend to present themselves as prima facie distinct. As we shall see, 
however, these variants cannot in the end be clearly distinguished from one another 
in the manner that I am here pretending that, they can be. . 

17 Some commentators, in their expositions of Tractarian doctrines; simply waver 
between the positivist and the ineffability variants of the substantial conception of 
nonsense. 

--18 And; surely, it is right to think a viable reading of §6.54 requires such a distinction. 
The question is: how is it to be drawn? 

19 I am allowing myself to gloss over certain complexities here. It would be more 
accurate to say: They waver between characterizing misleading nonsense in terms 
which accord more comfortably with the positivist variant of the substantial concep
tion and characterizing it in terms which accord more comfortably with the austere 
conception. Such wavering is, as we shall see, an inescapable feature of the positi
vist variant. In some cases, however, the waver has an additional source in a com
mentator's wanting, on the one hand, to be able to maintain that misleading nonsense 
and illuminating nonsense are logically distinct kinds of nonsense; yet not wanting, 
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illuminating nonsense in tenns which presuppose the ineffability variant.'" Thus 
misleading nonsense.is characterized as a strictly linguistic affair, while illumi
nating nonsense is characterized as a vehicle for grasping that which cannot be 
said. Here is Peter Hacker's description of how illuminating nonsense is supposed 

to illuminate: 

[W]ithin the range of philosophical ... nonsense we can distinguish ... betwee.n ... il
luminating nonsense and misleading'· nonsense. Illuminating nonsense will gUide the 
attentive reader to apprehend what is shown by other propositions which do not purport 
to be philosophical~ moreover it will intimate, to those who grasp what is meant, Its own 
illegitimacy ... 

[T]he Tractatus does indeed consist largely of pseudo-propositions .. Of course, w~at 
Wittgenstein meant by these. remarks is, in his view, quite correct, only It cannot be saId. 
Apparently what someone means or intends b~.8 remark can be grasped even though the 
sentence uttered is strictly speaking nonsense. 1 

Hacker here attributes to the Traetaoo the idea that there is a kind of thought 
(a kind of "grasping" or "apprehending" what is "meant" or "intended") which 
outruns the. limits of,language.22 This reading of the Traetatus invokes the idea of 
a kind of substantial nonsense - a violation of logical syntax - to solve the prob
lem of how a piece of nonsense can so much as "intend" something (which it fails 
to say but which the reader is nonetheless "meant" to "grasp"). According to the 
ineffability variant of the substantial conception, these violations arise through 
attempts to express fundamental features of the logical structure of language in 
language." These attempts, as Peter Hacker puts it, "unavoidably 

on the other hand, to have all cases of "illuminating nonsense" tum out (along with 
misleading nonsense) to be (only apparently illuminating) cases of mere nonsense. 

20 That their account of Unsinn should be thus distributed over these two variants is, as 
we shall see, unsurprising. It is not uncommon, however. for commentators to hover 
between the variants even within their characterizations of misleading and ilium ina· 
ting non~ense respectively. 

21 My emphases; Insight and Illusion (Revised Edition. Oxford University Press, 
1986), pp. 18 - 19,26. 

22 This will not deter Hacker and many other commentators from saying that they agree 
that, for the Traclatus, "the limits of language are the limits of thought". They may 
attempt to remove the apparent contradiction by explaining that what is thus meant 
or intended by nonsense is not, strictly speaking, a "thought" - and thus is not, 
strictly speaking, "meant" or "intended" either. On the use, on the part of commen
tators, of such devices for begging the question, see my "The Search for Logically 
Alien Thought" (Philosophical Topics, Vol. 20, No. I) op. cit., pp. 154-5. 

23 Thus Hacker: "Categorical necessities are reflected in the formation-rules of lan
guage. Any attempt to express them involves ... the violation of rules of logical syn
tax" (op. cit, p. 106). 
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violate the bounds of sense, misuse language, and produce nonsense. "24 The rules 
ofclogicTender the "it" (which such nonsense is attempting to express) unsayable. 
The logical structure of language keeps us from being able to say "it". When we 
try, we'come .out with bits of nonsense. But these bits of nonsense are, nonethe
less, useful; they can convey the unsayable thing our words were after but could 
not reach. 

So much, for the moment, for the ineffability variant. Let us now briefly con
sider the other variant of the substantial conception. One commentator who.at
mbutes to Frege a. version of the positivist variant is Michael Dummett. There is 
never any refurence in Dummett's exposition of Frege to thoughts which can only 
be gestured at or to that which Frege's elucidations might be attempting - but 
failing - to express." Yet, in other respects, Dummett's account of substantial 
tlonsense in Frege parallels the account offered by most commentators on the 
Tractatus of what "a violation of logical syntax" consists in. Here is Dummett on 
Frege's theory of how such violations arise: 

[It} is a theory of what expressions can be accepted as significant: only certain func
tions - those of the appropriate type -' can "occur significantly" as ,arguments of other 
functions; expressions which violate the theory of types are simply meaningless ... 

We, therefore, have to have spme conception of logical valency, of different catego
ries of expression, governed by rules detennining that expressions of certain categories 
will fit togC}ther to form a sentence, while, expressions of certain other categories will 
not.26 - , 

Dummett employs here the chemical metaphor of valency: just as certain ele
ments can becornbined so as to form a compound while others cannot be so 
combined, so items of certain logical categories can be .combined so as to form a 
proposition and others cannot be so combined. Underlying this conception of 
logical valency is the idea that we get a very special kind of nonsense when we 
abortively attempt to combine incompatible logical items - that is, when we 

26 
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Ibid, p: 21. 
Dummett himself never, in his discussion on Frege on nonsense, makes an explicit 
connection between the conception of nonsense he ascribes to Frege and the doc
trine that there are things which can be "shown'" but not said. But, Dummett's re
marks elsewhere (in particular. his responses to related aspects of Geach's work on 
Frege; his'vehement attribution to.Frege of the thesis of the priority of thought over 
language, and his occasional asides about the "self-refuting" character of "the Trac
tarian doctrine" that there are inexpressible thoughts) leave little doubt that he 
would not favor the attribution of an ineffability variant of the substantial concepti
on to Frege. 
Frege: Philosophy of Language [henceforth FPI.], 2nd edition (Duckworth: Lon
don, 1983); pp. 50, 62. 

attempt to combine logical items from logical categories which do not fit to
gether. Dummett is certainly right that Frege often speaks in ways which encour
age the attribution to him of the view that there are instances of this sort of non
sense. The following three passages fumish some examples of Frege's willingness 
to talk in these ways: 

For not all the parts of a thought can be complete; at least one must be 'unsaturated', 
or predicative; otherwise they would not hold together. For example, the sense of the 
phrase 'the number 2' does not hold together with that of the expression \he concept 
prime number' without a link .... [T~hey hold aloof from one another ... ; however we put 
them together, we get no sentence.2 

Take the proposition 'Two is a prime number' .... [nhe two parts of the proposition are 
; .. essentially different; and it is important to realize that this difference cuts very deep and 
must not be blurred. The first constituent 'two', -is a proper name of a certain number; it 
designates an object., a whole that no longer requires completion. The predicative con
stituent 'is a prime number', on the other hand. does require completion and does not de
signate an objecL ... An object, e.g. the number 2, cannot logically adhere to another 
object, e.g. Julius Caesar, without some means of connection. This, in tum, cannot be an 
object but rather must be unsaturated_ A logical connection into a whoie can corne about 
only through this, that an unsaturated part is saturated or completed by one or more 
parts .... Now it follows from the fundamental difference of objects from concepts that an 
object can never occur predicatively or unsaturatedly; and that logically, a concept can 
never stand jn for an object. One could express it metaphorically like this: There are 
different logical places; in some only objects can stand and not concepts, in others only 
concepts and not objects.28 

We can -analyze the proposition '3 is a prime number' into '3' and 'is a prime number'. 
These parts are essentially different: the fonner complete in itself, the latter in need of 
completion. Likewise. we can analyze the propo~ition '4 is a square number' into '4' and 'is 
a square number'. Now it makes sense to fit together the complete part of the first propo
sition with that part of the second proposition which is in need of completion (that the 
proposition is false is a different matter)~ but it makes no sense to fit together the two 
complete parts; -they will not hold together; and it makes just as little sense to put 'is a 
square numbe!, in the place of '3' in the tirst proposition.29 

In passages of Frege~s such as these there is the idea of a kind of nonsense that 
arises from an impermissible combination of logical categories - a kind of non
sense which results because "it makes no sense to fit together" the parts which we 
are attempting to combine. 

27 My emphases; Frege. Collected Papers (Blackwell: Oxford, 1984 [henceforth CPl), 
p.193. 

28 My emphases; CP, pp. 281-282. 
29 My emphaSes; Frege, Philosophical and Mathematical Correspondence (Blackwell: 

Oxford, 1980 [henceforthCorrl), pp. 141-2. 
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I 

Frege in these passages seeks to draw attention to examples of this kind of 
nonsense in order to elucidate the "distinction between object- and concept
expressions. Such an elucidation can only be conducted in ordinary language. In 
a"proper Begriffsschrijl such illegitimate combinations can not be constructed. 
Here is Dummett's account of the kind of nonsense which ordinary language 
permits but a proper Begriffsschrijl excludes: 

[P]re~isely because natural language violates the principle that each expression ,in
complete 10 sense must carry with it its argument-pJace(s), it.does become possible within 
natural language to form meaningless but grammatically correct sentences which violate 
~he disti!'ctions of type and in the symbolic language could not be constructed at all_ For 
Instance, the sentence 'Chainnan Mao is rare', while perfectly grammatical, is meaningless 
because !rare'; though in appearance just lik~ a first-level predicative adjective, has the 
s:nse of 11:" second:..level predicate. The diagnosis and explanation of such failures of sig
mficanc~ m,naturallanguage can easily be-accomplished by reference to the impossibility 
of constructlng-a corresponding sentence in the symbolic language.30 

Let us consider Dummett's example here.31 "Chairm~n Mao is rare" Dummett 
$llYs, is meaningless because 'rare' ("though in appearance just like a' first-level 

. predicative adjective") here actual1y expresses a second- level function (a func
tion which takes first-level functions as its arguments). Sentences which involve 
"such failures of significance" can be constructed in natural .Ianguage, thus 
sometimes leading us to mistake sense for nonsense. We are able to see clearly 
and to explain precisely how a sentence such as the one which figures in Dum
mett's. example involves the particular sort of "failure of significance" it does by 
reflecting on OUthe impossibility of constructing" such a sentence (i.e., one which 
involves the "corresponding" failure of significance) in a proper Begriffsschrift. 
Dummett's picture of why this sentence is nonsense can be illustrated through the 
fol1owing diagram: 

(a) Chairman Mao ate oniy boiied rice (b) An honest politicia.1"! is rare 

~ 
(c) Chairman Mao is rare 

The proposal is to combine the underlined portions of propositions (a) and (b) 
so as to form a third proposition which, if there could be such a proposition, 

30 FPL, p. 5 \. 
31 The ensuing discussion of this example is indebted to Chapter 2 of Diamond's The 

Realistic Spirit. 
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would be expressed by (c).32 We attempt to combine the 'Chairman Mao' of (a) 
[the 'Chairman Mao' that denotes that individual] and the '_ is rare' of (b) [the 

is rare' that denotes that second-level function] and we thus arrive at (c), 
;}rich; according to Dummett's Frege, is a concrete instance of a special type of 
meaningless sentence - one which involves a violation of logical category: we 
have tried to put a proper name into an argument place into which only a first
level function fits. Moreover, what we have here is (alleged to be) a case ofjUlIy 
determinate nonsense: (i) it is logically distinct from other ful1y determinate 
cases of substantial nonsense; (ii) each of the "parts" of this proposition has a 
fully determinate sense; and (iii) though the sense of the resulting whole is 
flawed, it is a flawed in a determinately specifiable respect - it involves a deter
minate kind of "failure of significance" (whereas other cases of substantial non
sense each involve some other equally determinate "violation" of logical princi
ples). That we have here to do with a 10gical1y determinate example of nonsense 
can be seen from the fact that other natural languages, unlike a proper Begriff
sschrijl. permit the construction of substantial1y nonsensical sentences which 
"correspond" (in the sort of nawed sense they each possess) to this one. The 
determinately specifiable respect in which Dummett's case of substantial non
sense possesses a flawed sense is the fol1owing: it represents "an attempt" to put 
that proper name into that argument place for a first-level function. But it won\ 
fit _ (in Frege's words) "the parts cannot logically adhere", "it makes no sense to 
fit them together", "they will not hold together" - thus we get nonsense; but not 
mere nonsense, but a special variety of nonsense which arises from attempting to 
do something 10gical1y impossible. Wittgenstein's critique of Frege tums on his 
critique of this idea - an idea which is common to both the positivist and ineffa
bility variants of the substantial conception: the idea that we can so much as try 
to put a logical item into an argument place in which it doesn't fit - the idea that 
we can have a proposition that has a ful1y determinate kind of sense but the kind 

of sense that it has is nonsense. 
Is it poss1ble to identify an expression as being of a particular logical category 

if it occurs in the wrong-place? It is here, in its response to this question, that the 
Tractatus sees a tension in Frege's view. A number of Frege's doctrines and a 
great deal qf his own methodological practice suggest that the answer to this 
question should be: No! It is renection on these aspects of Frege's thought and 
practi<;e that leads Wittgenstein to embrace the austere conception of nonsense. 

32 This way of describing the proposal involves a fudge. It isn't quite correct to say that 
the proposal is to combine the underlined portions of propositions (a) and (b) since 
the underlined-portion of (b) lacks an argument-place. 
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Frege warns in "On Concept and Object" (and elsewhere) that the same word 
in ordinary language can be used in some contexts as a proper name and in others 
as a concept word. Frege's favorite example of such a word is 'moon',3) It can 
also happen in ordinary language that an object-expression which has never been 
previously used to express a concept can suddenly be used, for the first time, as a 
concept-expression;and that we ·can understand what is meant by such an un
precedented usage.34 Frege offers as an example of this sort of creative use of 
language the lovely sentence "Trieste is no Vienna": 

We must not let ourselves be' deceived because language often uses the same word 
now r~ a prop_er n~e, .now as a concept word; in our example ["There is only one Vi
~~na 1, th.e.nu~eral. I~dlc~tes that we have the latter; 'Vienna' is here a concept-word, like 
metropohs. Usmg It 10 thiS. sense, we may say: "Trieste is no Vienna".J5 

Iri this example, Frege says, we encounter a word which usually functions as a 
proper name playing the role of a concept-expression. Frege's reading of this 
sentence is arrived at through reflection upon what possible use this combination 
of words might have; that is, by asking himself: in what context would one utter 
such words and what thought would one then be expressing? If we reflect on 
when we would utter such a sentence and what we might mean by it, Frege sug
gests, we will see that 'Vienna' here could mean something like 'metropolis' (or 
perhaps even beautiful or majestic metropolis)- and thus that the sign 'Vienna' 
used in this way should be expressed in a proper logical symbolism by a com
pletely different kind of symbol than that which we would use to express the 
occurrence of the word-'Vienna' in the sentence "Vienna is the capital of AuStria". 
Notice that Frege does not" conclude that what we have here in his lovely sentence 
about Trieste is a piece of nonsense - one which results from trying to put a 
proper name where a concept-expression should go. He concludes instead that 
what appears in the guise of a concept-expression here is a concept-expression -

33 As, for example, in §51 of The Foundations of Arithmetic (Blackwell: Oxford, 1959 
[henceforth FA]): 'With a concept the question is always whether anything, and if so 
what, falls under it. With a proper name such questions make no sense. We should 
not be deceived by the fact that language makes use of proper names, for instance 
Moon, as concept words, and vice versa; this does not affect the distinction between 
the two'. (FA, p. 64) -

34 A famous exam~le of a proper name suddenly being used as a concept expression is 
Lloyd Bentson (10 the, 1988 vice-presidential debate) saying to Dan Quayle: "You're 
no Jack Kenn:<iY'" . Bentson's point was not that two individuals (Quayle and Kena 

nedy) ~e not Identtcal, but rather that there is a concept (of, say~ exemplary statesa 

manshlp) which Quayle does not fall under. 
35 CP, p. 189. 
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and then makes a suggestion about what the sentence as. whole might mean (and 
hence about which concept might be meant).Thus Frege's methodology here is to 
begin with our understanding of the proposition as a whole and to use that as a 
basis for segmenting it into its logically discrete components.

J6 

This raises a question about how Frege's context principle - "never ask for 
the meaning of a word in isolation, but only in the context of a proposition"" - is 
to be interpreted. Here is how Dummett explains the principle: 

[T]he assignment ora sense to a word, whether a name or an expression of any oth~r 
logical type~ only has significance in relation to the subsequent occurrence of the w~~ 10 

sentences .... [A] sentence is detennined as true under certain conditions, wh~ch cond~tlOns 
are derivable from the way in which the sentence is constructed out of Its constituent 
-words; and the senses of the words relate solely to this detennination of the truth
conditions of the sentences in which the words may occur.38 

This is fine, as far as it goes. But what Dummett says here is consistent with a 
weaker and a stronger interpretation of the context principle. Dummett himself 
goes on to expound the principle in such a way as to attribute to Freg" (what we 
shall see to be) the weaker version of the principle. For Dummett, Frege's princi
ple forms part of "a general and systematic account" of the part played by each 
sub-sentential expression in determining the truth-conditions of each meaningful 
sentence in which it may appear39 The meaning of an expression specified by 
such "a general and systematic account" is the meaning it has even when it occurs 
in a construction which, as a whole, has no meaning (and hence no truth
conditions). The idea here is that there are (so-called) "general rules" of the 
language, and it is these rules that determine the meaning of an expression; and 
the meaning thus determined is the meaning that the expression has, regardless of 

36 

37 
38 
39 

This is not to say that, in general, any proposal which yields a possible segm~ntation 
of a string is equa1ly tenable. In real life cases of interpretation., we are obliged, on 
the one hand, to makt:: sense of the way a sentence occurs within a larger ~tretch of 
discourse. ("Understanding without contextuality is blind.") To commit oneself to a 
segmentation of the string, on the other hand, is to commit oneself to patterns of in
,ference (see note 126) which are a function of how these words (of which t~~ stri~g 
is composed) occur in other propositions. eUnderstanding without composltlonahty 
is emptY.") The attribution of the endorsement of inferences of certain patterns to a 
speaker is governed by those considerations of charity and relevance which g~vem 
all aspects of interpretation. These considerations generally uniquely detenmne a 
segmentation (and, where not, they at least severely constrain the range of 
reasonable proposals). 
FA, p. x. 
FPL, pp. 193-4. 
FPL, p. 195. 
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whether or not the sense of the whole in which the expression in question occurs 
is nonsense .. Since,on this (weaker) way of interpreting Frege's context principle, 
everything that fixes the meaning of an .expression is external to any particular 
context in which it occurs, it pennits the possibility of cases of substantial non
sense - that is, cases in which the general rules of the language fix the meanings 
of each of the expressions occurring in a nonsensical construction (so that each 
expression makes a "contribution" to the "meaning" of the whole) even thOUgh 
the resulting whole has no (proper) meaning. The stronger way of interpreting 
Frege's principle does not pennit there to be constructions that have a sense, even 
though the sense that they have is nonsense. The stronger way of interpreting 
Frege's principle does not take it merely to be declaring that a word has meaning 
if it contributes to the sense of any sentence in which it occurs in accordance with 
certain general rules of the language. Rather it takes it to declare that it is through. 
the sense of the whole, and only through the sense of the whole, that each of the 
expressions which make up that whole acquire their meaning'O 

. My aim here is not to adjudicate between these two different ways of reading 
Frege4l , but only to claim that Wittgenstein, first in the Tractatus and then later 
in the Philosophical {""estigations, subscribes to the stronger version of the 
principle. That Wingenstein, in the Tractatus, means to· be embracing the 
stronger version -and rejecting the weaker version - of the context principle is 
precisely what is indicated by the presence of the word "only" in the remark 
(quoted above) in which he contrasts his own view with that of Frege: 

Frege says: Every legitimately constructed proposition must have a sense; and I say: 
Every possible proposition is legitimately constructed, and if it has no sense this can only 
be because we have given no meaning to some of its constituent parts. (§5.4733) 

This second and more severe 'way of understanding the import of Frege's 
context principle is developed in the Tractatus through its deployment of the 
distinction between sign [Zeichen) and symbol [Symbol). The distinction might 
be summarized a~ follows: 

40 Indeed, Frege says: "It suffices if the sentence as a whole has a sense; it is through 
this that the parts also acquire their c~mtent." [my translation] FA, §60. This would 
seem to rule out the possibility of the parts acquiring a content despite the fact that 
the whole lacks a sense. 

41 For a reading of Frege along these lines, see Cora Diamond, The Realistic Spirit 
(Cambridge, MA: M.I.T. Press, 1991), chapter 3. 
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* sign 

• symbol 

_ an orthographic unit, that which the perceptible expressions for 
propositions have in common (a sign design, inscription, icon, 
grapheme, etc.)" 

_ a logical unit, that which meaningful propositions have in com
mon (Le. an item belonging to a given logical category: proper 
name, first-level function, etc.) 

Armed with the Tractarian distinction between sign and symbol, we can for
mulate the contrast between the two conceptions of nonsense (which Wingenstein 
sees Frege as tom between) in a more precise manner. To recall, the two concep
tions of nonsense were: 

• the substantial conception _ which holds that there are two logically dis
tinct kinds of nonsense: substantial nonsense and 
mere nonsense 

* the austere conception _ which holds that there is, from a logical point 
of view, only one kind of nonsense: mere non

sense 

The underlined tenns in the above fonnulations can now be defined as fol

lows: 

* substantial nonsense 

* mere nonsense 

- a proposition composed of signs which symbolize, 
but which has a logically flawed syntax due to a clash 
in the logical category of its symbols 

- a string composed of signs in which no symbol can 
be perceived, and which hence has no discernible logi
cal syntax 

I have, until now, pretended to be able to distinguish between the positivist 
and ineffability variants of the substantial conception. But, armed with the 
distinction between symbol and sign, we can start to see why the distinction 

42 For purposes of simplifYing the expos:ition, I have restricted my definition to (what 
the Tractatus calls) "written signs" - the Tractatus explicitly allows for "sound 
signs" (see §3.321) and implicitly for other sorts. 
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betWeen these two variants is an inherently unstable one.43 Any attempt clearly to 
articulate the positivist variant will lead to its collapse either into the ineffubility 
variant or into the austere conception. Either the proponent of the positivist vari
ant holds that a violation of logical syntax involves an impermissible combination 
of symbols or he holds that it involves an impermissible combina-tion of signs. If 
he holds the former, then the positivist variant collapses into the ineffability 
variant; if the latter, then he abandons the substantial conception altogether. To 
take an example of the fonner case, Dummett's account of "Chairman Mao is 
rare" teeters throughout on the brink of collapse into a version of the ineffability 
variant. The items combined in Dummett's example - items which (in Frege's 
words) "cannot logically adhere", whiCh "it makes no sense to fit together", 
which "will not hold together" - can not be mere signs. For the four signs 
'Chainnan', 'Mao', 'is'. and 'rare' can be combined (as can any four signs). What 
cannot be combined, says Frege, is that which the signs symbolize: items be
longing to incompatible logical categories. The expressions of which the example 
is composed are taken by Dummett to be incompatible (not because of their 
typographic properties, bui) because of what he takes these expressions to sym
bolize: an object and a second-level function respectively. But if the flaw lies in 
what is symbolized by the resulting combination, then, it would seem, there is 
something which these words, so combined, symbolize - an "it" which logic 
debars but which Dummett is nonetheless able to frame in thought and identiry as 
involving a violation of logic. If, on the other hand, the proponent of the positiv
ist variant holds that a violation of logical syntax involves an impermissible 
combination of (mere) signs, then he teeters on the brink of abandoning the sub
stantial conception altogether (in favor of the austere conception). For if his 
account ofthe impermissibility fails to tum on any logical feature(s) ofthe alleg-

43 My sel~-defeating exposition of the alleged distinction between the_ two variants of 
the s!!.bsta!'!tia! conception mirrors, albeit in a highly summary fashion. the first half 
of the elucidatory strategy of the Tractatus. Half of the central point of the Tracta
tus. on my reading. is to show that once one has bought into the substantial concep
tion one has implicitly committed oneself to a conception on which there are 
ineffable thoughts - thoughts which we can gesture at (with the aid of nonsensical 
language) but cannot express in language. (A central part of the interest of Frege's 
work for Wittgenstein, as he read him, is that Frege recognized and drew this conse
quence.) The second half of the point of the work is to show that the way to escape 
this consequence is ~ abandon the substantia] conception of nonsense altogether 
(not, according to Wittgenstein, an easy thing to do). My exposition of the alleged 
distinction between the substantial and austere conceptions of nonsense aims to mir
ror, in equally summary fashion, this second (and largely unnoticed) half of the elu
cidatory strategy of the Tractatus. 
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edly impermissible string, then he has deptived himself of the resources requisite 
for claiming that there are two logically distinct kinds of nonsense.--

In order to begin to see why this is so, it will help to look more closely .,t. the 
distinction between sign and symbol as it is drawn in the Tractatus. The dlstmc
tion is introduced as part ofthe commentary on §3.3 (which is the Tractatus'S 
reformulation of Frege's second principle45). §3.3 runs as follows: "Only the 

44 

45 

The Traetatus is not concerned to argue that there are no ways to distinguis~ bet
ween kinds of nonsense - or even that there is no distinction to be dr~wn to the 
neighborhood of the distinction sought by the proponent of the substantial concep
tion (i.e. one which marks off cases of "philosophical" no~s~nse fr.om (other) cases 
of mere nonsense) - but only that there are no logically dlsttoct kmd~ o~ nonsense 
(or more precisely: that talk of "logically distinct kinds of nonsense" IS Itself to be 
recognized as (mere) nonsense). The coherence .ofthe. e~tir~ procedure of the .work, 
indeed, rests upon the assumption that there IS a dlstmctlon to be d~wn m th: 
neighborhood of the distinction sought by the proponent of the substa~tlal con.ceptl
on; but, as we shall see, the Tractatus takes it to tum on psychologically d.tstmct 
kinds of nonsense. Early Wittgenstein here retains something that the later WIttgen
stein comeS to view with increasing suspicion: name.ly, Freg:'s broad (what we 
might call) "garbage-can" conception of the,Fs~chologl~al fwhlch encompasses ev-
erything which does not count, for Frege. as strictly lOgical ). . 
I say "refonnulation.of Frege's second principle" (~th:r.th~ re-statemen~ of It) 
because the Tractatus is concerned to refashion Frege s dlstmcuon between Smn and 
Bedeutung. §3.3 is worded as it is precisely in order to mark a .departure from Frege 
in this regard. Just what sort of dep~u~ from ~rege i~ here bemg m.ark~d, however, 
is far less clear (at feast to me). In Fnednch Walsmann s The.sen (which IS ~ .attempt 
to furnish the members of the Vienna Circle with an overview of the mam Ideas of 
the Tractatus based on detailed conversations with Wittgenstein). we find the foi.
lowing_: "A p;oposition has Sinn, a word has Bedeutung" (Wittgenstein and the V~
enna Circle, edited by Friedrich Waismann; Oxford: Blackw~l~, 1979). Should thiS 
be taken to mean that words do not have Sinn or that proposItIons do not have Be
deutung? Enigmatic as this remark may seem, it is straightforw~d compared to 
anything to be found anywhere in the Tractatus itself on the subject. §3.3 ~along 
with *3.144) does appear to seek to exclude. the applicability of Sinn to 3117 kmd of 
symbol other than a Satz. When read in the light of §3.3, a number of earher pas.sa
ges (§§3.142, 3.144, 3.203. 3.22) also appear to be worded in a man~er suggestm~ 

. that the overall doctrine of the work mdeed IS that (at least) names - I.e. th~ con~l 
tuent p<trts of a fully analyzed sentence - do not have Sinn. The correspon~m~ pnn
ciple in regard to Bedeutung does not obviously hold. however: the application of 
Bedeutung in the Tractatus does- not appear to be ~stricted (as the passage from 
Waismann's Thesen might seem to imply) to the sub-Judgme~tal-compon~ts of pro
positions. Throughout the Tractatus. the term 'Bedeutu.ng' I~ emp~oyed In a ~rela
tively non-technical) manner so as to s~gge~t :hat any. SIgn (mcludl~g a Satz, I.e., a 
propositional sign) with a determinate hngulstlc functIon can be saId to have a Be
deutung (see, e.g., *5.451 for the claim that the negation sign has a Bedeutung), and, 
as such, is to -be contrasted only with a sign which has no Bedeutung or (as the 
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propositio? h~ ~nse; o~ly in the context of a proposition has a name meaning." 
Then, begmnIng munediately thereafter (with §3.31), comes the following com
mentary: 

Every part ofa proposition which characterizes its sense I call an expression (a sym
bol). 

(The proposition itself is an expression.) 
E~erything essential to their sense that propositions can have in commo'n with one an

other IS an expression. 
An expression is the mark of a fonn and a content. 
An expression presupposes the fonns of all propositions in which it can occur It is 

the common ch.aract~stic ~ark of a ~lass of propositions ... (§§3.31-3.311) , 
An expression has meaning only m a proposition .. , (§3,314) 
I ~onc:iv~ the proposition - like Frege and Russell- as a function of the expressions _ 

contruned on 11. •• (§3.3IS) 
The si~ is that in the symbol which is perceptible by the senses, (§3.32) 

,_ Two different symbols can therefore have the sign (the written sign or the sound sign) 
on conlmon - they then signify in different ways. (§3.321) 

. It can neve~ jodie-ate the ~ommon characteristic of two objects that we symbolize them 
With the same SignS but by different_methods of symbolizing. For the sign is arbitrary, 

, We cou~d therefore equally well choose two different signs [to symbolize the two 
dIfferent objects] and where then would remain that which the signs shared in common? 
W.3~ . 

.The point of the commentary is in part to clarity the notion of 'proposition' 
whlchfigures in the context principle (only the proposition has sense; only in the 
context of a proposition has a name meaning"). The relevant notion is one of a 
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Trae/aOO prefers to say) to which no Bedeutung has been given (see e g xX54733 6.53). - , .. ,,, . , 

A number of ~omme.ntators have attributed to the Tractatus the view that a special 
mental act (ofI~tendmg.to mean a particular object by a particular word) is what en
~ows a name With mearung, If textual support for this attribution is adduced-at all it 
IS usuaiiy.through appeai to texts outside of the Tractarus. There- is no referen'ce 
anywhere 10 the Traclatus to such a distinct act of meaning (through which a Be
deutung -is conferred on a sign). The passage from the Trae/a/us most common Iv ad
duced to provide a semblance of textual support for this psychologistic attributi~n is 
p.II ~hlch Pears and McGuinness translate as follows: "The method of projection 
IS to thmk of the sense of the proposition," So tn;mslated, this remark can be taken to 
refer to an a~t o~thinking ~d to ascribe an explanatory role to such an act. The Og
den translatIon IS ~?re ,!althful: "The -method of projection is the thinking of the 
sense ofthe P~Op~Slh?n. Rush Rhees glosses this (quite properly, I think) as: "The 
method of'p:oJe,~tIo~ IS what we mean by 'thinking' or 'understanding' the sense of 
the propoSItIOn, (DIscussions of Witlgenstein, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul: 
1970; P: 39), ~ck.nowledging the justice of Rhees's criticism, and finding it more 
natural In EnglISh to place the explandum on the left, McGuinness later recanted his 

certain kind of a symbol - not a certain kind of a sign - something which only 
has life in language.". The sign, Wittgenstein says, "is that in the symbol which is 
perceptible by the senses" (what is now sometimes called the sign design). The 
symbol is a logical unit, it expresses something which propositions - as opposed 
to propositional signs - have in common.4S Thus the sentences "Trieste is no 
Vienna" and "Vienna is the capital of Austria" have the sign 'Vienna' in common. 
These two sentences taken together. offer an instance of what Wittgenstein means 
when he says (in §3.321) "two different symbols can have the sign (the written 
sign or the sound sign) in common - they then signity in different ways". The 
sentences "Trieste is no Vienna" and "Vienna is the capital of Austria" have no 
symbol in common - all they have in common are the signs 'Vienna' and 'is', 

In the Tractatus, Wittgenstein argues that there will always be room for a 
question as to whether a given sign, when it occurs in two different sentences of 
ordinary language, is symbolizing the same way in each of those occurrences. 
And this question cannot be settled simply by appealing to the fact that the same 
word (sign) ordinarily occurs (symbolizes) as a name" (for example, as a name 

and Pears's original translation of §3.ll and proposed the following translation in
stead: "Thinking the sense ofthe proposition is the method of projection". McGuin
ness goes on to offer the following lucid summary of the actual point of the passage: 
"Thinking the sense into the -proposition is nothing other than so using the words of 
the sentence that their logical behaviour is that of the desired proposition" ("On the 
So-Called Realism of the Tractatus", in Perspectives on the Philosophy of Wiltgen
stein, edited by Irving Block; Cambridge, MA: M.l.T. Press, 1981; pp. 69-70). 

47 Although the notion of Sau which figures in the context principle (only the Satz has 
sense; only in the context of a Salz has a name meaning) is of a certain kind of a 
symbol, the term 'Satz' in the Tractatus floats between meaning (I) a propositional 
symbol (as, e.g., in §§3.3fTand 4ft) and (2) a propositional sign (as, e.g., in §§5.473 
and 6.54). It is important to the method of the Tractatus that the recognition that 
certain apparent cases of (I) are merely cases of (2) be a recognition that the reader 
achieve on his own. Consequently, at certain junctures. the method of the Tractatus 
requires that the reference of Salz remain provisionally neutral as between (I) a?d 
(2). At the corresponding junctures in my own discussion, I leave Satz untranslatea. 

48 Wittgenstein's distinction between propositional sign and propositional symbol 
parallels the distinction between string of words and proposition which Geach draws 
·in the following passage: 

'Recognizing repeated occurrences of the same proposition is not merely me
chanical; the identity of a proposi~ion is not the identity of a string of words. The 
proposition "Socrates was bald" occurs over again in "'Socrates" who taught Plato, 
was bald", but does not occur in "A philosopher whose teacher was Socrates ",:as 
bald",· ("Kinds of Statement", in Intention and Intentionality, edited by Cora DIa
mond and Jenny Teichman: Cornell University Press: Ithaca, NY, 1979; p. 221-2) 

49 This is not ,to claim that it is possible to understand a sentence, if none of its consti
tuent signs symbolize in the same manner in which they symbolize in other senten-
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of the. capital of Austria}. How can this question be settled? Wittgenstein says: 
"In order to Tecognize the symbol in the sign we must consider the context of 
significant use" (§3326). We must ask ourselves on what occasion we would 
utter this sentence, and what, in that context of use, we would then mean by it. 
(This is what we saw Frege do in his handling of the example "Trieste is no Vi
enna".}ln asking ourselves this, we still rely upon our familiarity with the way 
words (signs) ordinarily occur (symbolize) in propositions to fashion a segmen
tation of the propositional sign in question.'o (One standard way of contrasting 
early and later Wiltgenstein is,to say that later Wiltgenstein rejected his earlier 
(allegedly truth..conditional) account of meaning - in which considerations of use 
have no role to play in fixing the meaning of an expression - in favor of (what 
gets called) "a use-theory of meaning"." Our brief examination of §3.326 should 
already make·one wary of such a story.} The point of §3.326 can be brought out 
by returning to.Dummett's example. If, for example, we attempt to provide a 
contex~, of significant use for "Chainnan Mao is rare", it becomes possible to see 
the symbol in the sign in ways which Dummett does not consider. There are two 
equally natural ways to segment this string; (I) to construe 'Chairman Mao' as 

ces. (Hence Tractatus, §4.03: "A proposition must use old expressions to communi
cate:new senses.") It is only to claim-that not all of the constituent signs must sym
bolize in a precedented fashion. But an unprecedented usage of a sign will only be 
intelligible if the" constituent signs which symbolize in the "old" manner detennine 
a possible segmentation of the propositional sign -- where such a segmentation 
specifies both (i) the logical role of the sign which symbolizes in an unprecedented 
manner and (ii) the position of the -resulting propositional symbol in logical space 
(see note 55). . 

50 In the absence of any familiarity with the way words (signs) ordinarily occur (sym. 
bolize) in propositions, we- would- have no basis upon which to fashion possible 
segmentations of propositional signs, and hence no way to recognize (rather than 
simply fantasize) the symbol in the sign. (This is the situation we find ourselves in 
when faced with a sentence of a language which we do not know and which does not 
iii the icast resemble any which we do know.) . 

51 The popularity of this story rests largely on an additional piece of potted history, 
according_to which the Tractatus advances the doctrine that it is possible (and in
deed, according to most readings, semantically necessary) to fix the meanings of 
names prior to and independently of their use in propositions (either through osten
sive definition or a through some special mental act which endows a name with me4 
aning). This putative teaching of the Tractatus is standardly taken to be the primary 
target of the opening sections of Philosophical Investigations. But the whole point 
of §3.3-3.344 of the Tractatus is that the identity of the object referred to by a name 
is only fixed by the use of the name in a set of significant [sinnvol/e] propositions. 
An appeal to use thus already plays a critical role in Wittgenstein's early account of 
what detennines both the meaning of a proposition as a whole and the meanings of 
each· of its "parts". 
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symbolizing a first-level function", (2) to construe 'rare' as symbolizing a first
level functionS). These are "natural" ways of ureading" the ~tring becaus~ each 
reading segments the string along lines dictated by an estabhshed u~ge '<I.e., "." 
established method of symbolizing by means} of signs. 54 The expressIon _IS 
rare' has an established use in the language (in sentences such as "An honest 
politician is rare") as a second-level function; the expres~~on '~hairman Mao' has 
an established use in the language (in sentences such as ChaIrman Mao ate ~nly 
boiled rice") as a proper name. Each of these established uses dictates ~ p~sslble 
segmentation of the string -each of which excludes th~ other." There IS~ t any
thing which is simultaneously segmentmg the stnng along both hnes at 
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54 

55 

On the model of"You're no Jack Kennedy". On this reading of Dummett's exampl~, 
the sentence might mean something like "The kind of exemplary statesmanship 
Chairman Mao exhibited is mre". . 
The second reading is more readily available in this case than it might othernrl~ be 
for a reason to which Dummett is strangely oblivious: ther~ is alre~y ,:m es .. a~hshed 
English usage in which 'rare' expresses a firs~-leve1 function (as. to Th~t p_tece of 
meat is rarel"). Admittedly, it still requires a bit ofa stretch to hnng ChaIrman ~ao 
under that concept. But one might try to prepare the way for such a use ';11th: 
"Chairman Mao is going to get a terrible sunburn [i.e. will soon be well donejlf he 
doesn't come in out of the sun soon!" . 
OUf established conventions for employing signs underdetermine the sc::gmentatlon 
ofthe propositional sign 'Chairman ~ao is ~': ~ere ,is no ~j~g/e ~}~g that ?UT 
established conventions (for employmg the SignS Chauman, Mao, IS, and ra
re') naturally favor. That our established c~nventi.ons, in ~hi~ case, favor t~ an equ~1 
degree two alternative readings based upon loglca~ly dlstmc~ segmentatIOns, Will 

playa crucial role in the Traetarian account ofw~at IS (not logically, but r~er psy
chologically) distinctive about cases such as thiS (of apparently substantial non-

~~ . . .,. r 
The segmentation of a propositional sign, for Freg~ ~d .Wlttgens~em, ~s a lunc Ion 
of its position (or bettet: the position ofthe propoSItion It symbohzes~ In a network 
of inferentiai relations - its position in (what the Tractatus c~lls) I~glcal ~e, To 
fix the position of a proposition in logical space is to fix how Its I,oglcal constltuet~.ts 
occur in other propositions, To segment 'Ch~innan Mao i~ rar:' In acc?rdance WIth 
(he first proposal is to ~e it to express a Ju~gme~t which !~cen~s mferenc~s of 
certain pattems~ e.g., the mference from the conJunC!-lon of (I) Cham~an Mao IS"ra

re" and (2) "The sort of politician that Dan Quayle IS (an e?,ample of) ~s not ~e to 
(3) "Dan Quayle is no Chairman Mao", To segment 'Chamnan M~o IS rare 1O~
cordance with the second proposal is, again, to take it to express ~ Judgment ~hlCh 
licenses certain inferences of certain patterns; e.g., the inference from the conJunc
tion of (1') "Chairman Mao is rare" and (2') "This steak is rare" to (3') "There are (at 
least) two things that are rare!". The conjunction of (1') and (2), on the other hand, IS 
logically inert: it licenses no inference because these two propOSitions have no sym· 

bol in common. 
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once.'· Segmenting it either way, we supply a possible context of significant use 
and thus confer upon the string'Chainnan Mao is rare' a sense. According to the 
!~aclaoo, until we ~ave do~e this, we have yet to confer any method of symbol
Izmg on any of the SIgns whIch make up the string." 

, . There is here an important continuity in the views of Frege, early Wittgen
stem and later Wittgenstein concerning the nature of ordinary language: in ordi
nary,.language we .are. ~onstantly extending the uses of our words and ihereby 
creatmg newposSlblhlles of meaning for them. The expressions of ordinary 
lan.guage can be - and indeed constantly are - used in logically (later Wittgen
steIn prefers to s~y: grammatically) unprecedented yet perfectly intelligible ways. 
For all sorts of bIzarre forms of words for which there is at present no language
fl'I.'"e, we can dream up a context of significant use (in W ittgenstein' slater 
Idl?m: a language-game) in which we would be drawn without loss of intelligi
blhty to call upon that particular form of words. 

In §3.326, "the context of significant use" translates sinnvolienGebrauch' 
"reco~ize" translates erkennen, which might also be translated "perceive" . Th~ 
I~er ~s the same w?rd that occurs in §6.54: "My propositions serve as elucida
lions In the follOWIng way: anyone who understands me eventually perceives 
trem as nonsensical." It is a condition of being able to perceive the symbol in the 
SIgn that the string in .which the sign occurs be simwol/. To recognize a Salz as 
nonsenSIcal [Unsmn] 1S to be unable to recognize the symbol in the sign. For the 
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~'. to pu~ the pOi~t .i~ a way w~ich brings out the incoherence in question more 
VIVidly - m. Fre~e S IdIOm,: there Isn't anything which is a proposition's simultane
OUSly standl~~ In tw~ IOgIC~lI.y distinct sets of inferential relations with respect to 
other p.,"?poslhons - ~n the IdIom of the Tractatus: there isn't anything which is a 
p'roposltlOn'~ .occupymg. two different positions in logical space at the same time. 
The propoSition deten:nmes a pl~e in logical space: the existence of such a place is 
secur~ !hrough the existence of Its constituent parts alone, through the existence of 
the slgmfica."lt [sin,'t',m!!en] proposition" (§3.4-). The determination 'of th,. lopi~~l 
~ent8tion of.8 propo~itional.sign \and thus t~e conferral of a method ~f~~b~I'i~ 
ZIO¥ on ~c.h Qf Its constituent signs) IS the speclfication of a detenninate position in 
loglcs.1 spac.e. If the "proposition" in question is not sinnvoil then it determines no 
plac~ 10 logical ~pace. Thus one way of putting the illusion which underlies the sub
stantial conception would be to say that it imagines that logical segmentation can 
proceed outside logical space. _ 

?ur ~iliari~ wi~h previous. occurrences of the expressions 'Chairman Mao' and 
-- IS rare fumls~ alternattve natural proposals (without detennining any single 

proposal) J?r confemng sense upon the propositional sign "Chainnan Mao is rare'; 
but:, a<:cordmg to the Trac/a/us, we only detennine the sense of these expressions in 
a particular occurrence of the propositional sign "Chairman Mao is rare' when we 
adop! one of ~ese proposals for detennining a possible method of logically seg
mentmg the strmg. 

Traelalus, these two forms of recognition eclipse one another. To recognize a 
Salz as nonsensical [Unsinn], for the Trae/a/us, is not a matter of recognizing that 
it is attempting to say something that cannot be said, but rather a matter of recog
nizing that it fails to say anything at all. Building on Frege's own methodological 
practice, the TraelaOO argues that in the case of a piece of nonsense - that is: in 
the absence of the provision of a context of sinnvoilen Gebrauch: a pOSSIble 
logical segmentation of the Sal: - we have no basis upon which to isolate the 
logical roles played by the working parts of a proposition. One can identifY the 
contribution the senses, of the parts of a proposition make to the sense of the 
whole only if the whole has a sense - if it stands in some identifiable location 
with respect to the other occupants of logical space. According to the Traelalus, 
there are no examples of a proposition's failing to make sense because its parts 
do not "fit" together." Thus there are no examples of the sort Dummett was 
looking for - examples of putting a proper name where a concept word belongs -
for if one can properly make out that what belongs in that place is a concept 
word, then that is a sufficient condition for treating whatever is in that place as a 
concept word. There, isn't anything, on the conception of nonsense which the 

TraclalUS advances, which corresponds to a proposition's failing to make sense 
because of the meaning which the parts already have taken in isolation, 59 On the 
Tractarian conception, the only way a sentence can be Unsinn is by its failing to 
symbolize6o This conception does not rule out the possibility of Sdlze (such as 
tautologies and contradictions) which have logical structure and yet are devoid of 
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This Tractarian insight becomes a pervasive theme of Wittgenstein's later thought. 
Here is a representative example: 
'You want to say that the use of the word 'not' does not fit the use of the word 'ap
ple' ... that apple is one thing or idea which is comparable to a definite shape, w~e-
ther or not it is prefaced by negation. and that negation is like another shape which 
mayor may not fit it: ... We cannot ask whether the uses of these two words fit:, for 
their use is given only when the use of the whole phrase "not apple" is g!ven. F~r 
the use they have they have iOgeJher ... [I]f negation is to he defined by Its use, It 
makes no sense to ask whether 'not' fits 'apple'; the idea of fitting must vanish. For 
the use it has is its use in the combination'. (Wittgenstein's Lectures: Cambridge, 
/932-/935. edited by Alice Ambrose. University of Chicago Press, Chicago: 1979; 
pp.63-64). 
We can now begin to see how misleading the standard attribution to early Wittgen
stein of (what gets called) a "logical atomist theory of meaning" is. It is just such a 
theory that is under indictment in passages such as §§3.3, 3.314. 3.341 and 3.344. 
Again, this is the point of the 'only' in "[l]f [a proposition] has no sense this can 
only be because we have given no meaning to some of its constituent parts" [my 
emphasis] (§5.47-33). Most commentary on the Tractafus, in attributing to that work 
the substantial conception of nonsense, leaves that 'only' here looking as if it must 
be a slip of the pen. 
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S' hl . . 

i~;;s~i~~eo~~s;,~e: :e~s: t~:~t:n~:;n:~~i~;e ~~~e ~~:,i~~t~c~~t ~~icallY 
nate~u('logICallY mutually incompatible senses that its parts alrea~y ha~e e erml-

its fru::~u7~~~~~i~a';;,h:~~~:~r~~tatus means b~ 'nonsense': when it de~lares in 
'~i1o s ,,_ . at the reader IS to recognIze Its sentences as 
. ~~~se, attrIbute .to the book a doctrine which presupposes just the possibil
: I . h~. Tractalus IS most concernedlo repudiate: the possibility or"identif)ling 
'de ~~~a:tegory of a term outside the context of legitimate combination .. of 
~nc~ 'Or''::. e man~er in which a sign symbolizes in a .context in which the re~er
Th' d~ pam.o a sentence does not determine the reference of the whole 
to :~ repu latlO~ IS perhaps most explicit in the series of remarks which lead u~ 

e ~assage 10 whIch Wittgenstein locates the difference between his own 
conceptIon of nonsense and that of Frege: Here is the full context of that passage: 

Logic must take care of itself. 
A. possible sign must also be able to si nj';" E ryth. .. . a.l~o perrnjtted. ("Socrates is identical" g OJ' .ve lng-which I~ possible in logic is 

is called -"identical" The propositio ~eansnoth.mgl because there IS no property which 
b"t -d' n IS nonsenslca because we have t d 

ar \'::. eete~ination, not because the symbol itself is impennissible.) no rna e some 
e rtam s~nse ",:e cannot make mistakes in logic. (§5.473) 

We cannot gIve a SIgn the wrong sense. (§5.4732) 
Frege says: Every legitimately constructed r .. 

;vel)' possible proposition is legitimately cons~~:SI:~ i~i~s~ have a sens~. and I say: 
e b(e~ause. we have given no meaning to some of its c~nstituent ;~~o sense IS can only 

ven"lfwe beh~v~ that we have done so.) . 
Thus Socrates IS Identical" says nth' b word "identical" as· d' /' F h o. mg, ecause we have given no meaning to the 

a yec lve. or w en It occurs as the' f r' . 
an entirely different way _ the symbol' . l' . Sign 0 equa Ity It symbolizes in 
th~ tw~ ,cases entirely different' the t~~~g re attOn IS anot~e~ - t~erefore the symbol is in 
other only by accident. (§5.4733) symbols have the SIgn In common with one an-

tral ~:: re~k~ express in an extremely compressed fashion some of the cen
" o. . e ractatus. Let us begin by looking at the example of Unsinn 

~J"Socrates -,,_,dentical") and the commentary on it whO h W'tt . here It' tho . . IC I genstem offers 
. IS e s.ort of combmatIon of words that Dummett might be tern ted t 

analyze as an mstance of substantial nonsense ~ as an attempt to empioy th~ 
61 
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To think that it did would be to I . ht f h d' . Unsinn and that which is sinnJ ~se 51 0 t e lstm~on between that which is 
to serve as a vehicle of c m o~. n. or ~r to count as smnvoll a Satz has to be able 
are _ it has to assert wh~ i;t~~'~:l:n[~t h~ to ~akse a statement about how things 
Such aSatz is charac . r smnvo e atz sag! etwas aus] (§6. I 264). 
Satz which's . i te"zed by both afonn [Form) and a content [/nhalt] (§3.31). A 
hand, posse~s:~::i~!o:f~:sn~;l~~~C:tl~!~nn but no content. Unsinn, on the other 

identity sign (i.e. an expression which symbolizes the relation of identity between 
objects) as if it were a concept-expression. Wittgenstein says in this passage that 
the nonsensicality of the string is due not to an impermissible employment of a 
symbol, but rather to our fuiling to make a determination of meaning. Wittgen
stein says: "If it has no sense this can only be because we have given no meaning 
to some of its constituent parts." The "only" here signals that for Wittgenstein all 
apparent cases of substantial nonsense are (in the words of §6.54) "eventually to 

be recognized as" cases of type-austere nonsense. 
According to the Tractatus, there isn't anything which is an instance of a 

proposition's containing two logical elements which are incompatible. What there 
cail be is a case in which there are two natural directions in which to seek a sense 
for a sentence whose sense is as yet undetennined, as is the case with Duromett's 
example. Each of the available readings of Dummett's sentence eclipses the other 
_ as each reading of a duck-rabbit figure eclipses the other. There isn't anything 
which is having a part of the sentence as it is segmented on one reading illegiti
mate ly combined with a part of the sentence as segmented on the other reading -
anymore than one can have only the eye of the rabbit taken from one reading of a 
duck-rabbit figure occur in combination with the face of the duck. To see the 
drawing as a picture of the face of a duck is to see the, as it were, argument place 
for an eye in the picture filled by the eye of a duck - that is what it is to see the 
dot (that sign) as an eye of a duck (as that kind ofa symbol). 

Ifwe have not made the necessary assignments of meaning to cure Dummett's 
example of its emptiness then, according to the Tractatus, what we have before 
us is simply a string of signs - a string which has a surface resemblance to propo
sitions of two distinct logical patterns. For Wittgenstein, the source of the clash is 
to be located in our relation to the linguistic smng - not in the linguistic string 
itself. The problem, according to the Tractatus, is that we often believe that we 
have given a meaning to all of a sentence's constituent parts when we have failed 
to do so. We think nonsense results in such cases not because of a failure on our 
pari, but because ofa failm'e on the sentence's part. We think the problem lies not 
in an absence of meaning (in our failing to mean anything by these words) but 
rather in a presence of meaning (in the incompatible senses the words already 
have':' senses. which the words import with them into the context of combina
tion). We think the thought is flawed because the component senses of its parts 
logically repel one another. They fail to add up to a thought. So we feel our 
words are attempting to think a logically impossible thought - and that this in
volves a kind of impossibility of a higher order than ordinary impossibility,6' 

62 Here, again, ·we have the anticipation of a recurring theme of Wittgenstein's later 

thought: 
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Wittgenstein's teaching is that the problem lies not in the words, but in our con
fused-relation to the words: in our experiencing ourselves as meaning something 
definite by them, yet also feeling that what we take ourselves to be meaning with 
the words makes no sense. We are confused about what it is we want to say and 
we project our confusion onto the linguistic string. Then we look at the linguistic 
string and imagine we discover what it is trying to say. We want to.say to the 
string: IIWe know what you mean. but lit' cannot be said." The incoherence afouT 
desires with respect to the sentence - wishing to both mean· and not mean some
thing with it - is seen by us as an incoherence in what the words want to be say- . 
ing. We displace our desire onto the words and see them as aspiring to say 
something they never quite succeed in saying (because, we tell ourselves, "it" 
cannot be said). We account for the confusion these words erigender in us by 
discovering in the words a hopelessly flawed sense. "We ... hover", Wittgenstein 
says, "between regarding [a sequence of words] as sense and regarding it as 
nonSense, and hence the trouble arises."63 

The context of this latter remark runs as follows: 

Dijforent kinds of nonsense. Though it is nonsense to say "I feel his pain", this is dif
ferent fi;om inserting into an English sentence a meaningless word, say "abracadabra" 
(compare Moore last year on "Scott kept a runcible at Abbotsford") and from saying a 
string of nonsense words. Every word in this sentence is English, and we shall be -inclined 
to say that the sentence has a meaning. The sentence with the nonsense word or the string 
of nonsense words Can be discarded from our language, but if we discard from our lan
guage "I feel Smith's toothache" that is quite different. The second seems nonsense, we 
ar~ tempted to say, because of some truth about the nature of things or the nature of the 
world. We have discovered in some way that pains and personality do not fit together in 
soch a way that I can feel his pain. - The task will be to show that there is in fact no 
difference between these tw"O cases of nonsense, though there is a psychological distinc
tion, in that we are inclined to say the one and be puzzled by it and not the other. We 
constantly hover between regarding it as sense and regarding it as- nonsense, and hence 
the trouble arises. 

Wiltgenstein's description here of the task - to show that there is in fact no 
logical difference between these two cases of nonsense - is equally accurate as a 
description of the task of his early and his later work. Certain passages in the 

'The difficulty is in using the word "can" in different ways, as "physically possible" 
and as\"making no sense to say ... " The logical impossibility of fitting the two pieces 
seems of the same order as the physical impossibility, only more impossible!' (Witt
genstein's L~ctures: Cambridge. /932- /935, op. cit., p._146) 

63 The quotation is from Wittgenstein's Lectures on Personal Experience (Michaelmas 
Tenn, 1935, recorded by Margaret MacDonald, edited by Cora Diamond; un
published manuscript). 
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. . . ks e ·of "excluding certain 
1ater work, however, in :,hICh Wlttgenst~!n S~~t s~e;:';o contradict this, invit-

combinati~ns of wo:ds from ou~ lan~:g;ol;o':i~g lines: certain combinations of 
ing a reading of ~Ittgenstem ~ ong issible on the grounds that these combina
words are to be Ide?tlfied as Impe~ h. h combinations of words are gram
tions violate the pnnclples governing w IC 

matic~lIy well-formed. d. fh· work which Wittgenstein seeks to fend off 
It IS precIsely such a rea Ing 0 IS 

in §500 of Philosophieallnvestigations: 

. . it were its sense that is senseless. But 
When a sentence is called senseless. It IS no~asl withdrawn from circulation. 

a combination of words is being excluded from t e anguage. 

. The preceding section (§499) begins as follows: 

II excludes it from the sphere of 
To say "This combination of word~ mftes no sen~ t when one draws a boundat)' it 

language and thereby bounds the domam 0 anguage. u 
may be for various kinds of reason. 

This raises the question: what are Wittgenstein's reasons for ~;oP:;:,in;h~;~ 
we exclude particular combinations of words from the language. n e 

sophieal Grammar, we find this: 

I that such and such a state of affairs is in-
HoW strange that one should be ab e to say animent going with an expression, the 

conceivable! If we regard a tho~ght as .an acco.~.!'t,le state of affairs must be unaccompa
words in the statement that ~P~lfy ~he I~C~~~~~s it says these words are senseless. But !t 
nied. _So what sort of sense IS ,It to ave. - excluded from our language as If 
isn't as it were their .sense th~t IS sendsehless; they f::et~~i~eexplicit exclusion can only be that 
the were some arbitrary nOise, an t e reason. . 64 

Y t ted to confuse them with a propOSitiOn of our language. weare emp 

Wittgenstein proposes that v:e eXPlilcit\Y(~XCI~::::~ir~~;;~~sfr~:~:e~a:~ 
g. u-':1og-;" _ not because its sense IS sense ess I.e., e - .. , .. ___ .~.-I 

.... ..... . . f' ) b t because "we are temp":.1.4 
principles for the legitim

f 
a~e c~mblna~:; ~5 ~~:.; te~Pted to confuse sentences 

to confuse" one kind 0 SIgn or ano .. . .. h nse) with 
in which words figure senselessly (because we have not gIVen t em ;hses the only 

. h· ·Ich each word has been given a determmate sense. u sentences m w 

64 

65 

. Blackwell .. Oxford, 1974 p. 130; I have amended the 
Philosophical Grammar; 

translation. fr b' thus tempted into confusion, 
And if measures can be taken t~ pr~vent _~ o~ ~~n!f words back into circulation: 
then th~re is no reason .nothto IOtroo° uC~~d~~:n °frorn language and sent for cleaning 
"SometImes an expression as to WI . . 39) 
_ then it can be put back into circulation." (Cu/ture and Value, op. cit. p. 
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so.rt of Sar.:~ that Wittgensteinever talks of excluding are propositional signs -
n.ot propoSitIOnal symbols - ones (1) whose exclusion from the language is op
tIona!, a~d (2-)who~~ exclusion is proposed on pragmatic grounds (namely, that 
they I~chne us to mIStake a mere sign for a propositional symbol). Instead of 
excludmg them, we could retain these sentences and give them a sense: 

In.speaking of that which is impossible it seems as though we are conceiving the in
confe~~able. When we say a thing cannot be green and yellow at. the same time we are 
~~ca.:: inS so~ething, but what? .. We_ have not excluded any case at all, but rather the use 
th ~xpresslOn. An~ what we exclude has no semblance of sense. Most of us think that 
~:~IS nonsense which makes sense and nonsense which does not - that it is nonsense in 

a "1 erent way to ,say "This is green and yellow at the same time" from saying "Ab sur 
~ . BU~ these are nonsense in the same sense, the only difference being in the jingle of 

e wo s .... !he word "nonsense!! is used to exclude certain things, and for different 
reasons, But It cannot be t~e case that an expression is excluded and yet not quite ex
clut~~:-·,e~oluded becaus~ It stan.ds for the impossible, and not quite excluded because in 
exc u mg It we have to thmk the Impossible. We exclude such sentences •.. because we do 
not want.to use them. Of course we could give these sentences sense,66 

, WhenWittgenstein argues in his later writings that we cannot give a word a 
. senseless ~ense". (e.g., Philosophical Investigations, §500), he is refashioning 
th~ Tracta~an pomt that w~ cannot give a sign "the wrong sense". Not only does 
Wiltgenstem ne~er speak m the Tractatus of "violations of logical syntax", but 
late~, Wlttgenstem.only occ,,:,ionally mentions the idea of "violations of gram
mar , an~ always m the servICe of encouraging the reader to be puzzled by what 
such a thmg could be - as, for example, in the following passage: 

How ~an one put. together logically.ill-assorted concepts (in violation of grammar 
[geg~b~I~,e Grammatl~], .~d therefore nonsensically) and significantly ask about the 
POSSI I Ity of the combmatlon1i7 

Tl.<> .... n."t;r ... ~hl 'n \11'tt t .,.. '- . , ~ .......... --:mll .. .mJ I .... l .... gens .. em s t'1ougnt to whIch I am seeking to draw atten-
tIOn here IS roughly the opposite of the one usually remarked upon by commen
tators. The followmg passage from Baker and Hacker offers a fairly standard 
story o~ how an. appeal to rules of logical syntax in the Tractatus gives way in 
later Wiltgenstem to an appeal to rules of grammar: 

Wit,tgenstein ha? in the Tractatus, seen that philosophical or conceptual investigation 
rove~ l~ the domam of rul~. An i~portant point of continuity was the insight that phi
asap Y IS not concerned With what IS true and what is false, but rather with what makes 

66 
67 
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Wi~tgenstefn's Lectures: Cambridge, 1932-1935; op. cit., pp_ 63-64. 
PhilosophIcal Grammar (Blackwell: Oxford, 1974), p. 392. 

sense and what traverses the bounds of sense ... [W]hat he called lrules of grammar' ... are 
the direct descendants if the 'rules of logical syntax' of the Tractaoo. Like rules of logical 
syntax, rules of grammar determine the bounds of sense. They distinguish sense from 
nonsense ... Grammar. as Wittgenstein understood the term, is the account book of Ian· 
guage. Its rules determine the limits of sense, and by carefully scrutinizing them the 
philosopher may determine at what point he has drawn an overdraft on Reason, violated 
the rules for the use of an expression, and so, in subtle and not readily identifiable ways, 

traversed the bounds of sense_68 
' 

I agree with Baker and Hacker that the later conception of grammar is the heir 
of the earlier conception of logical syntax. But I disagree with their characteriza
tions of these conceptions - e.g., as turning on an aspiration to formulate rules 
that will "determine the limits of sense" and thus "determine at what point" the 
philosopher has "traversed the bounds of sense" - a point reached when the phi
losopher "violate[sl themles for the use of an expression". 

It would be a mistake to think that the crucial difference between my inter
pretation of Wittgenstein and that of Baker and Hacker is that, whereas they, on 
the one hand, think that when Wittgenstein wrote his early work he thought that 
there were ineffable truths that cannot be stated in language and later came to see 
that this is misconceived, I, on the other hand, think that already in his early work 
he thought this misconceived. The more important difference between their 
reading and mine is that I think that Wittgenstein (early and late) thinks that the 
view that they attribute to later Wittgenstein is a disguised version of the view 
that they attribute to early Wittgenstein. I take the continuity in Wittgenstein's 
thought to lie in his espousal ofthe austere conception of nonsense; they take it to 
lie in his espousal of the substantial conception. Within this overarching differ
ence, it is a matter of secondary importance which variant of the substantial con
ception they attribute to which Wittgenstein. As it happens, they attribute the 
ineffability variant of the substantial conception to early Wittgenstein and the 
positivist variant to later Wittgenstein. This is not, by my (early or later) Wittgen
stein's lights, a story of philosophical progress, Indeed, by his lights, their ver
sion of Hearty Wittgensteinn is bound to seem in some respects phiiosophically 
more acute than their version of "later Wittgenstein". For he comes c10ser to 
appreciating that the two variants of the substantial conception are only appar
ently distinct;'whereas their "later Wittgenstein", in exchanging the ineffability 

68 [Their emphasis] G. P. Baker and P. M. S. Hacker, Wittgenstejn: Rules, Grammar 
and Necessity (Oxford: Blackwell, 1985) pp. 39-40_ 55. I should say Ihall gather 
from conversations with Gordon Baker that he no longer espouses the reading of 
Wittgenstein'that (the authors I am here referring to as) «Baker and Hacker" defend 

in this book. 
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~ariant for th~p~sitivist variant of the substantial conception, takes himself to 
l\ave made an Ilnportant advance. . 

.',:Consider tI\e fo1l9wing pair of passages from Baker and Hacker: 

.- _W,ttgenstein's <rules of grarnm,ar' serve only to distinguish sense /rom nonsense ... 
'f!t~y. settle- what makes sense, experience settles what is the case .... Grammar is a free
·floatlng array .. of ru~es for the use of language. It determines what is a corfeel use of 
language, but IS not ,Itself correct or incorrect. 
. - ,What philosoI?h~rs have c,alled <necessary truths' are, in Wittgenstein's view, typically 
~Ies ofg~mar, norms of representation, Le., they fix concepts. They are expressions of 
mtemal re~attons b~een concepts ... Hence they license (or prohibit) transitions between 
concepts, I.e. transl~lons from one expres_sion ofan empirical proposition to another.69 

Each of the phrases italicized in the above passages. mark a moment in which 
Baker and Hacker attribute to later Wittgenstein an instance of the very misun
ders~diil.g that he was. already seeking to exorcize in his early work - one which 
.concelves of the poss,~bilities of meaningful expression as limited by "general 
rules of the language (be they called "rules of logical syntax" or "rules of 

. grammar") ~d whic~ i~agines that by specifYing these rules one can identifY in 
advance whIch combInatIOns of words are licensed and which prohibited. 

The heart of the Tractarian conception of logic is to be found in the remark 
that :'we cannot make mistakes in logic" (§5.473). It is one ofthehurdens of the 
elucldatory stra.tegyof the Tractatus to try to show us that the idea that we can 
v.iolate. the logical syntax of language rests upon a conception of "the logical 
slr>lcture of thought" according to which the nature of logic itself de.bars us from 
bel?g ~ble to.fr~e certain sorts of "thoughts". Wiltgenstein says: "Everything 
w~lc.h IS poSSIble In logic is also pennilted" (§5.473). If a sentence is nonsense, 
thl~ IS not because it is trying but failing to make sense (by breaking a rule of 
logIC, or grammar), but because we have failed to make sense with it: "the sen
tence is nonsensical because we have failed to make an arbitrary detennination of 
sense, n.ot because the symboi in itseifis impermissible!! (my emphases' g ........ "' ... Th 'd -, \., <JJ.,+U). 
. .'e I ea th~t there can be such a thing as a kind of proposition which has an 
Internal logIcal fonn of a sort which is debarred by the logical structure of our 
thought re:ts upon what W iltgenstein calls (in the Preface) "a misunderstanding 
ofthe logIC of our language". In ascribing to the Tractatus a commitment to the 
substantial conception of nonsense, commentators have ascribed to that work a 
commitment to t?e very misunderstanding which the elucidatory strategy of the 
work as a whole IS centrally concerned to exorcize. 

69 
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Ibid, pp. 40, 2~9. I am indebted to Martin Gustafsson for drawing these two passa
ges to my attention. 

In §4.1212 of the Tractatus, we are told that a work of philosophy "consists 
essentially of elucidations". "Philosophy" here means: philosophy as practiced by 
the author of the Tractatus. The notion of elucidation is tied in §4.1212 to the 
idea of philosophy being a certain kind of activity: 

Philosophy is not a theory [LehreJ butan activity. 
A philosophical work. consists essentially of elucidations. (§4.112) 

The word 'Lehre' - which Ogden translates as 'theory' - is rendered as 'body 
of doctrine' by Pears and McGuinness. The elucidatory strategy of the Tractatus 
depends on the reader's provisionally taking himself to be participating in the 
traditional philosophical activity of establishing a doctrine through a procedure 
of reasoned argument; /lut it only succeeds if the reader fully comes to under
stand what the work means to say about itself when it says that philosophy, as 
this work seeks to practice it, results not in doctrine but in elucidations. And the 
attainment of this recognition depends upon the reader's actually undergoing a 
certain experience - the attainment of which is identified in §6.54 as the sign that 
the reader has understood the author of the work: the reader's experience of 
having his illusion of sense (in the ''premises'' and "conclusions" of the ~'argu
ment") dissipate through its becoming clear to him that (what he took to be) the 
philosophische Stitze of the work are Unsinn. The ''problems of philosophy" that 
the Tractatus sets itself the task of "solving" are all of a single sort: they are all 
occasioned by reflectiori on possibilities (of running up against the limits of 
thought, language or reality) which appear to come into view when we imagine 
ourselves able to frame in thought violations of the logical structure of language. 
The "solution" to these problems (as §6.52 says) lies in their disappearance - in 
the dissolution of the appearance that we are so much as able to frame such 
thoughts. The. mode of philosophy which this work practices (as §4.112 says) 
does not result in "philosophical propositions": the 1tphilosophical propositions" 
we come out with ~hen we attempt t6 frame such thoughts are to be recog. .... ized 
as Unsinn. Thus the aim is the same as that ofWittgenstein's later philosophy; as 
he puts it in Philosophical Investigations, §464: 

My aim in philosophy is to take you from something which is disguised nonsense to 
something which is undisguised nonsense; 

The sign that this passage from latent to patent nonsense has been achieved 
by a reader - of either the Tractatus or the Philosophical Investigations - comes 
when the reader's phenomenology of having understood something determinate 
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by a particularfonn of words is suddenly shattered. The reader undergoes an 
abrupt tralisition: one moment, imagining he has discovered something, the next, 
discovering he has not ye/discovered anything, to mean by the words. The tran
sition is from a psychological experience of entertaining what appears to be a 
fully detenninate thought - the thought apparently expressed by that sentence -
to the experience of having that appearance (the appearance of there being any 
such thought) disintegrate. No "theo!)' of meaning" could ever bring about the 
passage from the first of these experiences (the hallucinato!), one) to the second 
(the experience of discovering oneself to be a victim ofa hallucination). 
. As long as we retain the relevant phenomenology (as long as it appears to us 
ilial, by golly, we do mean something detenninate by our words), our conviction 
in such an experience of meaning will always lie deeper than our conviction in 
anything we are told by a theo!)' of meaning concerning what sorts of things we 
are and are not able to mean by our words.'· Both the Tractatus and the Philo
sophical Investigations seek to bring their readers to the point where the reader 
can recognize sentences displayed within the pages of the work as nonsensical, 
nolby ineans of a theo!)' which legislates certain sentences out of the realm of 
sense, but rather by bringing more clearly into view for the reader the life with 
'language he alreadileads - by harnessing the capacities for distinguishing sense 
from nonsense (for recognizing the symbol in the sign and for recognizing when 
~o method of symbolizing has yet been conferred upon a sign) implicit in the 
eve!)'day practiCal maste!), of language which the reader already possesses. As 
the Preface of the 'fractatus says: "The limit ... can only bedrawn in language 
and what lies on the other side of the limit will be simply nonsense." Just as, 
IICcording to the Traclatus, each propositional symbol - i.e., each'sinnvoller Satz 
- shows its sense (§4.022), so the Tractatus shows what it shows (i.e., what it is 
io make sense) by letting language show itself-not through "the clarification of 
sentences" but through - allowing "sentences themselves to become clear" 
(through das Klarwerden von Stitzen, §4.112). The work seeks to do this, not by 
fnstructing us in how to identity determinate cases of nonsense, but by enabling 
us to see more clearly what it is. we do with language when we succeed in 
achieving detenninate fonns of sense (when we succeed in projecting a symbol 
into the sign) and what it is we fall short of doing when we fail to achieve such 
fonns of sense (when we fail to confer a detenninate method of symbolizing on a 
propositional sign). 

70 Hence the ineffectuality of someone like Carnap's methods. 
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In Tractatus, §5.5563, we find: 

. 11 just as they stand, logically 
, All propositions of our everyday language are actua Y. 

completely in order. 

The Tractatus wants to show how Frege's theo!), of Beg;if!Sschriji - h~S 
theo!)' of a logically perfect language which excludes the posSlbIlI~ ~f the .. !O -
malion of illogical thought - is in fact the correct theo!)' of s~ .0 Ism u er
ha t Language itself the Tractatus says, prevents the posslblhty of .. ve~ 
I 

"!"I . take (§5 4731).'1 Ordinary language is in this respect alread.y a kmd 0 
oglca mls . f . d I I ge IS for early 
Begrijftschriji. What for Frege is the structure 0 an I ea ~~. da 
Wittgenstein the structure of alllinguage. In his rem~ks c1an~lDg hIS e~en -
tions of Ogden's initial attempt to tralislate §5.5563, Wlttgenstem explams. 

B this [Le., §5.5563] I meant to say that the propositions of our ordin~ola:s~~~ 
are. n~t in any way l,ogically ~~sss c:~~ts: ~~ss a:;~~: ~:;ifI;;t:,::; ~~l~ it~s e,asier 

~~~~nt:~~~'er ~h~i~nl:g~~~~ f~n: when they are expressed in tUl appropriate S'jITIbohsm.) 
.' 1)72 [emphases in the oogma 

b r . t 
Already in the Tractatus, Wittgenstein's interest in ~ ~ogi~al s~ 0 Ism IS nOt 

that of someone who seeks to overcome an impreCISIOn 10 ordmary ~~Ughe 
through recourse to a more precise medium for the expressIOn ?f thought. Th 
Tractatus is interested in successors to Frege's Begrijftschriji .(10 what the Tra~~ 
t t calls "logical grammars") because such systems of notatIOn ~xclude a mu 
a us . 11' to see In a more per-

tiplicity of kinds of use for individual SIgnS, a owmg one . . 
spicuous manner what kind of logical work (if any) a given tenn 10 a gIven sen-

Th',s of co' urse, does not mean that language its. elf prevents us from ev~r m,~kinl: 
71 ... : . '.' _"', .L, __ >, "_. '"""_nh;tMnnh.!c.n sense of the expresSIon log 

-logical mlsuu~.e~ III lII~ l,JIUlnWJ \"VH t-'····~~-r· '.. l' I d ed the 
cal mistake" - i.e .. that it keeps us from eveT ~ntradlctmg ourse yes. n n~it~tive 
possibility of forming contradictions is, accoTchng to the Tractatus, a CO bl of 
fCf3ture of any symbolism (which, for the Tractatus. ~eans any sYsf:em capa e os
expressing thought). What thi~ passa~e refers to ra~er I.S the ~=~,~I~~a~f ~~!ll'S 
sibility of the (peculiarly phtlosoph,cal). sort of IOglcaghl ml I d This latter 
theo of t pes or Camap's theory of logIcal syn~ax sou. t to exc u eo. to 
noti: of"'~ violation of logic" depends upon a philosophlc~t theory (whIch seeks 
draw a limit to the sorts of thoughts that are so much as possIble). 

72 . Lellers to C K. Ogden (Oxford: B~I ~Ia~:;~;n:!~~; !'~O~riticism later Witlgen-

73 ~~~ ~~e~s a~:,!:r~~ ~I~;o:~k is ~n fact already developed. in the Tractatus as 

a criticism of Frege and Russell. 
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rence is doing.74 It allows us to see how - and, most importantly, whether _ the 
~,gnS We call upon (in giving voice to the thoughts we seek to express) symbol
Ize. The advantage of a logical symbolism, for the Tractatus, lies not in what it 
~rmi.ts (or f~rbids) one to say, but in the perspicuity of its mode of representa
tIon: In how It allows someone who is drawn to call upon certain words to see 
w~at it is .(if anything) he is saying." The reason ordinary language can lead us 
Phl1osophl.call~ astray is not to be traced to its (alleged) capacity to permit us to 
formulate IllogIcal thoughts (Le. to give a sign the wrong sense).16 Rather, it is to 
~e'traced to the symbolic imperspicuity of ordinary language _ our inability to 
read off of it what contribution, if any, the parts of a sentence make to the sense 
of the whole. It is this lack of perspicuity in our relation to our own words which 
all~ws us. to imagine that we perceive a meaning where there is no meaning, and 
whIch .b~ngs about the need for a mode of perspicuous representation of the 
posslblhtles of meaning available to us. . 

74 It is perh~ps worth mentioning that this employment of BegrijJSschrijt (as a tool for 
the perspICUOUS representation of the logical structure of sentences of ordinary lan
gu.age) for t~e purposes of rhilo~o~hic,al clarification - though by no means Frege's 
pnmary reason for developing hIS Ideography - was nonetheless envisioned by him 
from the start as one of its possible-applications: 
'If it_ is one of the tasks of philosophy to break the domination of the word over the 

'human spirit ~Y laying. bare those misconceptions which throug~ the use of language 
all b~t unavOidably anse, then my ideography, if it is further developed 'with an eye 
to thIS.purpose. can become a useful tool for the philosopher.' (BegrifJsschri/t. Pre
face, eIghth paragraph; my translation.) 
And, when advertisin¥ the virtues of his Begriffsschri!i, Frege not infrequently re
~ark.s upon the value tt,could hav: in this regard for philosophy: 
We can see fro,m all thiS how easll~ we can be led by language to see things in the 

wrong perspectIve, and what value It must therefore have for philosophy to free our
selves from the domination of J~l1glJageo If one makes the attemot to construct a sy
stem ~f signs .on quite other foundations and with quite other means. as I have tried 
to d~ In cre~tmg my con,cep.t-script, we shall have, so to speak, our very noses rub
bed tnto the false analogtes ID language.' (Posthumous Writings [Blackwell: Oxford 
1979], p. 67) , 

75 The Tr?ctatus ,sacrifices all the other ,ends to which Frege and Russell sought to put 
a. BegrifJss~hrjfi to the sole end of notational perspicuity. Early Wittgenstein cham
pIOns ,a logIcal syntax which avoids a plurality of logical constants because such-a 
pluralaty frustrates the sole ~pplication which the Tractatus seeks to make of a logi
c~~ syntax: t~ allow t~e logical form of propositions to appear with "complete clari
ty ,A plurahty of logical constants frustrates this end in two ways: (i) it pennits the 
same thought to be rendered in diverse ways, and (ii) it obscures the logical relations 
between propositions. 

76 See also §3.03 and §5.4731. 
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Both early and larer Wiltgenstein trace our philosophical failures of meaning 
to our tendency to transfer an expression without transferring its use (in the lan
guage of the TractalUs: to employ the same sign without transferring the method 
of symbolizing). Thus both have an interest in finding a mode of perspicuous 
representation - a mode of representation which makes perspicuous to a philo
sophical interlocutor (I) the contexts of use within which a word has a particular 
meaning (in the language of the Tractatus: the contexts within which a sign sym
bolizes in a particular way), (2) how the meaning shifts as the context shifts, (3) 
how "it very often happens" in philosophy that we are led into "confusions" by 
"the same word belonging to two different symbols" without our realizing it 
(§§3.323-3.234), and (4) how nothing at all is meant by a word - how one ''has 
given no meaning to certain signs" (§6.53) - as long as one hovers indetennin
ately between contexts of use. The underlying thought common to early and later 
Wiltgensrein is that we are prone to see a meaning where there is no meaning 
because of our inclination to imagine that a sign carries its meaning with it, ena
bling us to import a particular meaning into a new context merely by importing 
the sign.'7 

The assumption underlying Traclarian elucidation is that the only way to free 
oneself from such illusions is to fully enter into them and explore them from the 
inside. This assumption - one which underlies both Wiltgensrein's early and later 
work - is nicely summarized in the following remark (from a 1931 manuscript of 
Wiltgenstein's ): 

In phi1osophy we are deceived by an illusion. But this - an illusion - is also some
thing, and I must at some time place it completely. and clearly before my eyes, before I can 
say it is only an ilIusion.78 

The illusion that the Tractatus seeks to explode, above all, is that we can run 
up against the limits of language. The book starts with a warning about a certain 

77 Though the conception of philosophical elucidation remains in many respects the 
same (one of taking the reader from latent to patent nonsense), there is also an 
important difference here between early and later Wittgenstein: on the later concep
tion, orice' one has completed the work of perspicuously displaying the possible 
contexts of significant use, there is no elucidatory role left for a Begriffsschri/t to 
come along and play, What the Tractatus sees as a preliminary task in the process of 
elucidation (namely, the consideration of contexts of significant ~se) becomes for 
later Wittgenstein a comparatively central exercise - one which usurps the role pre
viously played by the rendition of sentences into a perspicuous logical symbolism. 

78 Manuscript liD of Wiltgenstein's Handschriftlicher Nachlass, p. 239 (quoled by 
David Stem ·in Wittgenstein on Mind and Language; Oxford University Press: Ox
ford, 1995: p. 194). 
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kind of enterprise - one of attempting to draw a limit to thought. In the body of 
the text, weare offered (what appears to be) a doctrine about "the limits of 
tbought". With the aid of this doctrine, we imagine ourselves to be able both to 
draw these limits and to see beyond them. We imagine ourselves able to do what 
the"Preface warns we wiII fall into imagining ourselves able to do (once we 
imagine ourselves able to draw a limit to thought): we imagine ourselves able "to 
think :both'.sides of the limie'· .(and hence "able to think what cannot be 
t1iQughtrV' The aim of the work is to show us that beyond "the limits of lan
guage"lies - not ineffable truth, ·but rather - (as the Preface cautions) ein/aeh 
Unsinn .. 80 At the conclusion of the book, we are told thai the author's elucidations 
have succeeded only if we recognize what we find in the body of the text to be 
nonsense, In §6.S4, Wittgenstein does not ask his reader here to "grasp" the 
':thougb!s" which his nonsensical propositions seek to convey. He does not call 
upontlie reader to understand his sentences, but rather to understand him, namely 
the author and the kind of activity in which he is engaged - one of elucidation. 
He tells·us in §6.54 how these sentences serve as elucidations: by enabling us to 
recognize them as nonsense.81 One does not reach the end by arriving at the I.ast 
page,. but by aiTiving at a certain point in an activity - the point when the eluci
dation has served its purpose: when the illusion of sense is exploded from within. 
The, sign that we have understood the author of the work is that we can throw the 
ladder we have climbed up away. That is to say, we have finished the work, and 

7~, ' "nF book wHi. _therefore, draw a limit ... _ not to thinking. but to the expression of 
thoughts; for, ~n order to draw a limit to thinking we should have to be able to think 
both sides of-this limit (we should therefore have to be able to think what cannot be 
thought)." (Traetatus, Preface) 

80 

81 
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"The limit can, therefore, only be dnlwn in language and what lies on the other side 
of the limit will be simply nonsense." [my emphasis] (Ibid) 
In §6.54. Wittgenstein draws the reader's attention to a kind of employment of 
linguistic signs which occurs within the body of the work. Commentators fail to no-
tice mat what Wittgenstein says in §6.54 is not: "all of my sentences are nonsensi
cal" (thus giving rise to the self-defeating problematic Geach has nicely dubbed 
Ludwig's-Self-mate), §6.54 characterizes the way in which those of his propositions 
which serve as elucidations elucidate. He says: "my sentences serve as elucidations 
in the f~lIowing way: he who understands me recognizes them as nonsensical"; or 
better stili - to quote from the English translation of §6.54 that Wittgenstein himself 
pr?posed to Ogden: "my propositions elucidate - whatever they do elucidate - in 
thiS way, he who understands me recogn_izes them as nonsensical" (Letters to c.K. 
Ogden,-p. 51). The aim of the passage is (not to propose a single all-encompassing 
category into -which the diverse sorts of propositions which comprise the work are 
all to be shoehorned, but rather) to explicate how those passages of the work w.hich 
succeed in bearing its elucidatory burden are meant to work their medicine on the 
reader: 

the work is finished with us, when we are able to throw tile sentences in the body 
of the work _ sentences about "the limits of language" and the unsayable thmgs 

which lie beyond them - aw~. . 
The section preceding §6.54 describes what it calls "the only strIctly correct 

method" of philosophy; and it turns out to be quite different from the method 
actually practiced by the Traetatus. The practitioner of the strictly correct method 
eschews nonsense, confining himself to displaying what can be saId. and to 
pointing out where the other has failed to give a meaning to one of hl~ S1~S; 
whereas the practitioner of the elucidatory method of the Traetatus pernllts hIm
self to be engaged in the production of vast quantities of nonsense. The fonner 
method depends on the elucidator always being. able .to s~e~ seco~d; the latter 
attempts to achieve the aims of the fonner but m a sltuat~on m whIch the mter
locutor is not present. The actual method of the Traetatus IS thus a hterary surro
gate for the strictly correct method - one in which the text invi:"s the r~ader 
alternately to adopt the roles played by each of the parties to the dJalogu~ m .the 
strictly correct method. As the addressees of this surrogate fonn. of elUCIdatIOn, 
we are furnished with a series of "propositionsll whose attr.:lctiVeness we are 
asked both to feel and to round on. 

The tale told in this essay is a prolegomenon to the reading of later Wittgen
stein. To understand why Wittgenstein's later writing comes to assume the par
ticular form that it does - that is, why later Wittgenstein's writing involves a v~ry 
different kind of literary surrogate for philosophical dialogue than does his earher 
writing _ we need to understand how the Traeta/us's conception of its method 
unwittingly relies upon the very metaphysical doctrines it seeks to und~nnme, 
and thus why Wittgenstein thought that his earlier choice of an ~luc"lat~ry 
method could never fully succeed in its aim. And to understand thIS r:qUlres 
understanding why it is that, by the lights of his later philosophy, ~e very Id~a of 
"a strictly correct method" - of an elucidatory method which asplfes to the Ideal 
of being able ,to hold all nonsense at arm's length, treating philosophical ques
tions from a position which involves having achieved immunity to the :orms of 
per-plexity that they involve - itself presupposes .these ~me metaphYSl.cal doc
trines. To understand this is to understand why Wlttgenstem comes to thmks that 
philosophical ~Iucidation ought not to assume th.e fonn ?f a. ladder (that one 
climbs up and throws away). To draw the reader mto the IllUSIon that t~ere ~s a 
ladder to be climbed up is already to direct his attention in the wrong directIon, 
away from the place at which he needs to arrive in his philosophizing - the place 
where he already is and which he (needs to come to recognize he) has never left. 
It is the place which Wittgenstein, in his later writings, sometimes calls the ordi
nary or theeveryd~. To understand what Wittgenstein means by these ,wor~s 
requires not only understanding what it is to arrive at such a place m one s phl-
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looophizillgbut why it is that later Wittgenstein thinks that the method of the 
t111ct:rtUS nec~ssarily obstructs the possibility of such an arrival. To understand 
a~l th." - that IS, to ul1derstand why, in Wittgenstein's later work, the aim of elu
cldatIon'becomes that of returning us to the ordinary, yet in such a way that we 
~e:.underthe ~sure o~philosophy, able to recognize it as ordinary (as if see
mglt fo~the first tIme) ~ I~ to understand what is genuinely new in Wittgenstein's 
later phIlosophy. But that IS a tale for another occasion. 82 

gi This paper inherits many of the intellectual debts acknowledged in the final 
~dnote ofTM - the most pervasive and profound of these being to Cora 
Diamond. 

" 
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Chantal Mouffe 

Wittgenstein and the ethos of democracy 

The aspect of Wittgenstein's legacy that 1 want to stress in this intervention con
cerns his contribution to what 1 take to be an urgent issue today; how to envisage 
a new way of theorizing about the political. There are several ways in which I 
could have approached this question. For instance I could have traced the influ
ence of Wittgenstein in the transformation of disciplines like cultural anthropol
ogy or the history of politieal ideas. Here one would have to mention the 'new 
history' pioneered by Quentin Skinner who envisages political writing as a way of 
acting with words and insists that political thought cannot be grasped without 
being situated within the politico-historical context in which this acting took 
place. And with respect to anthropology the work of Clifford Geertz and James 
Clifford who follOWing the lead of Wittgenstein have criticized the homogeneous 
and bounded view of identity dominant in modern political theory and proposed 
to replace it by a new vocabulary of identity in terms of 'family resemblance', as 
an overlapping of similarities and differences. This kind of anthropology has 
important consequences for envisaging the task of a new po litical theory which as 
Clifford Geertz has recently argued should not be 'an 'intensely generalized re
flection on intensely generalized matters, an imagining of architectures in which 
no one could live, but should be, rather, an intellectual engagement, exact, mo
bile, and realistic, with present problems'.' 

The strategy I have chosen to follow is a different one. I have decided that a 
good way to bring to the fore Wittgenstein's relevance for political theory would 
be to tackle some of the most disputed issues in political theory today and to 
show how several of his insights play an important role, even if it is in a way that 
is noi always clearly acy, .... 'ow!edged; in the debates currently central in political 
theory. My aim is to highlight the fact that, on the most important issues dis
cussed nowadays, it is the political theorists who are inspired by Wittgenstein 
who represen~ the more promising alternative and who are likely to come up with 
adequate answers. 

Clifford Geenz, 'What is a Culture if not a Consensus?', conference given in June 
1995 in Vienna at the Institute for Human Science, mimeo, p.23. 
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Universalism versus eontextualism 

One of the most contentious questions among political theorists in recent years 
h~ to do with the very nature of liberal democracy. Should it be envisaged as the 
rational solution to the political question of how to organize human coexistence? 
Does it therefore embody the just society, the one that should be universally 
accepted by all rational and reasonable individuals? Or does it represent one form 
of ' political order among other possible ones? A political form of human coexis
tence,.which"to be sure, can be called jus!, but that must also be seen as the 
prod~c:t0f a ~icular history, with specific historical, cultural and geographical 
condlttons of eXIStence? In this case, one would have to acknowledge that there 
mIght be other just political forms of society, products of other contexts and that 
liberal democracy should renounce its claims to universality. This does ~ot mean, 
contrary to what the universalists claim, that such a position necessarily entails 
accepting a relativism that would justifY any political system. Indeed one could 
think in terms of a. plurality of just answers to the question of what is the just 
political o,der. 

. It is clear that what is at stake in this debate is also the nature of political the
ory itself. Two different positions confront each other. On one side we find the 

-'rationalist-universalists' who like Ronald Dworkin, the early Rawls and Haber
mas assert that the aim of political theory is to establish universal truths valid for 
all independently of the historico-cultural context. OCcourse, for them: there can 
"nly be one answer to the inquiry about the 'good regime' and much of their 
en:0rts consist-in proving that it is constitutional democracy that fulfills the re
qUIrements. 

. It is in intimate connection with this debate, that one should envisage the 
other on:, w~ich concerns the elaboration of a theory of justice. It is only when 
I?"ated .In thIS WIder context that one can really grasp, for instance, the implica
tions of the view put forward by a universalist like Dworkin when he declares 
that a theory of justice must call on general principles and its objective must be to 
'try to find some inclusive formula that can be used to measure social justice in 
allY society." __ 

The universalist-rationalist approach is the dominant one today in political 
theory but it is being challenged by another one that can be called 'contextual ist' 
and which is clearly influenced by Wittgenstein. Contextualists like Michael 
Walzer and Richard Rorty deny the availability of a point of view that could be 
situated outside the practices and the institutions of a given culture and from 
where universal, 'context-independent' judgments could be made. For Walzer, the 

2 Ronald Dworkin, New York Review of Books, 17 April 1983. 
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theorist must 'stay in the cave' and assume fully his status as a member of a par
ticular community; and his role consists in interpreting for his fellow citizens the 
world of meanings that they have in common.' 

Using several wiltgensteinian insights, the contextualist approach dismantles 
the kind of liberal reasoning that envisages the common framework for argu
mentation on the model of a 'neutral' or 'rational' dialogue. Indeed Wittgenstein's 
views lead to undermining the very-basis of this form of reasoning since, as it has 
been pointed out, he reveals that 'Whatever there is of definite content in con
tractarian deliberation and its deliverance, derives from particular judgments we 
are inclined to make as practitioners of specific forms of life. The forms of life in 
which we find ourselves are themselves held together by a network of precon
tractual agreements, without which there would be no possibility of mutual 
understanding or therefore, of disagreement.' 4 

According to the contextualists, liberal democratic 'principles' cannot be seen 
as providing the unique and definite answer to the question of what is the 'good 
regime' but only as defining one possible political 'language game' among othe~: 
Since they do not provide the rational solution to the problem of human CoeXIS
tence, it is then futile to search for arguments in their favour which would not be 
'context-dependent' in order to secure them against other political language 

games. 
Envisaging the issue according to a wittgensteinian perspective. brings ~o the 

fore the inadequacy of all attempts to give a rational foundatton t? I~b~ral 
democratic principles by arguing that they would be chosen by ratIOnal IndIVIdu
als in idealized conditions like the 'veil of ignorance' (Rawls) or the 'ideal speech 
situation' (Habermas). As Peter Winch has- indicated with respect to Rawls, 'The 
"veil of igriorancell that characterizes his position runs foul of Wittgenstein's 
point that what is "reasonable" cannot be characterized independently of the 
content of certain pivotal "judgments" .'5 

For his part Richard Rorty - who proposes a 'neo-pragmatic' reading of Witt
geMtein - has affirmed, taking issue with Apel and Habermas, that it is not pos
sible to derive a universalistic moral philosophy from the philosophy of language. 
There is nothing, for him, in the nature of language that could serve as a basis for 
justifYing to all possible audiences the superiority of liberal d~ocra~~. He 
declares that' 'We should have to abandon the hopeless task of findmg polItICally 
neutral premises, premises which can be justified to anybody, from which to infer 

3 Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice, New York: basic Books, 1983, p.xiv. 
4 John Gray, Liberalisms: Essays in Political Philosophy. London and New York 

1989, p 252. 
5 Peter Winch, 'Certainty and Authority' in A. Philipps Griffiths (ed), Wittgenstein 

Centenary Essays. Cambridge, 1991, p.235. 
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an oblig~tion to pursue democratic politics.' 6 He considers that envisaging 
democratIC advances as if-they were linked to progresses in rationality is not 
helpful and that we should stop presenting the institutions of liberal western 
societi.es a~ the solution that other people will necessarily adopt when they cease 
t~' be 'IrratIonal' and become 'modem'. Following Wittgenstein, he sees the ques~ 
!lOn.at stake ~otas one of rationality but of shared beliefs. To call somebody 
IrratlOnalmth,s context,he states, 'is not to say that she is not making proper use 
of ?er mental ~aculti~s. It is· only to say that she does not seem to share enough 
behefs and deSIres WIth one to make conversation with her on the disputed point 
fruitfuli~ 

Dernocratic.,action in this wittgensteinian perspective, does not require a the
ory of truth .~nd.notions like unconditionality and universal validity but a mani
fold of practlce~ and pragmatic moves aiming at persuading people to broaden 
the range of the.1f commitments to others, to build a more inclusive community. 
Such a perspectIve helps us to see that, by putting an exclusive emphasis on the 
arguments needed to secure the legitimacy of liberal institutions recent moral 
and political theory has been asking the wrong question. The real'issue is not to 
find arguments to justifY the rationality. or universality of liberal democracy that 
w~ul~be acceptable to every rational or reasonable person. Liberal democratic 
pnnclples can only be defended as being constitutive of our fonn of life and we 
shoul? not try to ground our commitment to them on something supposedly safer. 
As. RIChard Flathman ~ another political theorist influenced by Wittgenstein _ 
md,cates, the agreements that exist on many features of liberal democracy do not 
need to be supported by certainty in any of the philosophical senses. In his view 
'Our agreem~ntsin these jud~ents constitute the language of our politics. It is ~ 
I~nguage amved at and continuously modified through no less than a history of 
?ISCOUrse, a history in which we have thought about, as we became able to think 
In, that language.'8 

6 

7 

8 
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Democracy as substance or as procedures 

An approach inspired by Wiltgenstein's conception of practices and languages 
games is also very fruitful for clarifYing some of the issues at stake in the con
temporary debates about the role of procedures in the modem conception of 
democracy. For Wittgenstein, to have agreements in opinions, there must first be 
agreement on the language used. And he also alerted us to the fact that those 
agreements in opinions were in fact agreements in fonns oflife. As he says: 'So 
you are saying that human agreement decides what is true and what is false. It is 
what human beings say that is true and false; and they agree in the language they 
use. That is not agreement in opinions but in fonn of life'" 

With respect to the problem that interests us here, this points to the fact that a 
considerable number of ' agreements in judgments' must already exist in a society 
before a given set of procedures can work. For Wittgenstein, to agree on the 
definition of a tenn is not enough and we need agreement in the way we use it. 
He puts it in the following way: 'if language is to be a means of communication 
there must be agreement not oniy in definitions but also (queer as this may 
sound) injudgments."o 

Procedures only exist as complex ensembles of practices. Those practices 
constitute specific fonns of individuality and identity that makes possible the 
allegiance to the procedures, It is because they are inscribed in shared fonns of 
life and agreements in judgments that procedures can be accepted and followed. 
They cannot be seen as rules that are created on the basis of principles and then 
applied to specific cases. Rules, for Wittgenstein, are always abridgments of 
practices, they are inseparable from specific fonns of life. The distinction 
between procedural and substantial cannot therefore be as clear as some would 
have it. In the case of justice, for instance, I do not think that one can oppose, as 
so many liberals do, procedural and substantial justice without recognizing that 
procedural justice already presupposes acceptance of certain values. It is the 
liberal conception of justice which posits the priority of the right over the good 
but this is also the expression of a specific good. Democracy is not only a matter 
of establishing the right procedures indepeodentiy of the practices that makes 
poSSIble democratic fonns of individuality. The question of the conditions of 
existence or"democratic forms of individuality and of the practices and language 
games in which they are constituted is a central one, even in a liberal democratic 
society where procedures playa central role. Procedures always involve substan-

9 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, I, 241, Oxford 1953. 
10 Ibid., I, 242. 
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tial ethical commitments. For that reason they cannot work properly if they are 
not supported by a democratic ethos . 

. This last point is very important since it leads us to acknowledge that a liberal 
democratic conception of justice and liberal democratic institutions require a 
democratic ethos in order to function properly and maintain themselves. This is 
-something that Habermas's discourse theory of procedural democracy is unable to 
gra"p because of the 'sharp distinction that Habermas wants to dra~ between 
moral-practical discourses ·and ethical-practical discourses: It is not enough to 
state as Habermas does, criticizing Apel, that a discourse theory of democracy 
cannot be based only on the formal pragmatic conditions of communication and 
that it must take account of legal, moral, ethical and pragmatic argumentation. 
What is missing in such an approach is the crucial importance of a democratic 
'Sittlichkeif. . 

Democratic consensus 

By providing a practice-based account of rationality, Wittgenstein in his later 
work opens ~ m~ch mOre promiSing way for thinking about political questions 
and for envlsagmg the task of a democratic politics than the rationalist
.~iversali~tfrarnework. It is necessary to realize that it is not by offering sophis
tIcated rational arguments and by making context-transcendent truth claims about 
the superiority of liberal democracy that democratic values can be fostered. The 
creation ~f democratic forms of individuality is a question of identification with 
democratIc values and this is a complex process that takes place through mani
fold practices, discourses and language games. 

The contextualist approach in political theory, precisely because it inscribes 
itself within a wittgensteinian perspective, is able to envisage the conditions for 
the emergence of a democratic consensus in a radically different way. As Witt· 
genstein says: 'Giving grounds, however, justifYing the evidence, comes to an 

. "nd; - but the--"nd is not certain propositions striking us immediately as true, Le. 
it is not a kind of seeing on our part; it is our acting, which lies at the bottom of 
the language-game.'"-For him agreement is established not on significations 
(Meinungen) but on forms of life (Lebensformen). It is Einslimmung, fusion of 
voices made possible by a common form of life, not Einversland, product of 
~~on - like in Habermas. This, I believe,- is of crucial importance and it not only 
mdlcates the nature of every consensus but also reveals its limits: 'Where two 
principles really do meet which cannot be reconciled with one another, then each 

11 Ludwig Wingenstein, On Certainty, London 1969,204 
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man declares the other a fool and an heretic. I said I would "combat" the other 
man, _ but wouldn't I give him reasons? Certainly; but how far do they go? At the 

end of reasons comes persuasion.
,I2 

. . 
However, in order to bring to the fore the more radIcal aspect of WI~gen

stein's reflection for a new thinking about democracy, a word of .cautlon ~s 
needed. Indeed, within the general contextualist perspective many dIfferent d,
rections can be taken and it does not constitute just one straight road that sho~ld 
be followed by all those who share Wittgenstein's understanding of the central~ty 
of practices and forms of life. Even among those. w~o agree broadly on the sIg
nificance of Wittgenstein's later work, there are SIgnIficant dIVergences and they 
have implications for the way in which one is going to develop a ~ew way of 
political theorizing under wittgensteinian lines. In tha: r~sp~ct, 1 conSIder ~at the 
criticisms levelled by Stanley Cavell towards the asSImilation between Wltt.gen
stein and pragmatists like John Dewey have important implications for envIsag
ing the democratic project For Cavell when Wittgenstein say~: 'If I have ex
hausted the justifications I have reached bedrock, and my spade IS .turned. Then I 
am inclined to say: ''This is simply what I do"''', he is not makmg a tYPIcally 
pragmatic move and defending a view of language according to which certainty 
between words and world would be based on action. In Cavell's view, 'this IS an 
expression less of action than of passion, or of impotency expresse~ as ~o
tency."4 Discussing Kripke's reading of Wittgenstein as makmg a skept!cal dIS
covery to which he gives a skeptical solution, Cavell argues that thIS mlS.ses the 
fact that for Wittgenstein 'skepticism is neither true nor false but a standmg hu
man threat to the human; that this absence of the victor helps articulate the fact 
that, in a democracy embodying good enough justice, the co~versation o~e~ how 
good its justice is must take place and must also not have a VIctor, that thIS IS not 
because agreement can or should always be reached but because disagreement, 
and separateness of position, is to be allowed its satisfactions, reached and ex

pressed in particular ways.''' 
This has far-reaching implications for politics since it precludes the type of 

self-complacent understanding of liberal democracy for ~hich, f?r instan~e, 
many have criticized pragmatists like Richard Rorty. A radIcal readmg of Wltt
genstein needs to emphasize - in the way Cave 11 does in his critiq~e of Rawls"
that bringing a conversation to a close is always a personal chOlce, a deCISIOn 

12 Ibid., 611-612. 
13 Phi[osophicallnvestigations, 1. 217. . 
14 Stanley Cavell, Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome, ChIcago, 1988, p. 21. 

15 ibid., p. 4. . . . ds nd 
16 For this criticism of Rawls by Cavell see Chapter 3 of his ConditiOns Han ome a 

Unhandsome. 
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which cannot be simply presented as mere application of procedures and justified 
as the only move that we could make in those circumstances and that we should 
:~ver refuse beann!; r~sp~nsibility for our decisions by invoking the commands 

.. general rutes o~ pnn.clples. It IS essential to stress that what Wittgenstein's 
P~~loSOPh; e~emplIfies IS not a quest for certainty but a quest for responsibility. 
In. Cav~lI. VIew, he teaches us that entering a claim is making an assertion 
somethmghuman do and for which they should be answerable. ..' 

, In ~he ~ontext ?f olir co~ference it is worth stressing'that a reading like 
C.~en s bnngs .to hght many Important points of convergence between Wittgen
~rem. and D"".lda'~ .ac~ount of undecidability and ethical responsibility. For 
fl;rnda, undeclda.bIllty ~s not a moment to be traversed or overcome and con-
c~ of.duty are I~~erm.mable. I can never be satisfied that I have made a good 

chOIce smce a declslonm fav~ur of some alternative is always to the detriment of 
another one. In the perspectIve of deconstruction, 'The undecidable remains 
ca~t, lodged, at least as a ghost - but an essential ghost - in every decision' 17 

ThIS ~qUJres that we give up the dream of total mastery and the fantasy that ~e 
co~ldescape ~om our human forms ~f life. In our desire for a total grasp, says 
:-Vlttgens~m, [w]e have got .on the slIppery ice where thereis no friction and so 
In a certam sense the condItIons are ideal, but also, just because of that, we are 
unable t,o,' walk. We want to walk: so we need friction. Back to the rough 
ground!' 

17 

18 
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David Owen 

Democracy, perfectionism and "undetermined messianic hope" 

Cavell, Derrida and the ethos of democracy-to-come 

OUf only task is to be just That is. we must only point out and resolve the injustices of 
philosophy, and not posit new parties - and creeds. Ludwig Wittgenstein 

To speak of Wittgenstein's legacy with respect to the field of political philosophy 
may still seem curious, even perverse, despite (or perhaps because of) the exis
tence of literatures claiming Wittgensrein's philosophy for the articulation of 
conservative or, more rarely, radical attitudes. Vet it is this legacy of which this 
essay will attempt to ,speak. It will do so by seeking to elucidate Wittgenstein's 
legacy via a consider.tion of the topics of justice, democracy and perfectionism 
in the work of Stanley Cavell, and to draw out some similarities between this 

position and that presented by Jacques Derrida. 
In 'The Priority of Democracy to Philosophy', Rotty offers a deflationary 

pragmatist endorsement of Rawls' political liberalism which argues both against 
the need for philosophical justifications of democracy: '[it] is not evident that 
[democratic institutions] are to be measured by anything more specific than the 
moral intuitions of the community that has created those institutions' I - and 
against the relevance of any connection between democracy and perfectionism: 
'even if the typical character types of liberal democracies are bland, calculating, 
petty, and unheroic, the prevalence of such people may be a reasonable price to 
pay for political freedom." By contrast, I will suggest that Derrida and Cavell 
can both be 'characterised as arguing, in their different ways, that it is precisely 
because there is no ,foundational justification for democracy tliat we engage in 
philosophical reflection on democracy as expressions of (as well as challenges to) 
the moral intuitions of the community in question and that in reflecting philo
sophically on democracy we can elucidate the sense in which a processual per
fectionism is essential to the ethos of democracy. In this essay, I will attempt to 
sketch some similarities between Derrida's and Cavell's arguments on 'the 

2 

Richard Rorty, Philosophical Papers, vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1991), 190. 
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promise of democracy'; howeveT as a preface to this sketch I'd like to offer some 
preliminary remarks on Wiltgenstein. 

To si~ate Wiltgenstein in Telation to political philosophy, we can 'begin by 
~flecting on one orthe most widely cited remarks from PhiiosophicaiilTVestiga
lions: 

~ 15,. 'Ap~ctu're ,held us captive. [Ejn bUd hielt uns gesangen.] And we could not get 
o~t~)(te rt, for It lay In our language and language seemed to repeat.it to us inexorably.-3 

This remaTk sets the scene for Wiltgenstein's sketch of the practice of phi
losophy as seeking to Telease us from the grip of such pictures, pictures which 
have become part ·ofour second nature and that, because we have fOTgolten that 
they ~",.pictures, we experience as 'universal, necessary, obligatory' in Foucault's 
perspICuous phras~. (Note that this is to say nothing against pictures per se; on 
the c?ntrary, It pomts to the centrality of pictures to the activity of philosophy 
and, mdeed, the activity of thought.) But what is the sense of this remaTkthis 
claim that pictuTes can hold us captive? With this question, I want to draw .rtten
tion to the way in which the opening sentence of this passage invites us (in both 
Ge,:"an and English) to considertwo different images of being bound. The first 
IS gIven by reading the sentence thus: 'A picture - held us captive.' HeTe the 
~ense ?fthe sentence is or being bound by force, of being held in captivity (as if 
m chams). The second is given by the stressing the sentence thus: 'A picture held 
us -. captive.' .The sens.e of the sentence here is of being spell-bound, of being 
captl~ated (as If hypnotIsed). Both ways ofundeTstanding this remark point to us 
as bemg enthralled by a picture and, thus, to a condition which obstructs self
government; indeed. t.;e 'twO ways of taking Wittgenstein's re"""' .... L :-11 .. " ..... to th", 

~o ~ses of the concept 'enthralled' (i.e., enslaved and entra~~;d)"~h~'f~~';; 
hIghlIghts the-obstruction of that aspect of self-government which concerns OUT 
capacity for agency, OUT capacity to act on the basis of our own judgments; the 
lalter foregrounds the obstruction of that aspect cif self-government which con
cerns our. capacity for judging, our capacity tu milke our own judgments. Ac
knowledgmg these senses of Wiltgenstein's remaTk guides us to the recognition 
that what he is drawing to our attention in this passage is the way in which the 

3 
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Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1958). 
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exercise of our capacity for self-government qua agency is blocked by a picture 
because the exercise of our capacity for self-government qua judging is ob
structed by this picture: we are enslaved because we are entranced. This point is 
confirmed by the following example from Culture and Value: 

A man will be imprisoned in a room with a door that's unlocked and opens inwards; 
as long as it does not occur to him to pull rather than push it.

4 

Imagine: entranced by a picture of doors as opening outwards, Wiltgenstein's 
man pushes and pushes with increasing frustration, with an increasing sense of 
powerlessness - and so experiences himself as imprisoned, as subject to external 
constraints on his capacity for agency, precisely because the idea that doo" only 
open outwards is taken as prior to judgment, as a principle of judgment rather 
than as subject to judgment. Wiltgenstein's purpose as it is expressed through his 
advocacy of 'perspicuous representation' is that of philosophy as directed to 
freeing us from pictures which 'generate insoluble problems by exercising an 
imperceptible tyranny over our thinking'.' As Baker puts it: 

The cure is to encourage surrender of the dogmatic claims 'Things must!cannot be 
thus and so' by exhibiting other intelligible ways of seeing things (othe: possibilities), 
that is, by showing that we can take off the pair of spectacles through which we now see 
whatever we look at. ". To the extent that philosophical problems take the fonn of the 
conflict between 'But this isn't how it is!' and 'Yet this is how it must be!' ...• they will 
obviously be dissolved away once the inclination to say 'must' has been neutralised by 
seeing another possibility.' (1991: 48-9) 

An example of such conflict in the domain of political philosophy is provided 
in the recent work of Quentin Skinner. I'll describe this example briefly to give a 
clearer sense ofthe claim being advanced here. 

In Liberty before Liberalism, Skinner reconstructs a neo-roman theory of 
liberty which has been thoroughly eclipsed by the liberal analysis of negative 
libertY in terms of the absence of coercive impediments, most famously presented 
by Berlin. As Skinner puts it: 

With the rise of the liberal theory to a position of hegemony in contemporary political 
philosophy, the neo-roman theory has been so much lost to sight that the liberal analysis 

4 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Cullure and Value (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1980), p.42. 
5. Gordon Baker, 'Philosophical Investigations section 122: neglected aspects' in R. 

Arrington & H-J. G10ck (cds) Wittgenstein's 'Philosophjcallnvestigations': text and 
context (London: Routledge, 1991) p.49. 

6 Ibid. p.48-9. 
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has come t~'be widely regarded ~ the only coherent way of thinking about the concept 
coocerne_~ 

So, for example,when we are subject to the status of social andlor political 
dependence, we may want to say both that liberal theory does not 'fit (is not true 
to, do~s not speak to) our inchoate experience of this status as unfreedom (and 
that t~1S sense o.f the infe.licity of liberal theory will be inchoate in no'way pre
vents It from bemg experIenced as pressing!) and yet that liberal theory must be 
the apPT?priate way~f bringing ,~ur experience to choate expression, if only 
~use Its hegemo~y IS suc.h that 11 appears to be the only coherent way of talk
m~ about our experIence. WIth respect to freedom. In this context, liberal theory 
fatls to ackn?wledge our mch?ate sense that subjection to arbitrary or discretion
~ry powers IS a form of servItude by obstructing the choate articulation of this 
Judgment. In other words, captivated 'by the liberal picture of freedom' we are 
~aptured tby ,it; left w~thounhe conceptual resources to adequately ex~ress our 
mcho~tesense ofservttude, we are unableto integrate and give expression to this 
ex~nence - and thus, we remain bound, obscure to· ourselves. In this context, 

, Skmner's excav.atio~ of the neo-~oman theory of liberty functions as a perspicu
ous, ~presentatlOn Just because It frees us from subjection to the liberal picture 
an~'f In ,partl~ular, .the conceptual divorce between dependency and freedom 
WhICh that p,cture Imposed on us. In performing this role, Skinner assembles 
remmders. (the neo-roman theory of freedom) which dissolve our predicament 
(the conflIct ~etween 'But this isn't how it is!' and 'Yet this is how it must be!') 
and th?, facllttate self-government (becoming intelligible to ourselves). 

ThIs example suggests that Wittgenstein's relation to political philosophy 
does not take .the form ~f advancing theses but rather of dissolving the despotic 
demands of 'p,c~res whIch we have forgotten are pictures. Moreover, insofar as 
such forgetting IS a standing possibility with respect to our ways of thinking in 

~=_~_~r~~~.~~_ to~ d~s Wittgenstein's commitment to the method of perspicuous 
1~"~lc.;)Cm4UU~1 S~~'1u as.a pr~ce55ual perfectionist orientation to self-government, 
lliat IS: an ongoing onentatlOn to becoming intelligible to ourselves. It is this 
~ommltrn~nt -which is taken up and developed in Cavell's Emersonian Perfec
tIOnism WIth respect to democracy as an ethical ideal. 

7 Quenlin Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism (Cambridge: CUP, 1998), p.113, 
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Cavell offers a sketch of the main feature of Emersonian perfectionism in terms 
of attention to the aesthetic aspect of moral judgment. The following passage 

provides this sketch: 

Attention to the aesthetic aspect of (moral) judgment suggests a way of accounting-for 
my speaking of Perfectionism not as a competing moral theory ... but as emphasizing a 
dimension of the moral life any theory of it may wish to accommodate. Any theory must, I 
suppose, regard the moral creature as one that demands and recognizes the intelligibility 
of others to himself or herself, and of himself or herself to others; so moral conduct can be 
said .to be based on reason, and philosophers will sometimes gloss this as the idea that 
moral. conduct is subject to questions whose answers take the fonn of giving reasons. 
Moral Perfectionism's contribution to thinking about the moral necessity of making 
oneself intelligible (one's actions., one sufferings, one's position) is, I think it can be said, 
its emphasis before all on becomirig intelligible to oneself, as if the threat to one's moral 
coherence comes most insistently from that quarter, from one's sense of obscurity to 
oneself, as if we are subject to demands we cannot fonnulate, leaving us unjustified, as if 
our lives condemn themselves. Perfectionism's emphasis on culture or cultivation is, to 
my mind, to be understood in connection with this search for intelligibility ... 8 

In order to understand this emphasis on intelligibility, on what Cavell refers 
to as 'the absolute responsibility of the selflo make itselfinteIligible', I'll begin 
by focusing on Cavell's reference to the 'aesthetic aspect of (moral) judgment', 

To grasp the sense of this reference, we can start with a remark of Wiltgen

stein's on the concept of understanding: 

We speak of understanding a sentence in the sense in which it can be replaced by an~ 
other which says the same; but also in the sense in which it cannot be replaced by any 
other. (Any more. than a musical theme can be replaced by another.) 

In the one case, the thought in the sentence is something common to different sen~ 
tenees; in the other, something that is expressed only by these words in these positions. 
(Understanding a poem.)9 

These two uses of the concept of understanding draw attention respectively to 
the descriptive (i.e" periphrastic) and expressive (Le., non-periphrastic) dimen
sions of our linguistic practices, As Wiltgenstein's parenthetic illustrations sug
gest, Cavell's reference to the 'aesthetic aspect' of (moral) judgment points us to 
the expressive dimension of (moral) judgment and, thereby, to the fact that he is 

8 Stanley Cavell, Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1990), xxxi-xxxii. 

9 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophica!!nvestigations (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1958). 
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~si~g the concept of intelligibility to mark this expressive dimension of subjec
tIVIty. Thus we can sunnise that moral perfectionism is concemed with that di
mension of moral life which involves the self's understanding of itself from an 
expressivepilint of view, i.e., the self's understanding of itself in its individuality. 
Cavell's frequent references to Emerson's advocacy of moral perfectionism in 
terms of an aversion to, or turning away from, conformity stresses the signifi
c:mc~o of just this expressive aspect of our actions, our sufferings and our'posi
tlon. 

. Given this perfectionist concern with individuality, how are we to understand 
Cavell1s advocacy of democracy as an ethical ideal, that is as an ideal for me in 
my ini:lividuality? A starting point is provided by Cavell's discussion of social 
contract theory. In the discussion, Cavell draws attention to the fact that consent 
is n"ot simply a question of obedience but also of membership: 

What'l consent to. in consenting to the contract. is not mere obedience, but member
~hip in ,a- ~lis, wh,ich implies to two things: first. that I recognize the principle-of consent 
Itself; which means that I recognize others to have consented ,""ith me and hente that I 
conse,"t to politi~al equ~Jjty. Second, -that I recognize the society and- its government, so 
cpnstltuted, as m~ne~ which means that I am answerable not merely to it" but for it. So far, 
th.~ •. as I recogmze myself to be exerCising my responsibility for it, my obedience to it is 
?~'edlence to ~~ own .Iaws; citizenship in that case is the same as my autonomy; the polis 
Is-.the field Wlthm which I work out my personal identity and it is the creation of (politi
cal)freedomll 

Conceived in this way, the social contract theorists are not providing an an
swer to the question 'Why ought I obey?' in terms of the general advantages of 
citizenship but, rather, specifying the terms on which, given the imperfections of 
all actually existing states, the question of whether I should withdraw my consent 
can be taken up. What is involved in asking and attempting to answer this ques
tion? On the one hand, this teaching enjoins that I work out what is involved in 
consenting to membership with (equal) others in society. This is to clarifY the 
character of political identity as a mode of being-with-others (which can be con
fi'asted to other modes of community). On the other hand, it also instructs me to 
"attend to what it is that I am consenting to, to the content of my membership in 
this society. This is to clarifY the extent to which I am in community with the 

10 The Emersonian theme of aversion to confonnity runs through Cavell's reflections 
on moral perfectionism in Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome. For some 
salient commentary on this issut, see Stephen Mulhall, Stanley Cavell: Philosophy's 
ff~ounting of the Ordinary (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1994), especially chapter 

II Slanley Cavell, The Claim of Reason (Oxford: Oxford Universi!), Press, 1979), 23. 
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society of which I am a member, the extent to which I assent to, or dissent from, 

what is said in my name. 
With respect to consenting to membership, to what is involved in (any) acts of 

consent, Cavell argues that: 

To speak for oneself politically is to speak for the others with whom you consent to 
association, and it is to consent to be sJXlken for by them - not as a parent speaks for ~ou, 
i.e., instead of you, but as someone in mutuality speaks for you, i.e., speaks your mmd. 
Who these others are, for whom you speak and by whom you are spoken for, is not known 
a priori, though it is in practice generally treated as given. To speak for yourself then 
means risking the rebuff - on some occasion, perhaps once for all - of those for w~om 
you claimed to be speaking; and it JIleans risking having to rebuff - on some occaston, 
perhaps once for all -" those who claimed to be speaking for you.

12 

In this respect, consent is the condition of having a political voice and claim
ing a political voice is the expression of consent. As Stephen Mulhall put it: 

Possessing a political voice is a matter of claiming to speak for others because it is 
equivalent to speaking as a citizen, and being a citizen is a matter of being one memh,e: of 
a community of fellow citizens~ the extent of that community may be open to emptncal 
investigation, but the implication that your speech is representative of some community or 
other is not. By the same token, one cannot possess a political voice without allowing that 
others may speak. for you, since being a citizen involves consenting to be identified with 
the words and deeds of one's fellow citizens; once again, their identity and numbers may 
be open to dispute, but their existence is not. 13 

In this respect, the specific relationship between democracy and perfectionism 
lies (I) in the sense that processual perfectionism in its political aspect is depend
ent on conditions of democracy in that membership in a democratic polis is the 
condition of free political individuality, and (2) the claim that democratic institu
tions and practices rely on the existence of individuals who are prepared to take 
responsibility for their speech and for the actions of the polis. It is against this 
background that Cavell advances his criticisms of John Rawls' work as captured 
by a picture which leaves blind to the significance of the aesthetic dimension of 
our judgments and thus to the role of perfectionism. 

We .can begin by noting-that the grounds on which Cavell advances his criti

cisms hang on his account of consent: 

I assume that we know in the original position that any actual society will be imper
fectly just; I aSsume, that is. that the theory of A Theory of Justice is composed only with 

12 Ibid. 27. 
I3 Mulhall, Stanley Cavell, 62. 
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knowledge- available in-the original position~ and it says that existing constitutions are 
bound to fall short of what is just (p.360) and that "the measure of departure from the 
~aI. is left -i~portant1y. to intuition" _(p.246). The idea of directing conse.nt to the princi
ples on which society is based rather than, as it were, to society as such, seems to be or to 
lead to an effort to im8.gine confining or proportioning the consent 11 give to my society -
to' imagine that the social contract not only states in effect that I may withdraw my consent 
fri:,rn' soClety'when the public institutions of justice lapse in 'favor of which I have fore
gone certain "natural rights {of judgment and of redress) but that the contract might. in 
principle, speCifY how far I may reduce my consent (in scope or- degree) as justice is 
reduced (legislatively orjudicially). But my intuition is that my consent is not thus modi
ftati1e or proportional (psychological exile -is not exile): I cannot keep consent focused on 
the1'sticCesses' or graces of sOciety; it reaches- into evel)' corner of society's 'failure or 
ug1iness) 4 -. 

Three questions m:e raised by this passage. How is Rawls committed to this 
picture 'orconsent as directed at principles? What does this involve? And; finally, 
what is' the 'signffitanceofthis committnent for Cavell's advocacy of moral per
fectionism? 

. There are, Cavell notes, two instances of what may be called the conversation 
of,justjce in A Theory of Justice. The first conversation concerns the constitution 

. of the original position and involves a process whereby principles and intuitions 
ate matched against one another. This conversation of justice comes to an end in 
asiate of reflective equilibrium. The second conversation 'concerns the degree of 
compliance with, or departure from, the principle of justice decided in the first 
conversation, where "the measure of departure from the ideal is left importantly 
l(ti~tuition."15 ~or Rawls, it seems, thi~ conversation also involves the matching 
of,principles and intuitions, not least in the sense that 'if an initial [Le., intuitive I 
judgment that an injustice is being perpetuated cannot ultimately be backed up by 
reference to (or articulated in terms ot) a principle of justice, then it must be 
reject~d; and those of us to whom the accusation was voiced can think of our-

. selyes and "our conduct [als above reproach".'16 Cavell's suspicion is that 
_'~wls is taking encouragement from the proof concerning the resolution for the 
onginal position, to regard "above reproach" as a rational response to the ques
tion of affirming~a~plan of life in our actual society.'17 But this could only be the 
case if we could expect the proof of an optimal resolution in the first conversa
tion also held for the second conversation - and Cavell argues that there is 'no 
such proof to be expected that the conversation of justice has an optimal, or any, 
~lutiQn, when it is directed to the constitution of our actual set of institu-

14 Cavell, Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome, 107; 
15 John Rawls. A Theory oj Justice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972),246. 
16 Mulhall, Stanley Cavell, 272. 
17 Cavell~ Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome, xxv. 
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tions '18 Cavelrs grounds for this claim are articulated by sketching ~ow ~e 
, . d' fti from the appeal to mtultlon 

appeal to intuition in the second conversatlOn I ers 

in the first conversation: 

he latter case our "judgments of the basic structure of socie~." w~~ch are to be 

mat~~~ with the pri~ciples ofjusti~ ?Te, before that matching.ak~~~ s::~~:~~:! ~~ 
can note whether applying these pnn~~I!.les wo~ld leadh~:h~~ ~n cases where our present 
in which we have the greatest con ~ ence ,"': or w , rinci les offer a resolution 
judgments are in doubt and giv~n :'lth heslta~on ""h~es:-f prin~ples with considered 
which we can affinn on reflection .... But t e matc mg. f brin in a 
judgments yielding reflective equilibrium d?es not desC~lb~i~:~:;;~~t ~n the ~or!.er 

resent erception ... under what Kant descnbes ... as ~e ec. J 19 . 
~e, iniuition is left-behind. In the latter case, intuition IS left In place. 

Cavell acknowledges that there is 'an idea or picture of m~tc.hing in play'. in 
both cases, but insists on the difference between them. I~ a,:,vI~g at re~e~tIVe 
e uilibrium 'the picture is that judgment finds its denvatlOn 10 a pnnclpl~, 
s~rnething more universal, rational, objective, say a stand~rd, from ~hlC~_ It 
achieves justification or grounding' 20 Whereas in reflective .Judgm~nt, . the Idea 
is of the expression of a conviction w~os~ gro~nding remams s.ubJecttve - sa~ 
myself _ but which expects or claims JustIficatIOn ~om the (unIversal) concur 
rence of other subjectivities, on reflection; call thIS the acknowledgement. of 
matching '21 The failure to mark the distinction between the modes of match~ng 
at la in' the two conversations, that is, the treatment of th~ second conv,ers~tto~ 
as ~n!lving the same picture of matching as the first, entaIls that Ra--:ls pnn~
pie-based picture of consent is carried over from the first conversatIon to e 

second. This has two related consequences, .' . 
First it appears that our (rational) consent to socIety IS proportIOnal to the 

complia~ce of society to the principles of justice. Thus, for Rawls, the .degree to 
which I am joined to society is simply a function of the degree to ,:"hl~h It em
bodies the principles of justice. But this picture precludes the pOSSIbIlIty of the 
ex erience, highiighted by Caven'·S non-piOportional ac::ount. of consent. ~f 
befng answerable for society as mine. It occludes the sen~e m whIch I can expen
ence myself as implicated in, and compromised by, unjust ~ctlons or .p~ctlces 

erformed in my name; the sense that I cannot, in truth, aVOId respo~slblhty. for 
~uch actions and that this is part and parcel ofthe damage that such u~Just actions 
or practices do, Second, it appears that we are only open to, or oblIgated to en-

18 Ibid. xxv, 
19 Ibid. xxv·xxvi. 
20 Ibid. xxvi. 
21 Ibid. xxvi. 
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. ga~e with, ~harg~s ~f injustice expressed in tenns of these principles. The impli
catlO~ of th,S cl~lmls that the nature and fonn of our political identities are (ex
haustIvely) specIfied and fixed by the principles of justice. Political activity does 
~ot c??cern the exp!oration, extension, revision or transfonnation of OUf political 
IdentItIes but, rather, the affinnation and re-aflinnation of these identities - the 
de~h and ~xtent of our political identities is detennined in advance. It is this 
pomt to whIch Cavell is referring us when he comments: . . 

,It ~eems to me that Rawls is taking encouragement from the proof concerning the 
,es901utlo~ for the ori~inal position, ~o f.egard "above reproach" as a rational response to 
the·questton of affimung a plan of life In our actual society. Whereas-this bottom line is 
not a response to but a refusal of further conversation.22 

. [s this refus~[ justified? Responding to this question requires that we return to 
the. ISSUe of havmgone's own political voice and, thereby, return to the question 
(>ftheplace of moral perfectionism. 

Letus begin by noting that, on Cavell's account of the theory of social con
tract, what c~lI~ for r~s~on~e in my expression of a conviction of injustice is not 
l\lat the. conv,c~,on. of mjustlce to which I give voice can be articulated in tenns of 
a.prmclple of Justice, but, rather, that in giving voice to this conviction I speak 
for you as· well as myself, I (claim to) speak for us. [n this respect, to refuse to 
~cknowledge the conviction I express as. an offer of conversation (if it is not - if 
.,tc~notbe. - e~p:"ssed by reference to the principles of justice) is to deny me a 
political VOIce, It IS to render me politically voiceless, mute. It is this experience 
of, VOIcelessness which Cavell finds expressed by Nora in Ibsen's A Doll's 
House. In thi~ ~Ia~, N~ra struggles to express, to bring to expression, her incho
ate.sen~e ?f inJustice: "I could tear '!1yselfto pieces"'23 and '"I must find out 
whIch IS right - the world or I"."· The dilemma in which Nora finds herself is 
that to speak in the language of the moral consensus, represented by her husband 
Torvald, who has managed 'for the eight years of their marriage to control her 
v~lce, diciate _~hat it may utter and the manner in which it may ~tter' if 25 is not 
to be able to give expression to her conviction of injustice; while to fi~d other, 
new, words and-ways of speaking capable of expressing this conviction is to be 
held not to speak in tenns which we are required to acknowledge that is not to 
speak (in the re[e~ant sense) at all - as, for example, when Torv~ld resp~nds to 
her need to know If she or the world is right '"You're ill, Nora - I almost believe 

22 Ibid. xxv. 
23 Ibid. 109. 
24 Ibid. 110. 
25 Ibid. xxvi. 
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you're out of your senses.,,'26 or, again, when he disqualifies her voi~e by ~laim
ing '"You're talking like a child."'" What Cavell draws to our attentIon WIth t~e 
example of Nora (and Torvald) is the way in which the moral consensus O~SOCI
ety denies Nora's (political) voice and, thus, leaves her out of the conversatIOn of 
justice _ her (political) identity remains obscure bec~u~e the tenns on.whlch she 
could make intelligible (Le., express) her sense of mjustlce are demed to.h_er. 
Thus, as Cavell puts it, Nora has be'en deprived of a voice in her own (political) 

history." 
The problem with Rawls' position on Cavell's reading is, thus, that Rawls' 

account of our political identities and the field of our political voices as (con
tractually) specified and fixed by the principles of justice entails that his theory of 
justice is blind to the possibility of the problem that 'the whole ~ew?rk. of 
principles in tenns of which [we] must conduct the second conve~satlon of JUStIce 
is experienced as so pervasively and systematically unrespons.'ve t~ [our] s~f
fering that it appears to stifle [us], to constitute a vocabulary m whIch nothmg 
that can be said truly speaks [our] mind, gives expression to [our] experience.'29 
This is, of course, just to say that precisely to the extent that Rawls' theory of 
justice specifies and fixes our political identities by reference to a set of f~nnaI 
principles, it is aspect-blind, unable to see the aesthetic (i.e., expressive) d~men
sion of human identities, and thus unable to recognize violations of this dImen
sion of our identities. Theplace of moral perfectionism is to alert us to the possi
bility of such violations and, thereby, to the need for openness and responsive
ness to claims to injustice expressed in other tenns than our own. 

/II. 

Now I'd like to align this ethical dimension of Wittgenstein's legacy as it is pre
sented in Cavell with, what I take to be, a related ethical dimension of Derrida's 
thinking which is expressed in tenns of 'the experience of undecidability'. Thus, 
for example, in Limited Inc. he writes that the undecidable, in the sense that 

concerns him, 

remains heierogeneous both to the dialectic and to the calculable. In accordance .",:ith 
what is only ostensibly a paradox. this particular undecidable opens the field of deCISIon 

26 
27 
28 
29 

Ibid. 110. 
Ibid. 115. 
Ibid. xxxvii-xxxviii. 
Stephen Mulhall, 'Promising Consent and Citizenship', Political Theory 25 (2), 
1997, 186. 
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or of'~ecidability. It·caUs for decision; in the order of ethical~political responsibility. It is 
e:ven Its neceS$8IY condition. A decision can only come into being in a space_ that exceeds 
the calculable _progtWn, that would dest~y all responsibility by transfonning it into a 
~:~~mable e~ec~ of detenninate causes. There can be no moral or political responsi~ 
?Ihty without thiS trjal and passage by way of the undecidable. Even if a decision seems 
only t~ take a second and not to be preceded by any deliberation; it is structured by this 
experience and experiment o/the-undecidable. If I insist on this point from now on, it. is, I 
rep~at, because this discussion is, will be, and ought to be at bottom an ethical~politicaJ 
one.3D . -

. I take it that Derrida's point is that the space of moral and political judgment 
IS opened up by 'the experience of the undecidable' just in the sense that the 
intelligibility ofthis space requkes that it is always possible to re-describe, to see 
~nder another aSpect, and hence entails that acknowledgment that no description 
IS final or exhaustive, that closure cannot be complete. In this respect, even if a 
d~~isiQ.n only takes a second and, as Derrida adds, is not preceded by any delib
~ration,·it is structured by this experience and experiment of the undecidable just 
In the s.ense that undecidability is a transcendental condition of decidability, of 
the p~ssibility of deciding, because it is only the fact that we can go on differ
ently which ma,~es the concept of decision an intelligible one, a concept which 
ackn?wledg~s tIIat we are responsible agents and not merely the vehicles of an 
al~\lrith!". O!,e can no more have decision without undecidability than we can 
have power without freedom. 

fhi~· 'hinge on which the practice of deconstruction swings raises as a central 
ethical topic for· itself the issue of the orientation of deconstruction. Derrida 
acknowledges this point when he insists that undecidability implies that at root 
our discussion, inCluding our discussion of discussion, is ethico-politica1. Conse
quently Derrida in his more recent writings seeks to argue that 'deconstruction 
would always begin to take shape as the thinking of the gift and of undeconstruc
tible justice, the undeconstructible condition of any deconstruction'JI - and, 
relatedly, to insist that seeking to do justice to the other requires that the decision 
traverses the experience of undecidability, which means simply that the decision 
acknowledges that the system of judgment in terms of which the decision is 
reached be suliject to the demand that it acknowledges the alterity of the other 
and seeks to render the. other their due. We can unpack this orienting of decons
truction in terms of Derrida's distinction between law and justice, a distinction 
which marks the aporetic relationship between the orders of generality and of 
singularity. Consider Wiltgenstein's remark in s.531 of Philosophicallnvestiga
lions (which we have already cited in relation to Cavell): 

30 Jacques Derrida, Li".,ited Inc., p.116. 
31 Jacques Derrida, Spectres oj Marx, (London: Routledge, 1994), p.28. 
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We speak of understanding a sentence in the ~se i~ w~ich it can be replaced by an
other which says the ~e; but also in the sense m which It cannot be replaced by any 
other. (Any more than a musical theme can be repl~d by ~other.) . • 

In the one case, the thought in the sentence IS somethmg commo~ to dlfferen,t .sen 
tences~ in the other, something that is expressed only by these words ID these poslttons. 
(Understanding a poem). 

Wiltgenstein's distinction between the periphrastic and the. non-~eriphr"':tic 
uses of the concept 'understanding' illustrates just the sense. to w~\Ch Demda 
distinguishes between law (periphrastic) and justice (non-penprn:astlc) - and .as 
such elucidates the sense in which Derrida can argue that there IS a neces~anly 
aporetic relationship between law (as the means through which.iu~tice is gtv~n) 
and justice (as the impossible demand of an unlimited responslblhty to the Sto

gularity ofthe other). 
This aporetic relationship. structures Derrida's understanding of the ethos of 

democracy as promise, of democracy-to-come, as 

the opening of this gap between the infinite proI"?ise (al:vays un!ena~le at !e'7--.t for the 
reason that it calls for the infinite respect of the smgulanty and. Infimte alt~nty of the 
other as much as for the respect of the countable, calculable, subJectal eq~ah~ between 
anonymous singularities) and the determined. necessary. but ~Iso necessanly m~~uate 
forms of what has to be measured against this promise. T? ~ts. extent~ the effecttvlty ~r 
actuality of the democratic -promise ... will always keep wlthm It, ~d It mu:rt do so, thiS 
absolutely undetennined messianic hope at it~ heart, this eschatolo.gl.cal rel~~lOn to the to~ 
come oran event and a singUlarity, of an altenty that cannot be antiCIpated. 

This notion of 'democracy-to-come' thus discloses Derrida's com"?itment. to 
an ethos of what he terms 'undetermined messianic hope'. The questton whIch 
this raises is whether this ethos is to be (or can be) conceived as a form of pro-

cessual perfectionism. . . 
Two considerations tell in favour of identifYing the ethos of whIch Demda 

speaks with Cavell's processual perfectionism. First, Cav~1\ an~ _~~~~'-b?~ 
articulate their views of democracy(-to-come) In tenns or a com.::t;1II V'lIUI 1.11 .... 

aesthetic dimension of our judgments and our experience. For both, democracy IS 
a form of polity in which the free relation of singular individuals is at stake ~d 
hence an appropriate concern with democracy can never be speCIfied solely tn 

terms of (constitutional) law but will always need to refer to ethos. Sec~nd, ~e~
rida's 'undetennined messianic hope' is best conceived as a ethica1 relatIOnship m 
which we stand to the past, present and future, whereby we seek ways of accom
modating the singularity of individuals. 'Undetermined' precisely because any 

32 Ibid. p.65. 
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futal-~eten;nination would deny the singularity which the messianic hope ad
dresses and articulates. Democracy is the form of this non-determination - and it 
is 'to-com~' because it is' itself, as the political formof this undetermined messi
_anichope, always-already open to the acknowledgment of its own avoidances. 

Against this argument, it might be pointed out that Derrida, unlike Cavell, 
does not specifically identity an internal link between perfectionism and 
~emoi:racy. For Cavell; it is clear that the absolute responsibility_ to _become 
,ntelligible to-oneself is discharged in and through one's relationship with others; 
-thus, -the exercise of one's political voice 'is at once a means of exploring one's 
individuality and one's community; it constitutes a mode of establishing a form 
-of self-knowledge which is simultaneously a knowledge of others. '33 For Derrida, 
by contrast,;t is not one's absolute responsibility to become intelligible to oneself 
but rather one's unlimited responsibility to the singUlarity of the other (which 
'does not mean "unlimited responsibility -to the other") that animates the spirit of 
democracy, I am not sure that very much hangs on this distinction since it seems 
to me that Derrida does in this way establish an internal relationship between 
democracy and perfectionism, namely, that it is in acting democratically that I 
1(~chaTge (but never finally) my obligations to concrete others as singular indi
vidual~ and that this "acting democratically" has the form of a dialogue in which 
we work out the terms on which we speak for ourselves and each other. For Der
-rida, as for Cavell, responsibility is tied to responsiveness. 

IV. 

G'iven the relentlessly abstract nature of this discussion, it may be as well to 
conclude this paper by refering to some examples which allow us to see the 
similarities between the approaches of Cavell and Derrida. 

Struggles for cultural recognition represent one ofthe most pressing issues for 
political theory and oractice. The salient sirnilaritif>.co:. of <;:1Ir.h I\;;tnlO'O!PO;;: I'1l'n 'hp _. ------------ ----- -- --_ .. -~. -=--- -_ .. ~ .. 
expressed in terms of three related claims: 

First, demands for cultural recognition are aspirations for appropriate fonns of self
government .... What they share is a longing for self-rule: to rule themselves in accord 
with their customs and ways .... The second similarity is ,the complementary claim that the 
basic laws and institutions of modern societies. and.their authoritative traditions of inter
pretation, are unjust in so far as they thwart the forms of self-government appropriate to 
the recognition of cultural diversity .. '. The final similarity I wish to draw to your atten
,tion is the ground of both the aspiration to culturally appropriate fonos of self-rule and 

33 Mulhall, Stanley Cavell, 65_ 
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the claim of injustice. It is the assumption that culture .is an irreducible and c~nst~tutive 
as t of politics. The diverse ways in which citizens thmk about..sp~ak, act an ~ ate to 
ot~ in participating in a constitutional association (both the abilities they exercl~ an~ 
the practices in which they exercise them) ... are always to some extent the expression 0 

their different cultures.34 

With respect to Cavell's analysis, the fun~ental point ~o note about such 
struggles is that they do not invorve 'the undomg of consen~ but rather charge 
that our present arrangements are unfaithful to the conventIOn of co~sent ~re
cisely insofar as these arrangements fail to acknowledge that culture IS an Irre: 
ducible and constitutive aspect of politics. In other words, these arra~~ements fat! 
to acknowledge that the issue of consent qua the terms and c.ondltlons of our 
constitutional association 'becomes the issue of whether the VOIce I lend In rec-

. . my own '35 The 
ognizing a society as mine, as speaking for me, is my VOIce, . . . 
point to which Cavell directs our attention is the significance. of expenencmg 
one's political voice as one's own voice. This aspect of the, issue. ~f con~ent 
marks out the sense in which one can be estranged from one s polItIcal ~olce, 
experience it as alien, precisely insofar as the language of self-go~~mment m an~ 
through which one is constrained to speak - if one is to spe~k polItIcally at all - IS 
not one's own. It is in just this respect that those engaged m struggles for recog
nition are caught in the same double bind as Nora in Ibsen's A Doll's House. As 

J ames Tully puts it: 

How can the proponents of [cultural] recognition bring forth their c1aiI?s ~n a publi~ 
forum in which their cultures have been excluded or demeaned for.cent~nes. The.y ca 
accept the authoritative language and institutions, in which case their c1alms are r~JC~ed 
by conservatives or comprehended by progressives within the very languages and mstlt~
tions whose sovereignty and impartiality they question. Or they c~ refuse to P:?, t e 
game, in which case they become marginal and reluctant conscnpts or they t e up 

arms.36 

lln!llhlp ;n hrinu thedr sense of iniustice to expression within the language of 
mode~"'~~n~~i;~;i~~~ii;~ ~~, ~o put it another way, unable to describe their sense 
of injustice by reference to, say, Rawls' principles of ~~stice,. the propo~ents.~f 
cultural recognition are denied a voice in their own polttlcal hIstory. TheIr POlttl
cal identities remain obscure to them because the terms on which they ~ould 
render their civic identitites intelligible are obstructed by a modem conslttutlonal 

34 

35 
36 

James Tully, Strange Multiplicity: Constitutionalism in an age 0/ diversity (Cam· 
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995),4-6. 
Cavell, Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome, 27. 
Ibid. p. 56. 
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lan&uag'e in which the refusal to engage with the offer of conversation at stake in 
sinJggles for ~ultural recognition is construed as 'above reproach'. 

By contrast, Cavell's approach ackllowledges the 'first and often overlooked 
step in any enquiryjnto justice', namely, 'to investigate if the language in which 
the enquiry proceeds is itself just: that is, capable of rendering the speakers their 
due'." In this respect, Cavell's account directs us to two significant general 
points with respect to struggles for cultural recognition. First, it indicates the 
sense in which the avoidance of cultural recognition constitutes a hann, namely, 
that such avoidance fails to acknowledge the significance of not simply have a 
voice but- having one's own voice and, thus, at best inarginalises and at worst 
silences the voices of citizens who do not belong to the culturally hegemon ic 
group(s). It is in just this respect that Cavell's argument entails that there is 'a 
certain priority' with respect to cultural recognition in comparison with the many 
other questions of justice that a constitution must address. As Tully puts it: 'since 
other questions must be discussed and agreements reached by the citizens, the 
first step is to establish a just form of constitutional discussion in which each 
speaker' is .given her or his due, and this is exactly the initial question raised by 
the politics of cultural recognition.''' Second, Cavell's argument entails that we 
re-conceive- OUf constitutional association as a process in- which the tenns of 
association are always provisional and defeasible. This point follows from Ca
vell's acknowledgement that citizenship is not, as Rawls would argue, 'a special 
kind of institutionally defined or practice-based office' but 'rather a basic dimen
sion of human existence and relationship that is essentially open or partly unde
fined-in advance.'39 ln-other words, because, .on Cavell's account, the terms and 
'conditions of our association express, rather than define, the form of our political 
community, the ongoing process of working out our community with other citi
zens is also the ongoing negotiation and re-negotiation of terms and conditions of 
the constitutional association which sustains our identities as free citizens. 

Now, consider in relation to Cavell's position as it has been sketched, the 
fnllnwino tu.rn'~~ nfr""""''!IrIr" 'h" n.... ... :rI"'· ·_·· ... ·····0 ~ ........................... "" ............. VJ ...... "" ........... . 

__ [1] ... it is necessary to make ourselves the guardians of an idea of Europe, ofa differ
ence of Europe, but of a Europe that consists precisely in not closing itself off in its own 
identity, and in advancing itself in an exemplary way towards what it is not, toward the 
other heading or the heading of the other, indeed - and this is perhaps something else 

37 Ibid. 34. See also David Owen 'Political philosophy in a post-imperial voice', 
&onomy and Society 28, no.4 (1999), for a full consideration of Tully's argument 
which explores aspects of its affinities to Cavell's work. 

38 Ibid. 6. 
39 Mulhall, 'Promising, consent and citizenship', 189. 
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altogether _ toward the other of the heading, which would be beyond this modem tradi-
h 40 tion, another border structure, another sore. 

and 

[2] There is today an aspiration towards a bond between singularities all over the 
world. This bond not only extends beyond nations and ~tes, such as they are composed 
today or such as they are in the proceSs of dec0!llpos~tlo~, bu~ exte.ods b~yond the v~ry 
concepts oroation or state. For _example, if I feel 10 sohdan~ With. thiS partIcular AI~erlan 
who is caught between,F.I.S. and the Algerian state, or thIS. particular C!oat, Ser~Han or 
Bosnian, .... it's oot a feeling of one citizen ~owards .ano~er. It'S. ~ot a feehng peculiar to a 
citizen of the world, as if we were all potentially or Imag10ary cltlzen~ of a great state. '!'la, 
what binds me to these people is something different than membership of a .world natIon~ 
state or of an international community extending indefinitely what one still calls tod~y 
"the nation-state. " What binds me to them - and this is the point: ~ere is ~ bo?d, but thiS 
bond cannot be contained within traditional concepts of comrnumty, obligation an~. re
sponsibility _ is a protest against citizenship, a protest against.~ember~hip.ofa polItical 
configuration as such . . ~is ?ond is, for e~ample. ~(orm ojpoittlcal solldaTlty opposed to 
the political qua a polltlCS tied to the natIOn-state. 

These two sets of remarks are consistent insofar as the first casts a critical but 
hopeful look to Europe, to the idea of Europe and the political reality of the EU, 
as a topos which is capable in its self-reflection of giving expre:sion to !"e form 
of political solidarity of which the second passage speaks. What IS e:se~t1al to n:'Y 
purposes here is that these passages illustrate the character of Demda s comn:'lt
ment to democracy as an ethical ideal by calling for (1 st passage) and supportmg 
(2nd passage) a responsiveness to and responsibility for those aspe.cts" of .our 
pol itical identities which are occluded or repressed by the hegemomc natIon
state" understanding of political community. Moreover, just as Cavell's argument 
entails that the promise and task of democracy is always beginning ag~in, that our 
political practices must always be taken as provisional and defeasl~le, so too 
does Derrida's deconstruciive contribution. As David Campbell puts It, perhaps 
the Inost import.ant feature of deconstructive thoug.ht 'is its recognition that in 
order to enact the promise of democracy, justice and multiculturalism, all politi
cal proposals have to be preceded by the qualification of a "perhaps" and [01-
lowed by an insistent and persistent questioning': 

40 

41 

Jacques Derrida. The Other Heading: Reflections on Today's Europe (Indiana 
University Press, 1992), p. 29. , 
Jacques Derrida, 'Nietzsche and the Machine. Interview wi~h Ri~hard ~eardsworth, 
Journal oj Nietzsche Studies 7 (Spring 1994) pp. 47-8, Cited In DaVid Campbell, 
National Deconstruction (Minnesota, University of Minnesota Press, 1998), p. 239. 
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· . With :t~is an·important temporal dimension, deconstructive thought calls for an on. 
~omg pohtlcal process of critique and invention that is never satisfied that a lasting solu
tion can or has been reached. As Den-ida observes, "once again, here as elsewhere, what
ever ?~constructi?n is at ~take, it would be a !'latter of linking an affirmation (in particuhir 
a P?htIcal o~e), if/here IS any, to the expenence of the impossible which can only be a 
rruheal expenenee of the perhaps.42 (Crunpbel\, 1998: 242) 

In other words, it is in its exemplification of just those features which Cavell's 
Wi~enstei~ian approach also exemplifies that deconstruction's significance for 
pohttcal phtlosophy lies. In both cases, an acknowledgment of the violence 
i~volv~d in the "",:Iusion or repression of salient aspects of our political identi
tlesdnves a commItment to reminding us of the contingent character of our pic
tures, that they are pictures forged in a particular set of circumstances and in 
relation to particular practical questions, and opening up the space of our politi
cal imagipations by dissolving the dogmatic claims 'Things must/cannot be thus 
and so'. 

Conclusion 

The aim of this essay is to suggest that, first, that Wiltgenstein has a significant 
legacy for political philosophy which can be seen by reference to the work of 
Cavell and, second, that there are significant similarities between Wiltgenstein's 
legacy and the independent path traced by. Jacques Derrida. Having said this, it 
should not be thought that I am suggesting the identity of Wiltgensteinian and 
deconstructive approaches - far from it! Rather I simply focus on the similarities 
here in order to open a debate in which the differences will no doubt be of crucial 
import. In particular, I have tried to highlight the way in which the accounts of 
the.ethos of democracy advanced by both Cavell and Derridainvolve dissolving 
a picture of democracy in which the aesthetic dimension of our being· as political 
s~bjects is elided for purposes of political reflection (a picture itself closely 
hnked to the equally misleading picture of reasons as necessarily independent of 
their expression which Cavell and Derrida also seek to dissolve). 

42 David Campbell, National Deconstruction (Minnesota., University of Minnesota 
Press, 1998), p. 242. 
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Ludwig Nagl 

"How hard I find it to see what is right in front of me"l 

Wittgenstein's quest for "simplicity and ordinariness"2 

Is Wittgenstein's search for i'Einfachheit" an attempt to return to "commonse~~e": 
to a trustful relationship with reality that allows us to overcome sk~tlclsm 
"pragmatically"? Is his method· to achieve this - his struggle agamst the 
bewitchments oflanguage - "deconstructive" (in a Derridaian sense)? 

1) Pragmatism? . . .. 
In spite of the fact that there are significant similarities between, f.1., Wtlham 

James's subversions of the "copy theory of truth" by means of a pragmatIc plu
ralism and Wiltgenstein's analyses of the "multiplicity of language games" (Phi 
23), in spite of the fact that Wiltgenstein was an admirer of James's Va:ieties of 
Religious Experience - and even in spite of the "emphasis on the pnmacy of 
practice" that Wittgenstein, Peirce and James .have in comm~n3, we have clear 
indications that Wiltgenstein was not at all m sympathy WIth any full-blown 
version of pragmatism, and especially not with a pragmatism of the De~eyan 
type. Hilary Putnam shows that the structural resemblances betwee~ Wtltgen
stein's and James's arguments are, at least in part, due to a shared mtellectual 
background: "Wiltgenstein's reflections flow from and continue some of Kant's 
reflections [ ... ] and parallel [thus] a certain strain in pragmatism". (WWP 27). 
This, however, does not imply that Wiltgenstein is in favor of any explicit .prag
matic method. Stan ley Caven makes us aware of this in. his paper "Wha~ I~ the 
use of calling Emerson a pragmatist?"4 where he emphasIzes the obVIOUS dIffer
ence of style" between Dewey and Wiltgenstein - a difference which is far from 
being oniy fonnal: Wittgenstein's insistent fight against, and acknowledgm~t ~.f, 
skepticism attributes to philosophy (and its history), according to Cavell,. "a 
weight, which nowhere is found in Dewey." Both Putnam and Cavell convmc-

2 
3 

4 

"Wie schwer flillt mir iu sehen, was vor meinen Augen liegtt1
; Ludwig Wittgenstein. 

Culture and Value (Engli:sh translation of Ludwig Wittgenstein, Vermischte Bemer
kungenffranslator Peter Winch), University of Chicago Press 1980 (~ CV3ge). 
Ludwig Wiltgenstein, Philosophical/nvesligalions, New York 1953 (~PhI), 123 .. 
Hilary Putnam, IIWas Wittgenstein a Pragmatist", in Pragmatism. An Open Questi
on,OxfordiCrunbridge 1995 (~ WWP), p.52. . 9" . . 

Stanley Cavell, "What's the Use of Caning Emer~n a. Pragmatist. . 10: Moms 
Dickstein (ed.), The Revival o/Pragmatism, Duke UniversIty Press 1998. 
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ingly sho~ that Wittgenstein is neither a "deflationary" thinker nor "simply an 
'';'d of phIlosophy' philosopher". His "practice cannot be understood as a repu
dIatIOn of something called 'traditional philosophy'; Wittgenstein is as much 
c?ntinuing a tradition of philosophical reflection as he is repudiating certain 
km~s of philosophical reflection." (WWP 31) All easy ways out of "philosophy" _ 
for mstance those that "liberal ironists" like Rorty seek - lead ultimateley to a 
dead end since philosophy "buries its undertakers": "We remain to.be troubled 
with questions which cannnot be ignored because they spring from ihe very 
nature of reason'" writes Kant, - questions which. at the same time, "cannot be 
answered because they transcend the power of human reason" (Critique of Pure 
Reason, Pieface). Sceptical reflection, although it can be stopped for a while, 
cannot be stoPl'ed altogether - it is here, if not to stay, at least to return; we can
not hope, in following the algorithms of scientitic enlightenment, to reach a se
cure, "commonsensical" world-orientation once and for.all. 

When Wittgenstein - by destroying "false pictures" oflanguage and the world 
- tries to make visible the "overlooked" and the "common", he does so -in indirect 
ways. The ordinary is never seen as a haven of regression: .its structure is full of 
am?iv~lences and interpenetrated by "illusion". ("Alltllglichkeit", for Wittgen
stem, IS an ethically charged locus, not a locus of rest). Wittgenstein is very much 

. aware of the de-differentiating potential of any "pragmatism" trivially read: 
When, in On Certainty, he writes that what he "wants to say [ ... ) sounds like 
pragmatism", he is quick in adding: "Mir kommt hier eine Art Weltanschauung in 
die Quere" (OC 422) ("Here a kind of world view thwarts my plans"). "Weltan
schauunge~" are oversimplifications: Wittgenstein -knows that "a petty age" has 
the potential "to misunderstand all others in its own nasty way." (CV 86e). It 
would, e.g., bea misunderstanding to proclaim that "metaphysics" can be quickly 
"set ~.i~e" and forgotten (an idea that Rortyan neopragmatists share with Logical 
Emp~r~clsts): Wittgenstein, in strict opposition to this, keeps emphasizing that the 
conditio humana is a "conditio1l of ongoing -"struggles" against those "false pic
tures" that "hold us captive" and distort our experiences: such pictures are not 
only generated by (classical) metaphysical excesses (by "Oberschwang", in 
~t's sen~}:Jhey are generated also - in dangerous and covert ways _ by exag

gerated idealizations in (and 01) science and mathematics: by the compulsive 
ideal of "crystalline purity" (PhI \07): that is, by the pretense that the reach of 
our "logical" concepts is absolute - that we have the privilege of a "God's Eye 
"':'iew" in the field of lithe analytic": "What I ain opposed to", writes Wittgenstein, 
"IS the concept of some ideal exactitude given us a priori, as it were. At different 
times we have different ideals of exactitude; and none of them is supreme." (CV 
37e) 
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In struggling with these "misleading pictures", Wittgenstein aims at ordinari
ness. But he keeps, at the same time, all explicit pragmatisms at a distance: he is 
neither a Peircean, rior a Deweyan, nor - for that matter - anything like the pre
cursor ofneo-pragmatism. 

1.1. The classical recourse to "commonsense" is not identical with Wittgen
stein's "deconstructive" quest for the ordinary. 

Stanley Cavell shows that Wittgenstein's notion of "ordinariness" is charac
terized by deep ambivalences: ambivalences which are repressed when "Alltag" 
is read as a "commonsense"-based form of immediacy (regained), or as a "practi
cal" orientation "beyond skepticism". In "Declining Decline" Cavell writes: 
"Wiltgenstein's appeal or 'approach' to the everyday tinds the (actual) everyday to 
be as pervasive a scene of illusion and trance and artiticiality (of need) as Plato 
or Rousseau or Marx or Thoreau had found. His philosophy of the (eventual) 
everyday is the proposal of a practice that takes on, takes upon itself, precisely (I 
do not say exclusively) that scene ofiJIusion and ofloss; approaches it, or let me 
say reproaches it, intimately enough to turn it, or deliver it; as if the actual is the 
womb, contains the terms, of the eventual. The direction out from illusion is not 
up, at any rate not up to one tixed morning star; but down [ ... ] Philosophy (as 
descent) can thus be said to leave everything as it is because it is a refusal of, say 
disobedient to, (a false) ascent, or transcendence. [ ... ) Plato's sun has shown us 
the fact of our chains; but that sun was produced by our chains.'" 

1.2 "Descent", "false ascent". and Wittgenstein's reflection on the "eternal and 
important" (CVB 80). 

Cavell shows, in his extensive readings of the Investigations, that Wittgen
stein resists aU "false ascent, or transcendence". Wittgenstein's complex moves 
against our excesses of idealization cannot, however, be read as a denial of - in 
Wittgenstein's words - lithe eternal and important". (Philosopy "turned", or "phi
losophy as descent", is not simply a re-enactment of the post-Hegelian, say 
Feuerbachian, attempts to critically unsettle, and re-situate, transcendence "im
manentistically" - quite the opposite, it may seem: the destruction of false "nou
menai1

= ciaims [Derridiam; mig.'1t call them "onto-theological" claims] takes to 
heart - in a transformed way - something similar to Augustine's [self-)admonition 
"In te ipsum redi".) In Vermischte Bemerkungen Wittgenstein writes: "What is 
eternal and ,important is often hidden from a man by an impenetrable veil. He 
knows: there's something under there, but he cannot see it. The veil reflects the 
daylight." (80, 1949) Feuerbachian "immanentists" will claim that this image is 
but the (old) lure of "false metaphysics". Is Wittgenstein's aphorism just ironic? 

5 Stanley Cavell, "Declining Decline",in The Cavell Reader (ed. Stephen Mulhall) 
Cambridge 1996 (~DD), p. 332. 
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Is il the re-deployment of a "metaphysical ilillsion" that reflects Plato's illusion
ary "sun" in the "daylight". of-3 -(treacherous) ~Ipresentism"? Does this re
deploylllent;organize the seduction that we must resist in all autonomous, disobe
dient philosophizing? But - if this is what Wiltgenstein is really up to - how then 
are 'we. to understand that other reflection (CV 57e) ,where - after asking himself: 
"Is what I am aoing really worth the effort?" - Wiltgenstein answers: "Yes, but 
only if a light shines on it from above"? Is this light just the light of 'Obersicht" 
(thepost-Tractarian goal of philosophizing) - or is it a light which, in Wiltgen
stein's view, makes '!Obersicht", as far as it ever gets real. possible? Be this as it 
may: Wiltgenstein, it seem., carefully avoids any image that promotes Feuerba
chian readings of the world; readings in which we see ourselves - due to an ';im
manentistic" tum - freed altogether from the (troublesome) notion of "the eternal 
and importanf'. In Wiltgenstein's thought something different (and rather "un
timely"} seems to go on: it's not easy to guess what Something, maybe, like a 
"struggle with" (CV 86e), and reflection on, Augustine's notion of grace? (For 
textual support of this - not unrisky - suggestion see Wiltgenstein's references to 
"Gnadenwahl"/Predes-tination in CV 30e, 32e, 72e, 77e.) 

2) Deconstruction? 
By considering those hints that indicate Wiltgenstein's .ustained interest in 

Augustine, I hope to be able to show (some) limits of (some) "deconstructivist' 
readings of Wittgenstein. The Investigations, in its opening passages, "decon
struct'.', as we ,know, the' "Augustinian picture" of language. In his -elaborate 
study, Willgenstein and Derrida, Henry Staten gives impressive and multifaceted 
examples of' Wittgenstein's various subversive moves. What, however, is the 
terminus ad quem of Wiltgen stein's deconstructive activities? When Staten writes 
"that'Wiltgenstein's style in the Investigations i. deeply involved in the kind of 
liberation of language as material substance from the domination of meaning 
which we associate with modem poetry"6, this could be read (or, would Staten 
rather say: misread?) as the idea that Wiltgenstein, in his late writings, encour
ages something like an "experimenting" meaning relativism, a playful !!aestheti
sation!!, or "aesthetic liberation", of our world experience (which. -as far as I see, 
Wittgenstein de facto nowhere does). ;'Language games", in Wittgenstein, are - at 
least in part - not "playful" at all: they form the "bedrock" of all our explorative 

__ capabilities, l'hey are neither socio-"contractual", nor biologically "grown": if 
they are "our nature", their "naturalistic" quality can certainly not to be ex
plained, say, by Quine's behavioristic conception of "naturalism" (let alone by 
Darwin's concept of evolution); "unsere Naturgeschichte" (PhI 25) has - "classi
cally" expressed - something close to a- "transcendental" quality. Wittgenstein's 

6 Henry Staten, Wittgenstein and Derrida, University of Nebraska Press 1984. p.88. 
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. d the categorical division of "Spiel" and 
"Sprachspie1e" are thus SItuated be~,O~ . ") W'ltgenstein's struggle with the 
"Ernst" (beyond "playfulness" and slOce~ty .. I . rhetorical "dissemi-

. II where tenmnates, It seems, m . . 
"bewitchment of language no . . . . ations _ to subvert the Augustmlan 
nations". Wiltgenstein sets out - In hIS I,,:,es:~ conception, which fails to see the 
picture of I~guage: an ab~tract, noun;::e_n to indicate the difference between a 
"different kmds of words (Phi I). A t' and Wiltgenstein's actual.ac-

. d· f the "author" ugus me, . 
deconstructlve rea mg-o . 1 "b t ct" icture of language is, in Wltt-
tivities: the subversion of Aug"."me s a ~~ose ~nti_AUgustinian Theory; Wilt
genstein, no,:"here tran.sformed mto a granm Au ustine does not imply anywhe~e 
genstein's cntlcal readmg of passages rr:: !u tivists would have it, that he IS 

that Augustine is all wrong (or, as so~e eco~s d
C 

4 e g suggest what M.F. 
II tri It) (Wlttgenstetn oesn L, •• , 

an exponent of Jogoc~n sm . "A stine's problem must now [under the 
Burnyeats recently claImed, that . ugu b Ived in purely human terms"7

• 

conditions of mode,:"ity/!'?~tmodemlty]. eo:: thinker who develops a flawed 
Although Wiltgenstem cnl!ClzeS Augustme. t' as a "Platonist" 

·th .. t ts nor rejects Augus me ' 
concept of language, he nel e.r In e~r; Au ustinian picture" _ so similar to some 
let alone as a thorough PI.atom~~ in ~u ustine's book, in an ongoing and 
ideas of the Tractatus - IS em h' grd' g to the testimony of Wiltgen-

f If. t" ning t at, acco m . 
intense process ose -ques 10 • fi W'1t tein "possibly the most senous 
stein's friends, made the Con!esslO"'! ~r hIt gens actually learn from the Investi
book ever wrilten".' Au~ustme - thIS·" ws:":'e of language. But, as Wittgen
gations - was in error WIth respect to theA ustine was not at all "in error [ ... ] 
stein writes in his Remarks on Frazer, uf th C nfessions"" Error only arose 
when he called lIpon God on every page 0 e 0 

"when he set forth. a theo~" ~Ibid.). h n he dissolves "pictures that have a grip 
Thus, what WlltgensteID IS up to wet 't. "When Wiltgenstein is at his 

b th ay Rorty tnes 0 see I . 
on us", can not e seen e W I I [ ] sticks to pure satire. He just shows, by 
best" writes Rorty, "he reso ute y .. , 1 d makes fun of the 
exa';ple. how hopeless the traditional problems :rre \;'io an 
whole idea that there is something here to be explamed . 

--------,--, ---:.- Au ustine De magistra", in The Augustinian 
. Burnyeat M.P., Wlltgenstem and .g orsi of California Press 1999, pJOO. 7 

8 

9 

10 

Tradition (00. Garet~ B. MattRhehws).(~n)lv R c~/lections o/Wittgenstein, OxfordlNew 
See M. O'c. Drury, 10: Rush ees .. e 

York 1984. Id B ugh" Philosophical Occasions /9/2-
Wiltgenstein. "Remarks on Frazer'SI~~ ~n dO ann) Indianapolis/Cambridge 1993, 
/951 (ed, James C. Klagge and A" or m , 

p.119. . Ph' I h Pure", in Consequences of Pragmatism. 
Richard Rorty. "Keepmg I osop Y 
Brighton 1982 (~ CPl. p. 34. 
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!he ton~of most of Wittgenstein's aphoristic remarks (as well as the whole 
setting 'of '~IS l11Vestigat;ons ~ where Wittgenstein speaks with "two voices" the 
!'voice of t~rn~~ion~ "and the "voice of correctness": voices that struggle ~ith 
e"';,h other, ,.s~IrItually , as Cavell says [DD 326]) comes nowhere close to "play
ful aesthetICISm, let alone to (proto-nihilistic) irony. All this does not fit into 
R0':'Y's reading. It suggests, on the contrary, that Wittgenstein's later philosophy
radlcally'subversive as it is - nowhere follows the strategy Rorty'assumes it to 
follow:iilO'render .important~tters irrelevant by "simply changing the subject" 
(CP XIV). What .s rendered melevant is the speCUlative illusion of importance 
only. nowhere II·important matters l1 themselves. 

Wittgens:ei~'s tho~t, it Seems, is of a complex, ethically charged kind, and 
has two vamshlng POints: of the first Wittgenstein speaks in Culture and Value 
when he wriles: "Perhaps what is inexpressible (what I find mysterious and am 
~ot able :0 ~,~press) is the background against which whatever I could express has 
Its meanmg (CV 16e);the second - also in Vermischte Bemerkungen _ is linked 
10 the. first,,:, its "s~bjectivist" complementum: "Working in philosophy _ like 
wo~k In a~hltecture ~n many respects - is really more a working on oneself. On 
one s own mterpretatlOn. On one's way of seeing things. (And what one expects 
ofthem.)"{CV 16e) 

Are these. philosophical thoughts - if not close enough to Rorty's neoprag
ma~,'c re-readln~ o;'(aspects of)."deco~struction"" - close enough to the agenda 
of deconstructIOn proper: to Its ethIcally charged resistance against "the clo
s~res of metaphysics"'2; and 10 its attempts to make visible the "traces" of the 
"~nexpressible" - in Derrida's reflections on Levinas's philosophyl3, as well as in 
hIS recent remarks on the "difficult" new phenomenon "so hastily called the 
'return of the rei igions"'? 14 

11 

12 

13 
14 
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See Richard Rorty, "Remarks on Deconstruction and Pragmatism", in: Deconstruc. 
lion a,!d Pragmatism (ed. Chantal Mouffe), LondonlNew York 1996. 
See SImon Critchley, The Ethics of Deconstruction: Derrida and Levinas, Oxford 
1982, Chapler 2. 
Jacques Derrida, Adieu a Emmanuel Levinas, Paris 1997. 
Ja~ques-D.errida/Gianni Vattimo, ReligiOn, Cambridge 1998, p. 5. See also: Hent de 
Vne~ Philosophy and the Turn to Religion (The Johns Hopkins University Press, 
~a~tJmore/London 1999), a recent study that deals with "the recurrence of certain re
IlglouS and theological motifs" in the later writings ofDerrida 
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